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Problems in engineering are usually hard to be modeled and
solved throughmathematical approaches, due to the complex
nature of these problems and the need for specifying effective,
efficient, and proper models to consider and approach real-
life or empirical and emulated problem scenarios. Many
proposals are constantly being put forward, based on different
kind of models, specially referring to mathematical models,
and formalization approaches, in the context of this journal,
ranging from purely linear programming models, algebra or
differential equations based models to artificial intelligent
(AI) oriented models or based on agents or neural networks.
These include a great number ofAI tools, such as fuzzy theory,
grey theory, neural network model, Genetic Algorithms, and
expert systems.

This special issue addresses intelligent, collaborative
decision-making models, methods, and tools for enabling
improvements towards collaborative management and the
optimization of production activities as well as enhancement
of supply chain andnetworkedmanufacturing processes.One
of the biggest problems arising in the context of engineering
and production management science, besides the problem
of data collection, is related to information modeling and
processing in secure and timely manner. Decision support
models and tools have to become increasingly more interac-
tive and accurate across software-based systems intended to
support business and organizational decision-making activi-
ties in order to help decision makers to compile and process
information, specify useful business models and processes,
and solve production management problems in companies.
The advent of the web and cloud computing have enabled

interorganizational decision support systems and have given
rise to numerous challenges and applications of existing
technology as well as many new decision support models,
methods, and technologies.

A number of important works have been carried out
during the last decade focusing on these issues, and in this
special issue on intelligent, collaborative decision-making
models, methods, and tools, a set of papers that further
explore this issues are incorporated.

One paper of this special issue addresses a time-variant
variance and time-variant expected market demand model
to investigate order strategies that are used by risk-averse
holiday merchants. Through their newsvendor model, the
authors were able to capture the unique characteristics of
holiday merchandise in the retail market to investigate the
display time and the traditional order quantity decision with
time-sensitive purchase cost, therefore helping to offer a
more detailed understanding of the interaction among these
important parameters through numerical analysis.

Another paper puts forward a plant intelligent behaviour
optimization algorithm for solving vehicle routing problem.
The algorithm is motivated by intelligent behaviour of plants
and is implemented to solve benchmark vehicle routing
problems of all sizes. The algorithm is able to be applied to
very large vehicle routing problem instances due to the ability
of the plant to use previously stored memory to respond to
new problems and to adjust to changing problem conditions.

The authors of another paper propose network Data
Envelopment Analysis models based on slacks-based mea-
sure framework which categorize intermediate measures into
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input or output type endogenously. Moreover, to incorpo-
rate inefficiency associated with intermediate measures in
efficiency measurement they propose two alternative slacks-
based measure models referred to as Model (I) and Model
(II), to address the conflict caused by the dual role of
intermediate measures, which can be applied to deal with
dynamic network models.

Another study presents a cycle deep belief networkmodel
for multivariate time series classification, which is a learning
algorithm that can discover the structure hidden in the data
and learn representations that are more suitable as input
to a supervised machine than the raw input. This kind of
contributions is quite important as time series classifications
are becoming increasingly more important in a broad range
of real world applications.

One of the papers of this special issue addresses secure
k-nearest neighbors (kNN) computation and integrity assur-
ance of data outsourcing in the cloud. Therefore, the authors
propose a verifiable spatial data index structure (VSS-tree)
to improve kNN query efficiency and provide kNN query
verification. Moreover, for resisting level 2 attacks, the cloud
server can perform a kNN query on encrypted data points
and query points.

Another study puts forward a recommendation approach
based on simulation for suggesting optimized production
conditions, including processing velocity of the automated
machine, to overcome and avoid contamination problems,
which can very negatively affect production processes, such
as in the case of manufacturing head stack assembly (HSA)
within a hard disk drive factory. Therefore, the proposed
approach is suitable for recommending sustainable optimized
production conditions to provide enhanced environmental
conditions, along with improved economical manufacturing
conditions, with reduced energy consumptions.

One paper performs an analysis of critical-barriers iden-
tification and qualitative data analysis to implement sus-
tainable supply chain management by using interpretive
structural modeling technique, based on an empirical case
study.

Another paper describes a hybrid algorithm combining
simulated annealing and genetic algorithm, referred to as
simulated annealing genetic algorithm, along with the appli-
cation of distributed decision-making and principal-agent
theory to build a model for scheduling risk management of
IT outsourcing projects.

The authors of one of the papers put forward an agent-
based modeling and simulation approach of designer’s bidi-
rectional behaviour of task selection in open source design
process, based on a website recommendation mechanism
through a collaborative filtering algorithm based on a three-
dimensional matrix including information of design agents,
tasks and skills, and an autonomous selection approach,
which can be applied in practice benefiting both designers
and open source design.

A study of this special issue presents a quite interesting
risky multicriteria group decision-making approach based
on cloud prospect theory and regret feedback. The approach
is based on linguistic variable assessment and proposes a
model that considers various and differential psychological

behaviour and the ambiguity of linguistic variable assessment
across multicriteria risks. Based on the cloud prospect value
assessment, a cloud prospect value aggregation method
and consensus degree measurement are used. Moreover,
an improved feedback adjustment mechanism based on
regret theory is employed as the consistency model, which
complements prospect theory.The three theoretical methods
together constitute the core elements of the authors’ proposed
cloud prospect value consensus degree decision model.
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Holiday merchandise has unique demand characteristics, unofficial start data, and a limited life cycle. In an intensely competitive
market, individual merchants are able to get more sales opportunities if they display their products earlier. In this study, a time-
variant variance and time-variant expectedmarket demandmodel are introduced to investigate the order strategies that are used by
risk-averse holidaymerchants. Our results show that risk preference, market uncertainty, andmarket power have a significant effect
on the merchant’s market strategies. Risk-averse merchants prefer to enhance forecast accuracy rather than using an early-display
advantage.They can even give up their early-display advantage if they are faced with increasedmarket uncertainty and small market
power. Compared with the fixed purchase cost, the time-sensitive purchase cost can stimulate themerchant to purchase in advance,
but this can decrease the merchant’s profit. Consequently, risk-averse merchants always display their merchandise later, decrease
the order quantity, and, finally, miss the market opportunity.

1. Introduction

As a special type of seasonal goods, holiday merchandise has
unique demand characteristics, such as an unofficial start
date and a finite selling horizon [1]. Most holiday goods are
introduced into the retail market over a well-defined and
finite selling horizon. They are then removed from display
after the special date has passed. For example, as described by
Robert Rand, “Although the holiday shopping season does not
‘officially’ begin until the Friday after Thanksgiving, artificial
trees and holiday wreaths now appears in some store as early
as September” [2]. Similarly, the Chinese Spring Festival
shopping season always officially begins on 23 December.
However, the New Year’s gatepost couplet has recently
appeared in the Chinese retail market at the beginning
of December. The total amount of money that shoppers
spend on holiday merchandise is largely independent of the

length of the holiday. In addition, an early display entails
opportunity costs. Why then do these merchants put this
holiday merchandise on display so early? Frank [2] argued
that the rationale behind early display is that, in a fiercely
competitive market, any merchants who wait until the Friday
after Thanksgiving to display Christmas wreaths will lose
out to merchants who display them earlier, allowing them
to capture more of the market demand (the early part) and
reap the first-mover advantage. This is the reason why some
US merchants put Christmas decorations on display as early
as Labor Day. However, this phenomenon is limited, and
we do not eventually see year-round displays of holiday
merchandise.

The early display not only comes at the expense of
reduced sales of other merchandise (e.g., because the shelves
used for displaying the Christmas decorations cannot be
used for displaying other merchandise, which in turn means
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reduced sales of the other merchandise and smaller profits
for themerchants [2]) but also can face high-demand forecast
errors. The previous literature shows that the uncertainty in
the market demand for holiday merchandise is problematic
for merchants when they have to make a decision for the
display time and for the quantities of holiday merchandise to
order [3–7]. A Wal-Mart survey has shown that the demand
forecast error is 40% if it purchases products from suppliers
26 weeks in advance, while the forecast error is decreased
to 10% if it orders products at the beginning of the sales
period [8]. Hence, the forecast error is likely to be larger when
the date of display is earlier. Therefore, an early display may
help the merchant to capture more of the market demand
but can reduce the sales of other merchandise (because
the shelves are limited) and increase the sales forecast
error.

This study aims to investigate the merchant’s challenge
of optimizing the display time and inventory management
of holiday merchandise in a competitive retail market that
is characterized by uncertainty, low-salvage values, and high
stock-out costs. The merchant’s risk preference is introduced
to consider how these market strategies vary in an uncertain
market environment [9–11]. In this study, a model where
both the market sale and the demand forecast accuracy
are time-sensitive is introduced into the decision model to
numerically analyze the merchant’s display time and order
quantity.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides a brief literature review. Section 3 introduces the
basic assumptions for the model and yields the retailer’s
objective function. Section 4 presents the optimal risk-
neutral solutions that will be used as benchmarks. Section 5
will investigate the optimal solutions for a risk-averse mer-
chant. Section 6 gives some numerical examples and outlines
the managerial implications. Section 7 concludes with a
discussion of the results, and it makes some suggestions for
future research.

2. Literature Review

Our models are largely inspired by the holiday merchandise
problem and by previous studies of traditional newsvendor
models that examine a demand uncertainty environment and
a quick response system. In this section, we will briefly review
each stream of the literature related to our study.

The first research stream of interest is demand uncer-
tainty. The demand uncertainty of holiday products has been
widely recognized as an important issue in the operations
management literature.Milner andRosenblatt tried to reduce
the negative effect of uncertain demand using a quantity
flexible contract [12]. Weng considered using the coordi-
nation mechanism in the supply chain to meet demand
uncertainty [13]. In addition, Hua et al. considered the
effects of demand uncertainty on supply chain cooperation
[14]. The operational environment in this present research
is similar to those presented in the previous literature [15–
17]. In particular, the modeling approach that is used in
this study is related to the traditional newsvendor models
that are used in an uncertain market demand environment.

Readers can refer to the literature [18] for an extensive review
of these models. Demand uncertainty is the basic market
characteristic that is faced by decision-makers. Recently,
Sana and Goyal incorporated variable purchasing cost of the
order quantity, lead-time-dependent partial backordering,
and lost sales into the (𝑄, 𝑟, 𝐿) model in a random demand
environment [19]. Radhi and Zhang studied the optimal
configuration of a remanufacturing supply network with
stochastic demand [20]. Zhao et al. analyzed the lateral inven-
tory transshipment problem for a dual-channel supply chain
with uncertain market demand [21]. A substantial amount
of research has assumed that uncertain demand is price
sensitive, service sensitive, or both price and promised lead-
time sensitive and price and service sensitive. For example,
some studies have assumed that uncertain demand is both
price and lead-time sensitive [11, 21–24]. Xiao et al. modeled
the demand uncertainty with the lead time and considered
the effects of lead time and the length of selling on demand
uncertainty [24]. In addition, Sana has introduced price-
dependent demand with random sales price into the classical
newsboy problem [25]. In summary, most of the previous
studies of the newsvendor model have either assumed that
uncertain market demand is independent of any decision
variable or assumed that uncertain demand is price or both
price and lead-time sensitive. However, both the expected
market sales and the forecast accuracy in the uncertain
demand environment for holidaymerchandise are affected by
the display time.Hence, a time-sensitive expectedmarket and
forecast accuracy demand model is introduced in this study.

The second research stream of interest is the time-
variant market demand model in a quick response system.
This research assumes that the merchant can enhance fore-
cast accuracy in an uncertain market by collecting market
information. For example, some literature has assumed that
lead-time reduction can help enhance the forecast accu-
racy in an uncertain demand market [4–6, 26–28]. First,
Chen and Chuang pointed out the relationships between
the purchasing time and the time variance of uncertain
demand and embedded the time-variant variance of demand
into the classical newsvendor problem by considering the
purchasing time and order quantity as a decision variable
[26]. Subsequently, Chuang developed the decision model
by extending the demand distribution into an unidentified
demand distribution function [29]. Recently, some literature
has also introduced the time-variant variance of demand
model into the supply chain to consider the time factors
[5–7, 30]. For example, Wang et al. used the time-variant
demand model in the supply chain to consider the retailer’s
purchase time and order quantity under different statement
strategies [6]. Li et al. investigated the optimal lead-time
policy for short life cycle products by assuming that the lead-
time reduction can enhance forecast accuracy in an uncertain
demand market [5]. However, replenishment lead times are
much longer comparedwith the length of the selling season in
some seasonal goods industries, which limits the merchant’s
opportunity to replenish the inventory during the season.
Therefore, the holiday merchant must decide the order
inventory by forecasting demand before the selling season.
Consequently, this study assumes that not only the forecast
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accuracy but also the expectedmarkets sales are related to the
timing of displaying holiday products.Themodel in our study
is closest to Wang et al.’s [7], who considered the display time
and order quantity with the fixed purchase cost. However,
as Chen and Chuang [26] pointed out, suppliers are often
more than willing to carry a price discount to stimulate the
merchant to purchase earlier and so decrease the inventory
level. Hence, we introduce a similar time-sensitive purchase
cost as that used by Chen and Chuang [26] into our model to
consider the holiday merchant’s marketing strategies, which
differ fromWang et al.’s [7].

3. Description of the Problem

Consider amerchant who sells a kind of holidaymerchandise
to the retail market, such as an artificial Christmas tree or
Spring Festivalmerchandise. Although this holidaymerchan-
dise does not have an official start date to the market, year-
round displays of this holiday merchandise do not occur in
practice. Consequently, there must exist a critical time point(𝑡 = 0) where the potential demand may occur but the prob-
ability approximates to zero. However, delaying display after
this critical point will come at the expense of lessmarket share
because it has been taken by the other merchants. Hence, we
assume that themerchant will sell holidaymerchandise to the
market on a concentrated selling [0, 𝑇] and that the market
demand 𝐷 is random and time-sensitive with respect to the
display time 𝑡. An early-display date can help the merchant
to capture more market demand. Thus, the market demand
when displaying the holiday merchandise at time 𝑡 can be
expressed as

𝐷 (𝑡) = 𝑑 − 𝛼𝑒−𝛾(𝑇−𝑡) + 𝜀 (𝑡) , 0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇, (1)

where 𝑑 represents the maximum market demand potential
and 𝛼 represents the competitive market size (i.e., the mer-
chant’s power in the retail market).The exponential-function
marketing model 𝑒−𝛾(𝑇−𝑡) is used to characterize the possible
fraction of the competitive market demand that has been
taken by the competitors when displaying at time 𝑡. The
exponential-function type is widely used in the literature
[31–33]. In addition, 𝛾 is the coefficient of the elasticity
of competition. The stochastic part of market 𝜀(𝑡) is time-
sensitive white noise of the forecast at display time 𝑡 [34].
Following themodel that was used by Chen andChuang [26],
we also assume 𝜀(𝑡) = 𝑋(𝜎(𝑇 − 𝑡)/𝑇), 𝑋 ∼ 𝑁(0, 1), with the
probability density𝑓(⋅), and cumulative distribution function
𝐹(⋅) and its inverse function𝐹(⋅) = 1−𝐹(⋅). Here, 𝜎 represents
demand deviation, that is, the market demand uncertainty.
Then, we have 𝐸(𝜀(𝑡)) = 0, var(𝜀(𝑡)) = 𝜎2(𝑡) = (𝑇 − 𝑡)2/𝑇2𝜎2.
Generally, we assume that 𝑑 − 𝛼𝜑(𝑡)(> 0) is much larger than𝜎 so that Pr{𝐷(𝑡) ≤ 0} can be negligible.

Consider the following scenario faced by a merchant:𝑝 represents the retail price in a competitive retail market
and 𝑠 is the salvage price for the unsold merchandise at the
end of the holiday. The supplier will charge a higher price
discount 𝑐(𝑡) to stimulate the consumer to purchase earlier
to allow the supplier to decrease their inventory level. Hence,

it is reasonable to assume that the supplier will charge price
discount 𝑐(𝑡) = 𝑐 + 𝛿𝑡 at time 𝑡 to stimulate the merchant
to purchase earlier, while the purchase cost must satisfy 𝑠 <𝑐(𝑡) < 𝑝, ∀𝑡 ∈ [0, 𝑇]. The holiday merchant then faces
the challenge of maximizing utility by determining the order
inventory and purchase time to display the product on the
shelves to capture uncertain market demand, as follows:

𝜋 (𝑄, 𝑡) = 𝑝min (𝑄,𝐷) + 𝑠 [𝑄 − 𝐷]+ − (𝑐 + 𝛿𝑡) 𝑄
− 𝜃 (𝑇 − 𝑡) , (2)

where 𝜃(𝑇 − 𝑡) denotes the opportunity cost because the
shelves used for holiday merchandise cannot be used to
display other merchandise, [𝑥]+ = max{𝑥, 0}.
4. The Benchmark Model

This section will characterize the risk of the merchant’s
marketing strategies. Here, we first use a risk-neutral model
as a benchmark.Theunity for the risk-neutralmerchant is the
expected profit, as follows:

𝐸 (𝜋 (𝑄, 𝑡))

= (𝑝 − 𝑠) (𝜇 − 𝑄)𝐹(𝑇 (𝑄 − 𝜇)
(𝑇 − 𝑡) 𝜎 )

+ (𝑝 − 𝑠) 𝜎𝑇 − 𝑡
𝑇 ∫𝑇(𝑄−𝜇)/(𝑇−𝑡)𝜎
−∞

𝑥𝑓 (𝑥) 𝑑𝑥
+ (𝑝 − 𝑐 − 𝛿𝑡)𝑄 − 𝜃 (𝑇 − 𝑡) ,

(3)

where 𝜇 = 𝑑 − 𝛼𝑒𝛾(𝑡−𝑇).
Lemma 1. For any display time 𝑡, a risk-neutral merchant’s
expected profit 𝐸(𝜋(𝑄, 𝑡)) is always a concave function of the
order quantity.

Proof. For any time 𝑡, taking the first and second par-
tial derivatives of 𝐸(𝜋(𝑄, 𝑡)) with respect to 𝑄, we obtain𝜕𝐸(𝜋(𝑄, 𝑡))/𝜕𝑄 = −(𝑝 − 𝑠)𝐹(𝑇(𝑄 − 𝜇)/(𝑇 − 𝑠)𝜎) + (𝑝 − 𝑐 −𝛿𝑡), 𝜕2𝐸(𝜋(𝑄, 𝑡))/𝜕𝑄2 = −((𝑝−𝑠)𝑇/(𝑇−𝑡)𝜎)𝑓(𝑇(𝑄−𝜇)/(𝑇−𝑡)𝜎) ≤ 0. Hence, the expected profit is a concave function of
the order quantity.

Lemma 2. For a risk-neutral merchant, the order quantity can
be expressed by the purchase time as 𝑄∗𝑅𝑁 = 𝑑 − 𝛼𝑒𝛾(𝑡∗𝑅𝑁−𝑇) +
𝜎((𝑇 − 𝑡∗𝑅𝑁)/𝑇)𝐹−1(𝛽), and the optimal display time 𝑡∗𝑅𝑁 can
be determined by the following algorithm:

(1) Solve the equation 𝛼𝑒𝛾(𝑡−𝑇)(𝛿−𝛾(𝑝−𝑐−𝛿𝑡))−𝛿𝑑−((𝑝−
𝑠)𝜎/𝑇)(𝐹−1(𝛽)𝛽−∫𝐹−1(𝛽)

−∞
𝐹(𝑥)𝑑𝑥)−((𝑇−𝑡)𝜎𝛿/𝑇)𝐹−1(𝛽)+𝜃 = 0

to obtain the solutions represented as 𝑡1, 𝑡2, . . . , 𝑡𝑛.
(2) Let Θ = {𝑡𝑖 | 0 ≤ 𝑡𝑖 ≤ 𝑇, 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛}.
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(3) Compute the values of (3) to obtain the optimal
solution as

𝑡∗RN = argmax {𝐸 (𝜋 (𝑄∗, 𝑡𝑖)) , 𝐸 (𝜋 (𝑄∗, 0)) ,
𝐸 (𝜋 (𝑄∗, 𝑇)) | 𝑡𝑖 ∈ Θ} , (4)

where 𝛽 ≜ (𝑝 − 𝑐 − 𝛿𝑡)/(𝑝 − 𝑠).
Proof. From Lemma 1, it can be seen that the expected
profit function 𝐸(𝜋(𝑄, 𝑡)) is a concave function of the order
quantity. Consequently, the optimal order quantity can be
obtained by solving the derivatives function of 𝐸(𝜋(𝑄, 𝑡))
with respect to 𝑄, and then 𝑄∗𝛽 = 𝑑 − 𝛼𝑒𝛾(𝑡−𝑇) + 𝜎((𝑇 −
𝑡)/𝑇)𝐹−1(𝛽), 𝛽 ≜ (𝑝 − 𝑐 − 𝛿𝑡)/(𝑝 − 𝑠).

By substituting 𝑄∗𝛽 into formula (3), we have
𝐸(𝜋(𝑄∗𝛽 , 𝑡)) = (𝑝 − 𝑐 − 𝛿𝑡)(𝑑 − 𝛼𝑒𝛾(𝑡−𝑇)) + (𝑝 − 𝑠)𝜎((𝑇 −
𝑡)/𝑇)(𝐹−1(𝛽)𝛽 − ∫𝐹−1(𝛽)

−∞
𝐹(𝑥)𝑑𝑥) − 𝜃(𝑇 − 𝑡). 𝐸(𝜋(𝑄∗𝛽 , 𝑡))

is a continuous and differentiable function of 𝑡 ∈ [0, 𝑇].
However, it is difficult to express the analytical results
because they are nonlinear. Therefore, based on algebraic
theory, there exists a maximum point 𝑡∗(∈ [0, 𝑇]) that
satisfies 𝜋(𝑄∗𝛽 , 𝑡∗) = max𝑡𝐸(𝜋(𝑄∗𝛽 , 𝑡)). The optimal purchase
time can then be found through the following algorithm:

(1) Differentiate the expected function 𝐸(𝜋(𝑄∗𝛽 , 𝑡)) with
respect to 𝑡 as 𝑑𝐸(𝜋(𝑄∗, 𝑡))/𝑑𝑡 = 𝛼𝑒𝛾(𝑡−𝑇)(𝛿 − 𝛾(𝑝 − 𝑐 −
𝛿𝑡)) − 𝛿𝑑 − ((𝑝 − 𝑠)𝜎/𝑇)(𝐹−1(𝛽)𝛽 − ∫𝐹−1(𝛽)

−∞
𝐹(𝑥)𝑑𝑥) − ((𝑇 −

𝑡)𝜎𝛿/𝑇)𝐹−1(𝛽) + 𝜃.
(2) Let 𝑑𝐸(𝜋(𝑄∗, 𝑡))/𝑑𝑡 = 0 to allow us to obtain the

solutions expressed as (𝑡1, 𝑡2, . . . , 𝑡𝑛).
(3) Obtain the valid extreme values set by excluding the

invalid extreme as Θ = {𝑡𝑖 | 0 ≤ 𝑡𝑖 ≤ 𝑇, 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛}.
(4) Compute the possible optimal values for the expected

function 𝐸(𝜋(𝑄∗𝛽 , 𝑡𝑖)), 𝑡𝑖 ∈ Θ, and then compare these
values to find the optimal time point 𝑡∗RN that satisfies𝑡∗RN = argmax{𝐸(𝜋(𝑄∗, 𝑡𝑖)), 𝐸(𝜋(𝑄∗, 0)), 𝐸(𝜋(𝑄∗, 𝑇)) | 𝑡𝑖 ∈Θ}.
5. The Influence of Risk Reference on
a Merchant’s Optimal Strategies

The previous literature has shown that decision-makers
will tend to be risk-averse because they are faced with an
uncertain environment [35, 36]. The risk-aversion issue can
be addressed as the expected utility criterion [37], mean-
variance objective function [38], and conditional value at risk
(CVaR) [39]. In particular, the CVaR criterion measures “the
average value of the profit falling below a certain quantile
level; it takes into account both reward and risk,” which
has drawn attention in the study of operational management
[10, 39, 40]. In this study, we adopt CVaR tomeasure the risk-
averse merchant’s performance.

The merchant’s objective is to maximize the following
utility function according to the general definition of CVaR
[40]:

𝐶𝑉𝑎𝑅𝜂 (𝜋 (𝑄, 𝑡))
= max

V∈𝑅
{V + 1

𝜂𝐸 [min (𝜋 (𝑄, 𝑡) − V, 0)]} , (5)

where 𝐸 is the expected operator, 𝑅 represents the real
number set, 𝜂 ∈ (0, 1] reflects the degree of risk aversion for
the merchant (the smaller the value of 𝜂 is, the more risk-
averse the retailer will be), and V represents the possible upper
limit of the profit under certain 𝜂.
Theorem3. For a risk-aversemerchant, the order quantity can
be expressed by the purchase time as

𝑄∗𝑅𝐴 = 𝑑 − 𝛼𝑒−𝛾(𝑇−𝑡∗𝑅𝐴) + (𝑇 − 𝑡∗𝑅𝐴) 𝜎𝐹−1 (𝜏)𝑇 , (6)

and the optimal purchase time 𝑡∗𝑅𝐴 can be determined by the
following algorithm:

(1) Solve the equation (−𝛿/𝜂)𝜎((𝑇 − 𝑡)/𝑇)𝐹−1(𝜏) −
(1/𝜂𝑇)(𝑝 − 𝑠)𝜎 ∫𝐹−1(𝜏)

−∞
𝑥𝑑𝐹(𝑥) − 𝛿(𝑑 − 𝛼𝑒𝛾(𝑡−𝑇)) − (𝑝 − 𝑐 −

𝛿𝑡)𝛼𝛾𝑒𝛾(𝑡−𝑇) + 𝜃 = 0 to obtain the solutions as 𝑡1, 𝑡2, . . . , 𝑡𝑛.
(2) Let Γ = {𝑡𝑖 | 0 ≤ 𝑡𝑖 ≤ 𝑇, 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛}.
(3) Compute the values of formula (6) to obtain the

optimal solution as

𝑡∗RA = argmax {𝐸 (𝜋 (𝑄∗, 𝑡𝑖)) , 𝐸 (𝜋 (𝑄∗, 0)) ,
𝐸 (𝜋 (𝑄∗, 𝑇)) | 𝑡𝑖 ∈ Γ} , (7)

where 𝜏 ≜ ((𝑝 − 𝑐 − 𝛿𝑡)/(𝑝 − 𝑠))𝜂 = 𝛽𝜂.
Proof. From the definition of CVaR, substitute 𝜋(𝑄, 𝑡) into
formula (5) and the optimal order quantity satisfying𝑄∗(𝑡) =
argmax𝑄≥0{maxV 𝑔(𝑄, 𝑡, V)}. Obviously, 𝑔(𝑄, 𝑡, V) = V −
(1/𝜂)𝐸[V−𝜋(𝑄, 𝑡)]+ = V−(1/𝜂) ∫𝑄

0
[V−(𝑠−𝑐𝑡)𝑄−(𝑝−𝑠)𝑥+𝜃(𝑇−

𝑡)]+𝑑Φ(𝑡, 𝑥) − (1/𝜂) ∫+∞
𝑄

[V − (𝑝 − 𝑐𝑡)𝑄 + 𝜃(𝑇 − 𝑡)]+𝑑Φ(𝑡, 𝑥),
whereΦ(𝑡, 𝑥) represents the cumulative distribution function
of the market demand 𝐷(𝑡, 𝑋) and 𝑐𝑡 = 𝑐 + 𝛿𝑡

(1) For any given 𝑄, 𝑡, we can first solve maxV 𝑔(𝑄, 𝑡, V).
Case 1. If V < (𝑠− 𝑐𝑡)𝑄−𝜃(𝑇− 𝑡), then V−(𝑠− 𝑐𝑡)𝑄− (𝑝−𝑠)𝑥+𝜃(𝑇 − 𝑡) < 0, V − (𝑝 − 𝑐𝑡)𝑄 + 𝜃(𝑇 − 𝑡) < 0 and 𝑔(𝑄, 𝑡, V) = V,
and thus 𝜕𝑔(𝑄, 𝑡, V)/𝜕V = 1 > 0.
Case 2. If (𝑠 − 𝑐𝑡)𝑄 − 𝜃(𝑇 − 𝑡) ≤ V ≤ (𝑝 − 𝑐𝑡)𝑄 − 𝜃(𝑇 − 𝑡),
then

if 𝑥 > (V− (𝑠 − 𝑐𝑡)𝑄+ 𝜃(𝑇− 𝑡))/(𝑝− 𝑠), then 𝑔(𝑄, 𝑡, V) = V,
and thus 𝜕𝑔(𝑄, 𝑡, V)/𝜕V = 1 > 0;
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if 𝑥 ≤ (V − (𝑠 − 𝑐𝑡)𝑄 + 𝜃(𝑇 − 𝑡))/(𝑝 − 𝑠), then 𝑔(𝑄, 𝑡, V) =
V− (1/𝜂) ∫(V−(𝑠−𝑐𝑡)𝑄+𝜃(𝑇−𝑡))/(𝑝−𝑠)

0
V− (𝑠 − 𝑐𝑡)𝑄 − (𝑝 − 𝑠)𝑥 + 𝜃(𝑇 −𝑡)𝑑Φ(𝑡, 𝑥), and thus 𝜕𝑔(𝑄, 𝑡, V)/𝜕V = 1 − (1/𝜂)Φ(𝑡, (V − (𝑠 −𝑐𝑡)𝑄 + 𝜃(𝑇 − 𝑡))/(𝑝 − 𝑠)) and (𝜕𝑔(𝑄, 𝑡, V)/𝜕V)|V=(𝑠−𝑐𝑡)𝑄−𝜃(𝑇−𝑡) =1 − (1/𝜂)Φ(𝑡, 0) = 1 > 0, (𝜕𝑔(𝑄, 𝑡, V)/𝜕V)|V=(𝑝−𝑐𝑡)𝑄−𝜃(𝑇−𝑡) =1 − (1/𝜂)Φ(𝑡, 𝑄).

Case 3. If V ≥ (𝑝 − 𝑐𝑡)𝑄 − 𝜃(𝑇 − 𝑡), then 𝑔(𝑄, 𝑡, V) = V −
(1/𝜂) ∫𝑄

0
V− (𝑠 − 𝑐𝑡)𝑄+ (𝑝− 𝑠)𝑥 + 𝜃(𝑇− 𝑡)𝑑Φ(𝑡, 𝑥) − (1/𝜂)(V−(𝑝 − 𝑐𝑡)𝑄 + 𝜃(𝑇 − 𝑡))(1 − Φ(𝑡, 𝑄)), and thus 𝜕𝑔(𝑄, 𝑡, V)/𝜕V =1 − (1/𝜂)(Φ(𝑡, 𝑄) + 1 − Φ(𝑡, 𝑄)) = 1 − (1/𝜂) < 0 (𝜂 ∈ (0, 1)).

Combine Case 1 and Case 3; the optimal solutions for
given 𝑄 and 𝑡 must then be in the interval [(𝑠 − 𝑐𝑡)𝑄 − 𝜃(𝑇 −𝑡), (𝑝 − 𝑐𝑡)𝑄 − 𝜃(𝑇 − 𝑡)].

(i) If 1 − (1/𝜂)Φ(𝑡, 𝑄) ≤ 0, that is, 𝜂 < Φ−1(𝑡, 𝑄), then the
optimal solutions Ṽmust satisfy 1 − (1/𝜂)Φ(𝑡, (Ṽ − (𝑠 − 𝑐𝑡)𝑄 +𝜃(𝑇 − 𝑡))/(𝑝 − 𝑠)) = 0, and thus Ṽ = (𝑠 − 𝑐𝑡)𝑄 − 𝜃(𝑇 − 𝑡) + (𝑝 −𝑠)Φ−1(𝑡, 𝜂). By substituting into 𝑔(𝑄, 𝑡, V) in Case 2, we have
𝑔(𝑄, 𝑡, Ṽ) = (𝑠−𝑐𝑡)𝑄−𝜃(𝑇−𝑡)+(1/𝜂)(𝑝−𝑠) ∫Φ−1(𝑡,𝜂)

0
𝑥 𝑑Φ(𝑡, 𝑥).

We then have 𝜕𝑔(𝑄, 𝑡, Ṽ)/𝜕𝑄 = (𝑠 − 𝑐𝑡) < 0. Hence, there is no
extreme value for 𝑄 under this situation.

(ii) If 1− (1/𝜂)Φ(𝑡, 𝑄) ≥ 0, that is, 𝜂 ≥ Φ−1(𝑡, 𝑄), then the
optimal value Ṽ can be obtained as Ṽ = (𝑝 − 𝑐𝑡)𝑄 − 𝜃(𝑇 − 𝑡).

(2) By substituting Ṽ into 𝑔(𝑄, 𝑡, V) in Case 2,
we have 𝑔(𝑄, 𝑡, Ṽ) = (𝑝 − 𝑐𝑡)𝑄 − 𝜃(𝑇 − 𝑡) − (1/
𝜂) ∫((𝑝−𝑐𝑡)𝑄−𝜃(𝑇−𝑡)−(𝑠−𝑐𝑡)𝑄+𝜃(𝑇−𝑡))/(𝑡−𝑠)
0

(𝑝 − 𝑐𝑡)𝑄 − 𝜃(𝑇 − 𝑡) − (𝑠 −𝑐𝑡)𝑄 − (𝑝 − 𝑠)𝑥 + 𝜃(𝑇 − 𝑡)𝑑Φ(𝑡, 𝑥) = (𝑝 − 𝑐𝑡)𝑄 − 𝜃(𝑇 − 𝑡) −
(1/𝜂) ∫𝑄

0
(𝑝 − 𝑠)(𝑄 − 𝑥)𝑑Φ(𝑡, 𝑥). Taking the first and second

partial derivatives of 𝑔(𝑄, 𝑡, Ṽ) with respect to 𝑄 yields
𝜕𝑔(𝑄, 𝑡, Ṽ)/𝜕𝑄 = (𝑝 − 𝑐𝑡) − (1/𝜂) ∫𝑄

0
(𝑝 − 𝑠)𝑑Φ(𝑡, 𝑥) = (𝑝 −

𝑐𝑡) − (1/𝜂)(𝑝 − 𝑠)Φ(𝑡, 𝑄), 𝜕2𝑔(𝑄, 𝑡, Ṽ)/𝜕𝑄2 = −(1/𝜂)(𝑝 −𝑠)𝜙(𝑡, 𝑄) ≤ 0. Hence, 𝑔(𝑄, 𝑡, Ṽ) is the concave function
of the 𝑄. Thus, let 𝜕𝑔(𝑄, 𝑡, Ṽ)/𝜕𝑄 = 0 to obtain the risk-
averse merchants’ optimal order quantity 𝑄∗RA = 𝑑−
𝛼𝑒−𝛾(𝑇−𝑡) + (𝑇 − 𝑡)𝜎𝐹−1(𝜏)/𝑇, 𝜏 ≜ ((𝑝 − 𝑐𝑡)/(𝑝 − 𝑠))𝜂.

By substituting 𝑄∗RA into 𝑔(𝑄, 𝑡, Ṽ), we obtain𝑔(𝑄∗RA, 𝑡, Ṽ) = (𝑝 − 𝑐𝑡)𝑄∗RA − 𝜃(𝑇 − 𝑡) − (1/𝜂)(𝑝 −
𝑠)𝑄∗RA ∫𝑄∗RA

0
𝑑Φ(𝑡, 𝑥) + (1/𝜂)(𝑝 − 𝑠) ∫𝑄∗RA

0
𝑥 𝑑Φ(𝑡, 𝑥) =

𝑄∗RA(𝑝 − 𝑐𝑡 − (1/𝜂)(𝑝 − 𝑠)Φ(𝑡, 𝑄∗RA)) − 𝜃(𝑇 − 𝑡) + (1/𝜂)(𝑝 −
𝑠) ∫𝑄∗RA
0

𝑥𝑑Φ(𝑡, 𝑥) = (1/𝜂)(𝑝 − 𝑠) ∫𝑄∗RA
0

𝑥 𝑑Φ(𝑡, 𝑥) − 𝜃(𝑇 − 𝑡) =
(1/𝜂)(𝑝−𝑠) ∫𝐹−1(𝜏)

−∞
𝑑(𝑡, 𝑧)𝑑𝐹(𝑧)−𝜃(𝑇−𝑡) = (1/𝜂)(𝑝−𝑠)𝜎((𝑇−

𝑡)/𝑇) ∫𝐹−1(𝜏)
−∞

𝑥 𝑑𝐹(𝑥)+(𝑝−𝑐)(𝑑−𝛼𝜑(𝑡))−𝜃(𝑇−𝑡). Noticeably,
𝑔(𝑄∗RA, 𝑡, Ṽ) is a nonlinear function and is a continuous and
differentiable function of 𝑡 ∈ [0, 𝑇]. Hence, it is difficult to
express the analytical optimal solutions. However, based on
algebraic theory, there exists a maximum point 𝑡∗(∈ [0, 𝑇])
which satisfies 𝑔(𝑄∗RA, 𝑡∗, Ṽ) = max𝑡 𝑔(𝑄∗RA, 𝑡, Ṽ). The optimal
point 𝑡∗ can be found through the following algorithm:

(1) Take the first and second partial derivatives of𝑔(𝑄∗RA, 𝑡, Ṽ) with respect to 𝑡 as 𝜕𝑔(𝑄∗RA, 𝑡, Ṽ)/𝜕𝑡 = (−1/
𝜂𝑇)(𝑝 − 𝑠)𝜎 ∫𝐹−1(𝜏)

−∞
𝑥 𝑑𝐹(𝑥) + (1/𝜂)(𝑝 − 𝑠)𝜎((𝑇 − 𝑡)/

𝑇)𝐹−1(𝜏)(𝑑𝜏/𝑑𝑡) − 𝛿(𝑑 − 𝛼𝑒𝛾(𝑡−𝑇)) − (𝑝 − 𝑐 − 𝛿𝑡)𝛼𝛾𝑒𝛾(𝑡−𝑇) +𝜃.

(2) Let 𝜕𝑔(𝑄∗RA, 𝑡, Ṽ)/𝜕𝑡 = 0 and then obtain the extreme
points expressed as (𝑡1, 𝑡2, . . . , 𝑡𝑛).

(3) Exclude the invalid extreme points and obtain the
valid extreme points set as Γ = {𝑡𝑖 | 0 ≤ 𝑡𝑖 ≤ 𝑇, 𝑖 =1, 2, . . . , 𝑛}.

(4) Substitute these valid extreme points into 𝑔(𝑄∗RA, 𝑡, Ṽ)
and compare these values to find the optimal time points 𝑡∗RN
that satisfy 𝑡∗RA = argmax{𝑔(𝑄∗RA, 𝑡𝑖), 𝑔(𝑄∗RA, 0), 𝑔(𝑄∗RA, 𝑇) |𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛}.
6. Numerical Examples and
Managerial Insights

It is difficult to obtain the analytical solutions for nonlinear
decision equations. Thus, we will conduct a numerical anal-
ysis to better understand the impact of these parameters on
the risk reference of the merchants’ market strategies.We will
then make some recommendations for holiday merchants.
Our focus is on investigating how the risk-averse merchant
makes the strategies, display time, and order quantity reflect
the various influential parameters. To illustrate the impacts
of these important parameters, we assume that 𝑇 = 120,𝑑 = 10000, 𝑝 = 100, 𝑠 = 25, 𝜃 = 30, 𝑐 = 50, and 𝑌 ∼ 𝑁(0, 1).
6.1. The Effects of the Degree of Risk Aversion 𝜂. In the
theoretical analysis, we represent the degree of risk aversion
with 𝜂; that is, a smaller 𝜂 means that the merchant is more
risk-averse. In particular, the merchant is risk-neutral when𝜂 = 1. Figure 1 suggests that a risk-averse merchant will
delay the display time and decrease the order quantity as
the merchant becomes more risk-averse. Generally, when the
merchant is less risk-averse, the display will be made earlier
and the order quantity will be larger. In reality, a risk-averse
merchant may prefer spending more time enhancing the
forecast accuracy. They may then lose the potential market
and they would finally have to order a smaller quantity to
meet the follow-up market demand. Risk-averse merchants
always lose profit due to their risk preference. Therefore, the
risk-averse merchant has to weigh the time-sensitive market
demand with the forecast accuracy.

6.2. The Effect of the Uncertainty of Market 𝜎. Figure 2
presents how the market demand uncertainty influences the
merchant’s display time, order quantity, and profit. From
Figure 2, we can see that all of the merchants would opt
to delay the display time and decrease the order quantity
to meet market demand. Actually, all of the merchants will
choose to wait or collect information to further enhance
the accuracy of their market forecast when faced with high
market demand risk. In particular, the risk-averse merchant
may give up the early display entirely when faced with high
market demand risk. Meanwhile, the risk-averse merchant
would tend to capture the fist-mover advantage when faced
with clear market demand. In addition, the merchant’s profit
decreases as the uncertainty of market demand increases.
However, the risk-neutral merchant’s profit decreases sharply
and will finally tend toward the risk-averse merchant’s profit
with large market uncertainty. A comparison of the strategies
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Figure 1: The effects of degree of risk aversion 𝜂 with 𝛼 = 500, 𝜎 = 1000, and 𝛾 = 0.025.

used by these two types of merchants shows that risk-neutral
merchants order more holiday merchandise to capture the
early-display advantage and will capture more profit than
the risk-averse merchant, even with increased market uncer-
tainty.

6.3. The Effect of the Coefficient of Elasticity of Competitive 𝛾.
Here, 𝛾 represents the coefficient of the elasticity of compe-
tition; that is, a larger 𝛾 means that the market demand will
make a loss due to the late display at the early stage less likely.
Figure 3 shows the effects of the coefficient of the elasticity
of competition on the merchant’s market strategies. From
Figure 3, we can see that if the market demand is less likely
to be taken by competitors, then all rational merchants will
choose the delay display time to decrease the opportunity cost
and enhance the forecast accuracy. Meanwhile, all rational
merchants will choose an early display to capture the fist-
mover advantage. Hence, the merchants of different risk
preferences tend to display their holiday products at the
same time with larger 𝛾. Although the certainty level of

risk-neutral merchant’s order quantity fluctuates, the risk-
averse merchant’s order quantity increases with 𝛾. This may
happen because a large 𝛾 only coincides with the risk-averse
merchant’s order strategies, so the risk-averse merchant’s
order quantity is more sensitive to 𝛾 than that of the risk-
neutral merchants. Finally, the merchant’s profits will benefit
fromhigh forecast accuracy and a decrease of the opportunity
cost.

6.4. Effect of Purchase Discount Factor 𝛿. As described
previously, the aim of the price discount provided by the
supplier is to stimulate the merchant to purchase earlier.
When 𝛿 is larger, the cost charged by the supplier due to
the delayed purchase will be higher. All holiday merchants
are sensitive to the purchase cost. Figure 4 suggests that
risk preference merchants will purchase in advance with the
increase of 𝛿. Consequently, the time-sensitive purchase cost
can stimulate the merchant to purchase the order earlier. In
particular, the risk-neutral merchant purchases their order
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Figure 2: The effects of uncertainty of market demand 𝜎 with 𝛼 = 500, 𝛾 = 0.025, and 𝜂 = 0.8.

in advance, even at the beginning stage. Although the risk-
neutral merchant’s order quantity increases due to the early
purchase, the risk-averse merchant’s order quantity first
increases due to the early purchase but it then decreases
with the increase of 𝛿. This may happen because the increase
of the purchase cost also means that the risk-averse mer-
chant faces the risk of loss. Finally, the merchant’s profit
decreases with the increase of purchase cost. Overall, the
time-sensitive purchase cost can indeed stimulate the risk-
averse merchant to purchase more order in advance but this
also increases their purchase cost and finally decreases their
profit.

6.5. Effect of the Power of Retailer 𝛼. The power of merchant
represented by 𝛼 indicates the degree of market demand

taken by the competition. Hence, when 𝛼 is smaller, the
merchant’s power will be larger and less market demand
will be taken. Figure 5 illustrates the merchant’s market
strategies with the increase of 𝛼. With the increase of 𝛼, the
merchant’s display time will be delayed, the order quantity
will increase, and finally the profit will decrease. A merchant
with smaller power in the market will consider avoiding
competing with a strong competitor and will then opt to
display the holiday merchandise earlier to capture the first-
mover advantage. A monopolist will not be afraid to lose
loyal customers and will delay the display time to enhance
the forecast accuracy. Therefore, a risk-neutral merchant will
order a higher quantity in advance to gain the advantage.
However, the risk-averse merchant’s order quantity does not
always increase but instead it exhibits an approximate U-
type fluctuation. The early display means that a risk-averse
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Figure 3: The effects of coefficient of elasticity of competitive 𝛾 with 𝛼 = 500, 𝜂 = 0.4, and 𝜎 = 1000.

merchant must trade off the increased risk with the increased
market power.

7. Conclusion

Holiday merchandise exhibits typical market characteristics
due to its unofficial start date and limited life cycle. In this
study, we have been able to capture the unique characteristics
of holiday merchandise in the retail market by introducing
the time-variant variance and time-variant expected market
sales model. In particular, this study has investigated the
market strategies that are used by merchants with different
risk preferences to optimize the display time and inven-
tory management of holiday merchandise in a competitive
retail market. This work has enhanced the understanding
of the phenomena of holiday goods, and it has provided

management insight by conducting a numerical analysis.
Our results suggest that the interactions of risk preference
and the time-sensitive purchase cost have a significant effect
on the merchant’s market strategies. A risk-averse merchant
will delay the holiday merchandise display time, decrease
the order quantity, and finally miss the market opportunity.
Meanwhile, the time-sensitive purchase cost can stimulate
the merchant to purchase in advance, but this will also
increase the merchant’s order cost and will finally decrease
the merchant’s profit. The considerable uncertainty of the
holiday market will cause the merchant to wait to avoid
opportunity cost, and this pause allows them to enhance
their forecast accuracy. A more risk-averse merchant may
consider giving up the early-display advantage. All of the
merchants, regardless of their risk preference, would prefer
to enhance their forecast accuracy rather than capturing the
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Figure 4: The effects of uncertainty of market demand 𝜎 with 𝛼 = 500, 𝛾 = 0.025, and 𝜂 = 0.4.

early-display advantage if less of the market will be taken by
the competition due to late display. A large market power
merchant is not afraid to lose loyal customers due to late
display. Generally, a merchant with larger market power will
display their merchandise later and will make more profits.
In comparison with the fixed purchase cost, a risk-averse
merchant has to make a tradeoff between the challenge of
makingmatchedmarket strategies with the purchase cost, the
advantage of early display, and the forecast error. While this
study uses an extended newsvendor model, it goes further
and investigates the display time and the traditional order
quantity decision with time-sensitive purchase cost. This
helps to offer a more detailed understanding of the interac-
tion among these important parameters through numerical
analysis.

It should be pointed out that the main limitation in the
current study is that the optimal market strategies cannot
be analytically derived from the decision-making equations.
Therefore, we have numerically analyzed the impacts of
these parameters on the risk reference merchants’ market
strategies. Several aspects of the present studywarrant further
research. For example, the scenarios that were used in this
model can be extended to a supply chain context to consider
the effects of the behavior of other players on the merchant’s
market strategies.
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A new plant intelligent behaviour optimisation algorithm is developed.The algorithm ismotivated by intelligent behaviour of plants
and is implemented to solve benchmark vehicle routing problems of all sizes, and results were compared to those in literature. The
results show that the new algorithm outperforms most of algorithms it was compared to for very large and large vehicle routing
problem instances.This is attributed to the ability of the plant to use previously stored memory to respond to new problems. Future
research may focus on improving input parameters so as to achieve better results.

1. Introduction

A lot of research has been done and is ongoing on develop-
ment of optimisation algorithms that aremotivated bynatural
processes. In this research, an attempt to develop a new
plant intelligence behaviour optimisation (PIBO) algorithm
motivated by intelligent behaviour of plants to survive and
avoid competition is presented. Natural processes such as
how plants fight competition and change morphology in
response to environmental changes make it worthwhile to
develop an algorithm inspired by plant intelligence. Plant
intelligence starts with cell molecular network. Molecular
connections result in a living organism. It is believed that
metabolic steps act like Boolean computer logic gates such
as Or, AND, and NOR [1] and act like chemical neurones [2, 3].

Pattern recognition is achieved through assembling
chemical neutron together [4]. Computational elements in
plant intelligence are taken to be proteins [5]. Plants can
forage for their food through changing their behaviour.
This is achieved by changing physiology, phenotype, and
architecture [6]. Plants make decisions as they grow, thereby
placing roots, shoots, and leaves at optimal points or positions
depending on availability or positions of perceived resources
[7, 8].

Overgrown branches can trigger decision to seal the
vascular connection system and redirect resources to the
rest of the plant [9]. The plants have an ability to sense

volume [10]. Plants can avoid competition and can respond
to local opportunities that will be of use in future [11]. Roots
plays a pivotal role in plant intelligence. The paper is highly
motivated by adaptability of plants to severe conditions,
ability to avoid competition, and ability to survive under
dynamic conditions. Using this intelligence of plants to
develop an optimisation algorithm can result in a better
optimisation algorithm capable of adapting to conditions
given. An optimisation algorithm that is flexible and adapting
to different conditions is necessarywith current advancement
in technology. The proposed algorithm is different from
other nature inspired algorithms in that it can redirect time
resources to solutions that are feasible only.The remainder of
the paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, formulation of
the new PIBO algorithm is presented. Computational experi-
ments, results, and discussions are presented in Section 3, and
conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2. PIBO Algorithm Development

In this section an attempt to develop the new optimisation
algorithm is presented. Basic steps of plant intelligence are
used as steps of the new algorithm. Parameters and Variables
section presents definitions of parameters and variables used.

2.1. Environmental Information. Environmental information
comes in various forms that require different actions.
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(1) START
(2) Objective function 𝑂(𝑥𝑖) = (𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑖)𝑇
(3) Generate initial population of𝑁 environmental information 𝑥𝑖
(4) Define perception, 𝐹𝑖 for 𝑥𝑖
(5) while 𝑁 < MaxGen do
(6) Get a plant randomly
(7) Initiate signal transduction creating response 𝑟𝑖
(8) Evaluate 𝑟𝑖 appropriateness by finding 𝑃(𝑟𝑖)
(9) Set up the initial adaptive network, 𝐺0
(10) Get 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝜏 and 𝜂
(11) if (𝛼𝑥𝑖 > 0 ∧ 𝛽𝑥𝑖 > 0 ∧ 𝜏𝑥𝑖 > 0) ∧ (𝜂𝑥𝑖 > 0 ∨ 𝜂𝑥𝑖 ≤ 0) then
(12) Find max{𝐺(𝑥𝑖)}
(13) Choose (𝛼, 𝜏, 𝛽) > 0 that produces the set max{𝑃(𝐺)}
(14) else if 𝛼 = 𝛽 = 𝜏 ≤ 0 then
(15) Set 𝑃(𝐺) = 0
(16) Wait until (𝛼 > 0 ∧ 𝛽 > 0 ∧ 𝜏 > 0) ∧ (𝜂 > 0 ∨ 𝜂 ≤ 0)
(17) end if
(18) Construct the set 𝑉 = {𝑉𝑘1,1, . . . , 𝑉𝑘𝑗𝑖} of the response instances
(19) Generate the response tissue integration decision𝑀(𝑥𝑖, 𝑡)
(20) if 𝑀(𝑥𝑖, 𝑡 + 1) > 𝑀(𝑥𝑖, 𝑡) then
(21) Choose the response 𝑉(𝑥𝑖 ,𝑡+1)
(22) else if 𝑀(𝑥𝑖, 𝑡 + 1) < 𝑀(𝑥𝑖, 𝑡) then
(23) Choose response 𝑉(𝑥𝑖 ,𝑡)
(24) else if 𝑉(𝑥𝑖 ,𝑡) ∉ 𝑉 then
(25) Set𝑀(𝑥𝑖, 𝑡) = 0 and stop, abandon the response decision and make another decision
(26) end if
(27) Evaluate fitness, 𝐴 𝑖
(28) if 𝐴 𝑖 > 𝐴∗𝑖 then
(29) Produce intelligent phenotype, 𝐶𝑖
(30) else if 𝐴 𝑖 < 𝐴∗𝑖 then
(31) Set 𝐶𝑖 = 𝐶0 and re-analyse 𝐹𝑖
(32) end if
(33) Determine compactness, 𝑍(𝑥𝑖), of 𝐶𝑖
(34) if 𝑍(𝑥𝑖) ≥ 𝑍(𝑥∗𝑖 ) then
(35) Set 𝑍(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑍∗(𝑥𝑖)
(36) else if 𝑍(𝑥𝑖) ≤ 𝑍(𝑥∗𝑖 ) then
(37) Set 𝑍(𝑥∗𝑖 ) = 𝑍∗(𝑥𝑖)
(38) end if
(39) Find best current solution, 𝑂(𝑥∗𝑖 )
(40) end while
(41) Return the results
(42) STOP

Algorithm 1

A population, 𝑁, of environmental information, 𝑥𝑖, is gen-
erated by various plant parts such as roots, leaves, and trunk.
A population 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑁 is generated first before anything else.
Line (3) of Algorithm 1 defines environmental information.

2.2. Plant Perception. Plants perception, sometimes referred
to as biocommunication, is a way how plants communi-
cate. Plants have the ability to sense and respond to the
environment. This can lead to adjustment in morphology,
physiology, and phenotype. Reactions to chemicals, light,
gravity, parasites, and many other factors have been noted in
plants. Perception frequency, 𝐹𝑖, for environmental informa-
tion, 𝑥𝑖, is defined.This will be used in future encounters with
the same information. Equation (1) represents perception

frequency where 𝛾 is drawn from a uniform distribution,
𝑈[0, 1]. In Algorithm 1, line (4) presents plant perception:

𝐹𝑖 = ℎ (𝑥𝑖,min) + 𝛾 [ℎ (𝑥𝑖,max) − ℎ (𝑥𝑖,min)] . (1)

2.3. Signal Transduction. Signal transduction occurs when
the extracellular molecule activates a receptor that in turn
triggers biochemical events resulting in a response. Signal
transduction (line (7) of Algorithm 1), 𝑟𝑖, is affected by
stimulus location, type, duration, and intensity. Equation (2)
shows the signal transduction level of the environmental
information by the plant:

𝑟𝑖 =
1

(𝑠type + 𝑠loc + 𝑠dur + 𝑠int)
𝑥𝑖 × 100%. (2)
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2.4. Assessment. The plant will assess the information trans-
mitted in order to make an informed decision. This is an
important step of the algorithm because it is the one that
affects the action to be taken. Assessment of 𝑥𝑖 is carried
out to determine the effect of the environmental information,
and (3) presents assessment function. It is shown that 0 ≤
𝑃(𝑟𝑖) ≤ 1 from (3). The smaller the value of 𝑃(𝑟𝑖) is, the
greater the chance that the adaptive representational network,
𝐺, is formulated is. Research suggests that memory in plants
cannot be constructed without first learning. Plants learn
complex things such as stress, condition of drought, cold,
heat, flooding, and many more through reinforcement [31–
34], and this is the reason for using previous environmental
information when carrying out current assessment.

𝑃 (𝑟𝑖) =
𝑥∗𝑖
𝑥𝑖

, 𝑥∗𝑖 ≤ 𝑥𝑖, 𝑥𝑖 ̸= 0. (3)

2.5. Adaptive Representational Network. Adjustment in the
morphology or physiology and phenotype may take place
depending on the type of environmental information at hand.
The network 𝐺 = (𝐵, 𝐸) will be formulated where 𝐵 is the
set of components (morphology, phenotype, and physiology)
and 𝐸 are edges. This network presents what is to be done.
Use of Boolean operators AND, OR, and NOR is carried out
at this stage of the algorithm. To ensure that the adaptive
representational network formulated is useful, set 𝛼, 𝛽, and
𝜏 to be nonnegative. The tolerance optimiser does not matter
if it is negative.

2.6. Tissue Integration. The state of all nodes in the adaptive
representational network can be modelled as follows:

𝑌𝑘+1𝑖 = 𝑌𝑖 (𝑥𝑘1 , 𝑥𝑘2 , . . . , 𝑥𝑘𝐼) , 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼. (4)

The variable 𝑌[⋅]𝑖 is updated according to

𝑌𝑘+1𝑖 (𝑇𝑘𝑖 ) = 𝑌𝑖 (𝑥𝑘1 [𝑉𝑘1𝑖] , 𝑥𝑘2 [𝑉𝑘2𝑖] , . . . , 𝑥𝑘𝐼 [𝑉𝑘𝐽𝑖]) ,

𝑘 ∈ N, 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝐽,
(5)

where (6) and (7) represent 𝑇𝑘𝑖 and 𝑉𝑘𝑗𝑖, respectively.

𝑇𝑘𝑖 = min
𝑗𝑙

{𝑇𝑙𝑗 ≥ 𝑡} , for some 𝑘 (6)

𝑉𝑘𝑗𝑖 = max
𝑙

{𝑇𝑙𝑗 : 𝑇𝑘𝑖 > 𝑇𝑙𝑗} = 𝑉. (7)

The response tissue integration decision is then presented by

𝑀(𝑥𝑖, 𝑡) = max {𝑌1𝑖 , . . . , 𝑌
𝑘

𝑖 } . (8)

2.7. Fitness and Intelligent Phenotype Production. In this step,
the algorithm will evaluate the fitness of tissue integra-
tion decision. Information gathered from learning previous
environmental information reinforces the evaluation criteria.
This means that the previous environmental information

intensity, 𝑥∗𝑖 , leading to the optimal tissue integration deci-
sion, 𝐴∗𝑖 , should be smaller than or equal to the current
environmental information intensity, 𝑥𝑖, so that the current
fitness, 𝐴 𝑖, can lead to the intelligent phenotype production,
𝐶𝑖.

2.8. Compactness and the Solution. Compactness of the
intelligent phenotype produced is important for the plant to
achieve the goal. The algorithm ranks the current solution
and the best solution is printed. This solution must be
better than the previous solution produced for the same
environmental information.ThePIBOalgorithm is presented
as in Algorithm 1.

Figure 1 represents the algorithm flow chart of the new
PIBO algorithm.

Relevance estimation and value calibration (REVAC)
introduced by Nannen and Eiben [35] is used to assist
tuning the control parameters. Racing of Maron and Moore
[36] and sharpening used by Bartz-Beielstein et al. [37] are
incorporated into the REVAC algorithm to fine-tune the
parameters. Default values of the REVAC algorithm are used.
The best values of tuning the tolerance optimiser are 𝜂 = −0.1
and 𝜂 = 0.13, throughput accelerator, 𝜏 = 0.077, and filter
parameter, 𝛼 = 0.89. These values of the input parameters
are used to execute the PIBO algorithm using three sets of
benchmark problems. Figures 2 and 3 show the graphical
presentation of the tolerance optimiser of the best two
values.

3. Computational Experiments

This section presents computational experiments of the PIBO
algorithm and its results are compared to those available
in literature. The algorithm is implemented to solve three
sets of known benchmark vehicle routing problems, 12 very
large-scale vehicle routing problems (VLVRP) in Li et al.
(2005) [28], 20 large-scale vehicle routing problems (LVRP)
in Golden et al. (1998) [38], and 14 small- or medium-
sized vehicle routing problems (SVRP) in Christofides and
Eilon (1969) [39]. Computational experiments are performed
in MATLAB 7.0.4 on a PC with AMD E-300 APU with
Radeon� @1.30GHz and 4.00GB RAM. A total of 30 runs
are performed for each set of benchmark problems. Table 1
presents information of the problem instances that are used
in this paper.

Computational results of the PIBO algorithm are shown
in Table 2. Two best values of tolerance optimiser, 𝜂, are used.
The third column (avail sol) presents the available solution,
time (m) is the time in minutes, and number of feasible
solutions is presented in the succeeding column.The average
solutions are presented by the column labeled “avg sol” and
best solutions by the column titled “best sol,” and 𝐷 is the
deviation.The results show that the PIBOalgorithmperforms
better when 𝜂 = 0.13 as compared to 𝜂 = −0.1.

Table 3 show results of the PIBO algorithm compared to
the best results available in the literature for the SVRP prob-
lems.The results show that PIBO algorithm is promising.The
average deviation from the previous best solution obtained
by executing the PIBO algorithm to achieve optimality is
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of 𝜂 = 0.13.

0.07, while the best result so far is 0.00 seconds obtained
by a computer with processor speed of 2G. The algorithm
outperformedmost of the results in literature andmight even
performbetter if it is executed on a PCwith a faster processor.

In Table 4, PIBO algorithm with 𝜂 = 0.13 is compared
to the results available in literature for the LVRP set of
benchmark problems. The best solutions obtained by the
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Figure 3: Graphical representation of 𝜂 = −0.1.

PIBO algorithm outperform all the other solutions they have
been compared to for this set of benchmark problems. Finally,
results obtained by executing PIBO to solve VLVRP are pre-
sented inTable 5. Again, the results show that PIBOalgorithm
outperforms all the other algorithms it has been compared
with.The best average results deviation was obtained by Xiao
et al. (2014) [26] as𝐷 = 0.11. There is a significant difference
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Table 1: Information of the SVRP, LVRP and VLRP benchmark problems instance.

Type Problem Number of customers Number of vehicles Vehicles capacity Maximum route length Service time

SVRP

1 50 5 160
2 75 10 140
3 100 8 200
4 150 12 200
5 199 17 200
6 50 6 160 200 10
7 75 11 140 160 10
8 100 9 200 230 10
9 150 14 200 200 10
10 199 18 200 200 10
11 120 7 200
12 100 10 200
13 120 11 200 720 50
14 100 11 200 1040 90

LVRP

1 240 550 650
2 320 700 900
3 400 900 1200
4 480 1000 1600
5 200 900 1800
6 280 900 1500
7 360 900 1300
8 440 900 1200
9 255 1000 ∞
10 323 1000 ∞
11 399 1000 ∞
12 483 1000 ∞
13 252 1000 ∞
14 320 1000 ∞
15 396 1000 ∞
16 480 1000 ∞
17 240 200 ∞
18 300 200 ∞
19 360 200 ∞
20 420 200 ∞

VLVRP

1 560 10
2 600 15
3 640 10
4 720 10
5 760 20
6 800 11
7 840 20
8 880 10
9 960 10
10 1040 10
11 1120 10
12 1200 11
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Table 3: Comparison of the results of different algorithms for the SVRP benchmark problem instances.

Problem SA SB SC SD SE SF SG SH SI SJ SK SL SM SN SO SP PIBO
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.29
2 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.00 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02
4 0.41 0.24 0.47 0.31 0.75 0.00 0.00 0.76 0.00 0.11 0.12 0.26 0.00 0.10 1.00 0.29 0.04
5 1.90 1.77 2.09 0.69 2.54 1.56 0.00 1.24 0.00 0.45 1.01 2.64 0.00 0.22 1.58 1.07 0.03
11 3.01 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.01
12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07
Avg 0.76 0.29 0.47 0.14 0.51 0.22 0.00 0.31 0.00 0.08 0.17 0.44 0.00 0.05 0.42 0.19 0.07
CPU 2G 400M 200M 1G 400M 400M 2G 733M 2.8G 3G 2.4G 2.4G 2.4G 2.8G 2.8G 1.6G 1.3 G
Time (min) 24.62 5.22 3.84 5.19 21.25 6.96 0.08 28.91 0.03 17.43 5.84 4.54 23.74 5.19 8.21 - 4.51
Notes. SA, Cordeau et al. (2001) [12]; SB, Tarantilis and Kiranoudis (2002) [13]; SC, Toth and Vigo (2003) [14]; SD, Prins (2004) [15]; SE, Berger and Barkaoui
(2004) [16]; SF, Tarantilis (2005) [17]; SG, Mester and Braysy (2005) [18]; SH, Ergun et al. (2006) [19]; SI, Mester and Braysy (2007) [20]; SJ, Pisinger and Ropke
(2007) [21]; SK, Derigs and Kaiser (2006) [22]; SL, Derigs and Kaiser (2006) [22]; SM, Nagata (2007) [23]; SN, Prins (2009) [24]; SO, Lin et al. (2009) [25]; SP,
Xiao et al. (2014) [26].

Table 4: Comparison of the results of the LVRP benchmark problems instance.

Problem LA LB LC LD LE LF LG LH LI LJ LK LL LM PIBO
1 1.93 0.29 0.69 0.00 4.27 4.27 0.42 0.24 0.30 0.30 2.99 0.57 −0.01 0.05
2 1.24 0.01 0.25 0.00 0.34 0.34 0.25 0.18 0.03 0.00 0.64 0.20 0.06 0.08
3 3.32 0.00 0.99 0.00 0.07 0.07 0.10 0.04 0.51 0.00 2.98 0.21 0.00 0.15
4 9.44 0.55 0.98 0.00 0.10 0.05 0.08 0.83 0.80 0.00 3.76 0.00 0.02 0.03
5 3.66 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.79 0.00 0.00 0.08
6 6.54 0.00 1.51 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.00 0.00 1.67 0.00 0.00 0.15
7 3.59 0.14 1.06 0.14 1.14 1.14 0.00 0.84 0.14 0.14 2.37 0.84 0.14 0.12
8 3.37 1.59 2.38 0.17 1.99 1.96 0.60 1.95 1.98 0.00 2.94 0.97 0.17 0.08
9 2.22 1.10 1.34 0.50 6.92 6.92 0.80 0.80 1.44 0.99 1.07 0.80 0.00 0.00
10 1.75 1.63 1.46 0.38 8.42 6.23 1.38 0.97 1.20 0.76 1.38 0.90 0.04 0.21
11 2.33 1.37 1.22 0.40 9.44 7.88 0.87 0.89 1.65 0.84 1.09 0.65 0.17 0.31
12 3.69 3.12 1.96 0.08 10.34 9.28 1.15 1.12 1.08 0.88 1.75 0.97 0.25 0.02
13 1.35 0.92 0.93 0.22 10.28 8.01 0.87 0.97 0.92 0.60 1.18 0.52 0.24 0.01
14 1.45 1.22 1.59 0.07 9.52 6.91 1.37 1.43 1.41 0.81 1.69 0.77 0.00 0.21
15 2.18 1.34 1.58 0.37 10.17 9.05 1.47 1.11 1.22 0.91 1.22 1.20 0.36 0.21
16 2.23 1.16 1.19 0.39 8.62 7.83 1.41 1.56 1.89 1.11 1.64 0.89 0.35 0.09
17 0.47 0.14 0.56 0.00 5.09 2.58 0.16 0.25 0.27 0.15 0.64 0.16 0.17 0.00
18 2.15 0.35 1.50 0.34 11.05 8.25 0.71 0.73 0.95 0.68 2.26 1.52 0.52 0.34
19 2.55 0.08 1.20 0.05 6.53 5.74 0.59 1.26 1.12 0.40 1.38 1.21 0.24 0.02
20 5.27 0.16 1.70 0.01 9.32 6.49 0.59 1.65 1.46 0.60 1.97 1.09 0.21 0.09
Avg 3.04 0.76 1.22 0.16 5.68 4.65 0.65 0.84 0.92 0.46 1.77 0.67 0.15 0.11
CPU 200M 900M 1G 2.8G 3G 3G 3G 2.4G 2.4G 2.8G 2.8G 2.93G 1.6G 1.3 G
Avg time (min) 17.55 49.3 1.33 24.35 0.18 1.01 107.61 109.63 111.10 66.9 118.98 284.4 - 2.65
Notes. LA, Toth and Vigo (2003) [14]; LB, Reimann et al. (2004) [27]; LC, Li et al. (2005) [28]; LD, Mester and Braysy (2007) [20]; LE, Kytöjoki et al. (2007)
[29]; LF, Kytöjoki et al. (2007) [29]; LG, Pisinger and Ropke (2007) [21]; LH, Derigs and Kaiser (2006) [22]; LI, Derigs and Kaiser (2006) [22]; LJ, Prins (2009)
[24]; LK, Lin et al. (2009) [25]; LL, Chen et al. (2010) [30]; LM, Xiao et al. (2014) [26].

between the result obtained by PIBO and the average best
result in literature.

Statistical analysis of the results is done to establish
significance differences between them, if any. Analysis of
variance (ANOVA) is performed on the results obtained by
the 30 runs performed. Results show that the results obtained
by the PIBO algorithm are significantly different from those

that are available in literature with the probability value 𝑝 =
0.02 and 𝑝 = 0.00 for the LVRP and VLVRP, respectively, but
insignificantly different (𝑝 = 0.65) for the SVRP instances.
Since the solution space is very large for these problems,
memory of previous best solution is important. The ability of
the plant to change morphology, physiology, and phenotype
in response to the environment and conditions and storage
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Table 5: Comparison of the results of the VLVRP benchmark problems instance.

Problem VA VB VC VD VE VF PIBO
1 1.10 2.41 0.00 0.19 0.05 0.01 0.01
2 0.37 0.23 0.00 0.40 0.40 0.14 0.30
3 1.09 0.19 0.00 0.11 0.05 0.00 −0.46
4 1.85 0.62 0.00 0.06 0.06 0.01 0.09
5 1.47 0.00 1.14 3.72 2.7 0.65 0.14
6 0.91 0.18 0.00 0.36 0.1 0.04 0.03
7 1.91 0.71 0.00 4.34 4.26 −0.32 0.12
8 0.15 0.85 0.00 0.1 0.1 0.00 0.00
9 0.09 0.86 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.05
10 0.74 0.71 0.00 0.2 0.2 0.00 −0.01
11 3.02 1.28 0.00 0.06 0.06 0.00 −0.01
12 1.36 1.24 0.03 0.29 0.29 0.77 0.02
Average 1.28 0.58 0.10 0.82 0.69 0.11 0.02
CPU 1G 3G 2.8G 3G 3G 1.6G 1.3G
Avg time (min) 2.72 7.7 8 0.04 0.13 - 5.03
Notes. VA, Li et al. (2005) [28]; VB, Pisinger and Ropke (2007) [21]; VC, Mester and Braysy (2007) [20]; VD, Kytöjoki et al. (2007) [29]; VE, Kytöjoki et al.
(2007) [29]; VF, Xiao et al. (2014) [26].

of memory of previous experiences may have assisted the
PIBO algorithm to be more efficient when solving these
problems.

4. Conclusion

A new optimisation algorithm called PIBO is formulated and
executed to solve some benchmark vehicle routing problems.
The development of the algorithm is motivated by plant
intelligence behaviour. Results show that the PIBO algorithm
outperforms most of the results reported in literature for
LVRP and VLVRP problem instances. The PIBO algorithm
is a promising optimisation algorithm to solve large vehicle
routing problems which have a very large solution space.The
new algorithm has an ability to adjust to changing problem
conditions. It is suggested that future research be directed
towards improving input parameters and testing applicability
of the algorithm to a wider range of problems.

Parameters and Variables

𝛼: Filter parameter
𝛽: Temporary pattern generator
𝜏: Throughput accelerator
𝜂: Tolerance optimiser
𝛾: A random vector affecting decision

making and 𝛾 ∼ 𝑈[0, 1]
𝐴 𝑖: Fitness of the tissue integration decision
𝐴∗𝑖 : Previous fitness of tissue integration in

response to the environmental
information

𝐵: Set of components
𝐶𝑖: Intelligent phenotype
𝐸: Edges
𝐹𝑖: Perception

𝐺: Adaptive representational network
ℎ: Action taken in response to environmental

information
ℎ(𝑥𝑖,min): Minimum effect of action ℎ responding to

environmental information 𝑥𝑖
ℎ(𝑥𝑖,max): Maximum effect of action ℎ responding to

environmental information 𝑥𝑖
𝑖: Index identifying an instant, 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼
𝑘, 𝑙: Indexes identifying the protein
𝑀(𝑥𝑖, 𝑡): Tissue integration decision
𝑂(𝑥𝑖): Objective function
𝑃(𝑟𝑖): Assessment function of the signal transduc-

tion
𝑟𝑖: Signal transduction response level
𝑠dur: Stimulus duration expressed as a percentage
𝑠int: Stimulus intensity expressed as a percentage
𝑠loc: Stimulus location expressed as a percentage
𝑠type: Stimulus type expressed as a percentage
𝑇𝑘𝑖 : Updating time at node 𝑞
𝑇𝑙𝑗: Updating time for the next node 𝑗
𝑉: Set of response activities
𝑉𝑘𝑗𝑖: Most recent instant when node 𝑗 is updated
𝑥𝑖: Environmental information
𝑥∗𝑖 : Previous environmental information that

triggered action
𝑌(𝑥𝑘𝑖 ): Regulating function with respect to environ-

mental information 𝑥𝑖
𝑌[⋅]𝑖 : Protein
𝑍(𝑥𝑖): Compactness of the solution.
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Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is a mathematical programming approach to measure the relative efficiency of peer decision
making units (DMUs) which use multiple inputs to produce multiple outputs. One of the drawbacks of traditional DEA models is
the neglect of internal structures of the DMUs. Network DEAmodels are able to overcome the shortcoming of the traditional DEA
models. In network DEA a DMU is made up of some divisions linked together by intermediate products. An intermediate product
has the dual role of output from one division and input to another one. Improving the efficiency of one process may reduce the
efficiency of another process. To address the conflict caused by the dual role of intermediate measures, this paper presents a new
approach which categorizes the intermediate measures into either input or output type endogenously, while keeping the continuity
of link flows between divisions. This categorization allows us to measure the inefficiencies associated with intermediate measures
and account their indirect effects on the objective function. In this paper we propose a new Slacks-based measure which includes
any nonzero slacks identified by the model and inherits the properties of monotonicity in slacks and units invariance from the
conventional SBM approach.

1. Introduction

Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), developed by Charnes et
al. [1] based on the seminal work of Farrell [2], is a mathe-
matical programming approach to measure the relative per-
formance of peer decision making units (DMUs) which use
multiple inputs to produce multiple outputs. Conventional
DEA models consider the DMUs as black boxes and neglect
the operations and interrelations of the processes within the
DMU. Recently, a number of studies have looked inside the
black box and modeled it as a network of subtechnologies.

The simplest structure of network systems is a two-
stage system composed of two processes connected in series.
Besides inputs and outputs, there are a set of intermediate
measures that link these two stages together.The intermediate
measures play the role of outputs from the first stage and
inputs to the second stage at the same time. Several models
have been proposed to measure the efficiency of this type of

system (see the review of Cook et al. [3]). The major problem
inmeasuring efficiency of theDMUswith two-stage structure
is that the outputs of the first stage are the inputs to the
second, because improving the efficiency of the first stage by
increasing its output may damage the efficiency of the second
stage.

Many researchers propose solutions to address the poten-
tial conflict caused by the dual role of intermediate measures.
There are four types of papers that use various approaches for
measuring efficiency of DMUs with two-stage processes.

In the first type, two separate DEA runs are applied
to the stages to measure the relative efficiency of each
stage separately. [4–7]. Such an approach does not treat
intermediate measures in an organized manner. Improving
the efficiency of one division by controlling intermediate
measures reduces the efficiency of the other one.

Another type of researches is called “Efficiency Decom-
position Methodology,” as in Kao and Hwang [8] who define
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a two-stage efficiency score as the weighted sum of final
outputs to the weighted sum of initial inputs. Their approach
finds a set of multipliers that maximize either the first or the
second stage efficiency score while maintaining the overall
efficiency score [9, 10].

The third type of modeling called “Game theoretic
approaches” originated from thework of Liang et al. [11].They
applied game theory to develop number of DEA models.
They proposed a leader-follower model game and assumed
the “same weights” for the intermediate products as outputs
and inputs as a perfect coordination between the two subtech-
nologies.

In the case that there are additional independent inputs
to second stage and the second stage has its own inputs not
linked with the first stage, “Network DEA” approach is intro-
duced to the literature of DEA. Färe andGrosskopf [12, 13] are
pioneered in this line of research. They developed two-stage
model into a general multistage model with intermediate
products. Their representation of the flow of product is
consistent with the industrial engineering and operations
research literature on multistage systems (e.g., [14–17]).

Despotis et al. [18] presented a network DEA approach in
the framework of multiobjective programming to assess the
efficiency score of two-stage processes. They estimated effi-
ciencies of the stages without a prior definition of the overall
efficiency of the system. The overall efficiency is obtained by
aggregating the stage efficiencies a posteriori.

Tone and Tsutsui [19] present a slacks-based NDEA
model that measures the overall efficiency of the DMU and
its components. The overall efficiency score is defined as the
weighted average of the components that make up the DMU.
The weight of each component is determined exogenously
and represents the importance of that component. In their
study they called the intermediate measures as links and
define two possible cases for the linking constrains, the
“fixed” link value case and the “free” link value case. In the
latter case, the linking activities are freely determined and
their target values can be smaller or greater than their
observed values.

Tone and Tsutsui [20] propose slacks-based dynamic
DEA model by extending their slacks-based NDEA model
and taking carry-over activities into account. Network and
dynamic model which is combination of the network struc-
ture bymeans of carry-over activities between two succeeding
periods is also proposed in Tone and Tsutsui [21].

Lozano [22] proposes a slacks-based measure (SBM)
model for general networks of processes that differs from the
existing SBM Network Data Envelopment Analysis (NDEA)
approaches. He enhances the discriminating power of his
proposed model by relaxing the linking constraints proposed
by Tone and Tsutsui [19]. Moreover, the model considers the
exogenous inputs and outputs at the system level instead of at
the process level.

F.-h. F. Liu and Y.-c. Liu [23] introduced a procedure
to solve dynamic network DEA based on a Virtual Gap
Measurement Model. They proposed a two-phase approach
to resolve the problem of dual role of intermediate products
and measure the nonzero slacks of intermediate measures.

As we discussed above the dual role of intermediate
products is an issue that needs to be addressed in network
DEA. In this paperwe propose twonewnetworkDEAmodels
in the slacks-based measure (SBM) framework, called Model
(I) and Model (II), in which the intermediate products are
categorized into either input or output type. The proposed
models compute the input excesses and output shortfalls
associated with intermediate measures and keep the conti-
nuity of link flows between divisions. Model (II) is able to
take into account the inefficiency associated with the link
variables.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows; Section 2
presents some preliminaries. In Section 3 we propose our
new models and the new slack based measure. A numerical
example is presented in Section 4 and to verify our proposed
models we compare the results with the results of some
existing approaches. Finally, Section 5 closes this paper with
a few concluding remarks and some suggestions for further
research.

2. Preliminaries

In this section the network SBM approaches of Tone and
Tsutsui [19] and the separation approach are explained. All
the preliminaries are taken from Cook et al. 2014.

2.1. Separation Approach. In this approach the divisional effi-
ciency is evaluated individually.Theweighted average of each
division gives the overall efficiency of a DMU. In this case, for
evaluating the efficiency of div 𝑘 individually, we consider the
all intermediate products consumed by div 𝑘 as inputs and all
intermediate products produced by div 𝑘 as outputs and we
evaluate the efficiency of div 𝑘 with these inputs and outputs
and the exogenous inputs used and outputs produced by
div 𝑘. In thisway,we can evaluate efficiency of each division of
a company among the set of DMUs and can find benchmarks
for each division.The separationmodel takes into account the
inefficiency associated with the link variables. However, this
approach does not account for the continuity of links between
divisions.

2.2. NSBMApproach. Suppose that there are a set of 𝑛DMUs
indexed by (𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑛) consisting of 𝐾 divisions (𝑘 =1, . . . , 𝐾)and that division 𝑘 (div 𝑘) consumes 𝑚𝑘 number of
inputs denoted by𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑗 (𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑚𝑘) and produces 𝑟𝑘 number
of outputs denoted by 𝑦𝑘𝑟𝑗 (𝑟 = 1, . . . , 𝑟𝑘). Intermediate
products from div 𝑘 to div ℎ are also denoted by 𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)

𝑑𝑗
(𝑑 ∈𝐿 (𝑘,ℎ)) where 𝐿 (𝑘,ℎ) is the set of links between div 𝑘 and div ℎ

and 𝑙(𝑘,ℎ) is the number of items in 𝐿 (𝑘,ℎ).
Tone andTsutsui [19] proposed the production possibility

set (𝑥𝑘, 𝑦𝑘, 𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)) as follows:
𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝜆𝑘𝑗𝑥𝑘𝑗 ≤ 𝑥𝑘 (𝑘 = 1, . . . , 𝐾)
𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝜆𝑘𝑗𝑦𝑘𝑗 ≥ 𝑦𝑘 (𝑘 = 1, . . . , 𝐾)
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𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝜆𝑘𝑗𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑗 = 𝑧(𝑘,ℎ) (∀ (𝑘, ℎ)) (as output from div 𝑘)
𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝜆ℎ𝑗𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑗 = 𝑧(𝑘,ℎ) (∀ (𝑘, ℎ)) (as input to div ℎ)
𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝜆𝑘𝑗 = 1 (∀𝑘) , 𝜆𝑘𝑗 ≥ 0 (∀𝑗, 𝑘) ,
(1)

where 𝜆𝑘 ∈ 𝑅𝑛+ is the intensity vector corresponding to
div 𝑘 (𝑘 = 1, . . . , 𝐾).

It should be noted that the abovemodel assumes the vari-
able returns-to-scale (VRS) for production and by removing
the last constraint ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝜆𝑘𝑗 = 1 changes the assumption of
VRS to the constant returns-to-scale (CRS) for production.

Regarding linking constraints, they proposed two possi-
ble cases called “fixed link” (2) and “free link” (3) formulated
as follows:

𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝜆𝑘𝑗𝑍(𝑘,ℎ)𝑗 = 𝑍(𝑘,ℎ)𝑜
𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝜆ℎ𝑗𝑍(𝑘,ℎ)𝑗 = 𝑍(𝑘,ℎ)𝑜
(2)

𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝜆𝑘𝑗𝑍(𝑘,ℎ)𝑗 = 𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝜆ℎ𝑗𝑍(𝑘,ℎ)𝑗 . (3)

When linking activities are beyond the control of DMUs
(nondiscretionary) they are kept unchanged by applying fixed
link case (2) and in the case that the linking activities are freely
determined (discretionary) the free link case (3) needs to be
used. Note that in both cases the continuity of link values
between divisions is assured.

In the next section we propose our new network models.

3. Proposing New Network SBM Model

As we discussed in previous section the linking constraints
proposed by Tone and Tsutsui [19] do not consider the slacks
of the intermediate measures unless they are exogenously
categorized into either input type or output type. In this
section we propose new network DEA models based on
SBM framework which categorize the intermediate measures
into input or output type endogenously. To incorporate
the inefficiency associated with intermediate measures in
efficiencymeasurement we propose twomodels referred to as
Model (I) and Model (II). These models have only different
objective functions. In Model (I) the slacks of intermediate
products do not appear in the objective function while in
Model (II) they do.

Incorporation of the slacks of intermediate measures in
objective function allows us to incorporate the inefficiency
associated with intermediate measures in efficiencymeasure-
ment directly.

3.1. Model (I). We present Model (I) as follows:

𝜏∗𝑝 = min
∑𝐾𝑘=1 𝑤𝑘 [1 − (1/𝑚𝑘) (∑𝑚𝑘𝑖=1 (𝑠𝑘−𝑖𝑝 /𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑝))]∑𝐾𝑘=1 𝑤𝑘 [1 + (1/𝑟𝑘) (∑𝑟𝑘𝑟=1 (𝑠𝑘+𝑟𝑝 /𝑦𝑘𝑟𝑝))] (4)

s.t.
𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝜆𝑘𝑗𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑗 + 𝑠𝑘−𝑖𝑝 = 𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑝
(𝑘 = 1, . . . , 𝐾) , (𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑚𝑘)

(5)

𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝜆𝑘𝑗𝑦𝑘𝑟𝑗 − 𝑠𝑘+𝑟𝑝 = 𝑦𝑘𝑟𝑝
(𝑘 = 1, . . . , 𝐾) , (𝑟 = 1, . . . , 𝑟𝑘)

(6)

𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝜆ℎ𝑗𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑗 + 𝑠(𝑘,ℎ)−𝑑𝑝 = 𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑
(𝑑 = 1, . . . , 𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)) , ∀ (𝑘, ℎ)

(7)

𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝜆𝑘𝑗𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑗 − 𝑠(𝑘,ℎ)+𝑑𝑝 = 𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑
(𝑑 = 1, . . . , 𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)) , ∀ (𝑘, ℎ)

(8)

𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝜆𝑘𝑗𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑗 = 𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝜆ℎ𝑗𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑗
(𝑑 = 1, . . . , 𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)) , ∀ (𝑘, ℎ)

(9)

0 ≤ 𝑠(𝑘,ℎ)−𝑑𝑝 ≤ 𝑀𝑦(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑(𝑑 = 1, . . . , 𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)) , ∀ (𝑘, ℎ) (10)
0 ≤ 𝑠(𝑘,ℎ)+𝑑𝑝 ≤ 𝑀(1 − 𝑦(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑 )

(𝑑 = 1, . . . , 𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)) , ∀ (𝑘, ℎ) (11)

𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑝 − 𝑀𝑦(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑝 ≤ 𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑 ≤ 𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑝 + 𝑀𝑦(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑝
(𝑑 = 1, . . . , 𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)) , ∀ (𝑘, ℎ) (12)

𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑝 − 𝑀(1 − 𝑦(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑 ) ≤ 𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑
≤ 𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑝 + 𝑀(1 − 𝑦(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑 )

(𝑑 = 1, . . . , 𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)) , ∀ (𝑘, ℎ)
(13)

𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝜆𝑘𝑗 = 1 (𝑘 = 1, . . . , 𝐾) (14)

𝑦(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑 = {0, 1} ;
𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑 , 𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑 : f ree,
𝜆𝑘𝑗 ≥ 0,
𝑠𝑘+𝑟𝑝 ≥ 0,
𝑠𝑘−𝑖𝑝 ≥ 0,

(15)

where 𝑀 is a large positive number. ∑𝐾𝑘=1 𝑤𝑘 = 1 and𝑤𝑘 ≥ 0 is the relative weight of div 𝑘 which is determined
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corresponding to its importance. The proposed model is a
mixed integer programming and we can solve this problem
by transforming into a mixed integer linear programming
using Charnes and Cooper transformation (see Appendix).
The model presented above assumes the condition of vari-
able returns-to-scale (VRS) for production and the pro-
duction frontiers are spanned by the convex hull of the
existing DMUs. If we neglect the last constraints (14) we
can deal with the constant returns-to scale (CRS) case as
well.

Note that if 𝑦(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑

= 1, then the utilization intermediate
product 𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)

𝑑
is under the control of div ℎ and 𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)

𝑑
is

considered as an input to div ℎ. We denote the set of those
intermediate measures by 𝐿in

(𝑘,ℎ). In a similar manner, if𝑦(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑

= 0, then the production of intermediate measure 𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑

is under the control of div 𝑘 and 𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑

is considered as an
output from div 𝑘. We denote the set of those intermediate
measures by 𝐿out

(𝑘,ℎ). It is clear that

𝐿out
(𝑘,ℎ) ∪ 𝐿in

(𝑘,ℎ) = 𝐿 (𝑘,ℎ),
𝐿out
(𝑘,ℎ) ∩ 𝐿in

(𝑘,ℎ) = 𝜙. (16)

In other words the proposedmodel classifies the interme-
diatemeasures into input or output type.Theproposedmodel
also identifies nonzero slacks and uncovers the sources of
inefficiency associated with intermediate measures. Since the
optimal values of intermediate measures can be equal, above,
or below the observed value the proposedmodel corresponds
to the free link case.

Set of constraints (9) allows model to keep the continuity
of link flows between divisions and lets the shadow prices for
the corresponding intermediate products be free. If we relax
the constraints (9) by changing them to the constraints (17)
we will enlarge the production possibility set and therefore
increase the discriminating power of the approach. It also
guarantees that nomore intermediate products are consumed
than are produced.

𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝜆𝑘𝑗𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑗 ≥ 𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝜆ℎ𝑗𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑗 . (17)

The objective function of Model (I) is similar to that of
NSBM model of Tone and Tsutsui [19]; hence we can define
the overall and divisional input or output-oriented efficiency
score similar to NSBM.

Theoutput-oriented efficiency ofDMU𝑝 can be evaluated
by solving mixed integer linear programming below:

1𝜋∗𝑝 = max
𝐾∑
𝑘=1

𝑤𝑘 [1 + 1𝑟𝑘 (
𝑟𝑘∑
𝑟=1

𝑠𝑘+𝑟𝑝𝑦𝑘𝑟𝑝)] (18)

subject to (5)–(15).
And the output-oriented divisional efficiency for div 𝑘 of

DMUp can be calculated as follows:

1𝜋𝑘∗𝑝 = [1 + 1𝑟𝑘 (
𝑟𝑘∑
𝑟=1

𝑠∗𝑘+𝑟𝑝𝑦𝑘𝑟𝑝)] , (19)

where 𝑠∗𝑘+𝑟𝑝 is the optimal output-slacks obtained byminimiz-
ing (18) subject to (5)–(15).

Similarly the input-oriented efficiency of DMU𝑝 can
be evaluated by solving mixed integer linear programming
below:

𝜌∗𝑝 = min
𝐾∑
𝑘=1

𝑤𝑘 [1 − 1𝑚𝑘 (
𝑚𝑘∑
𝑖=1

𝑠𝑘−𝑖𝑝𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑝)] , (20)

subject to (5)–(15).
And the input-oriented divisional efficiency for div 𝑘 of

DMUp can be calculated as follows:

𝜌∗𝑘𝑝 = 1 − 1𝑚𝑘 (
𝑚𝑘∑
𝑖=1

𝑠∗𝑘−𝑖𝑝𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑝 ) , (21)

where 𝑠∗𝑘−𝑖𝑝 denote the optimal output-slacks obtained by
minimizing (20) subject to (5)–(15).

3.1.1. Efficiency of the Projected DMU

Projection. Let an optimal solution to our proposed model be(𝜆∗𝑘𝑗 , 𝑠∗𝑘−𝑝 , 𝑠∗𝑘+𝑝 , 𝑠∗(𝑘,ℎ)+𝑝 , 𝑠∗(𝑘,ℎ)−𝑝 , 𝑦∗(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑

, 𝑧∗(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑

, 𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑

) ∀𝑗, ∀𝑘,∀(𝑘, ℎ) ∈ 𝑙(𝑘,ℎ). Then we have the projection onto the frontier
as follows:

𝑥∗𝑘𝑖𝑝 = 𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑝 − 𝑠∗𝑘−𝑖𝑝 (𝑘 = 1, . . . , 𝐾) , (𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑚𝑘) (22)

𝑦∗𝑘𝑟𝑝 = 𝑦𝑘𝑟𝑝 + 𝑠∗𝑘+𝑟𝑝 (𝑘 = 1, . . . , 𝐾) , (𝑟 = 1, . . . , 𝑟𝑘) (23)

𝑧∗(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑝 = 𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑝 − 𝑠∗(𝑘,ℎ)−𝑑𝑝 ∀𝑑 ∈ 𝐿in
(𝑘,ℎ) (24)

𝑧∗(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑝 = 𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑝 + 𝑠∗(𝑘,ℎ)+𝑑𝑝 ∀𝑑 ∈ 𝐿out
(𝑘,ℎ). (25)

Theorem 1. The projected DMU in Model (I) is overall
efficient.

Proof. We prove the theorem in the nonoriented case.
Let 𝜏∗𝑝 be the efficiency of the projected DMU (𝑋∗𝑘𝑝 ,𝑌∗𝑘𝑝 , 𝑍∗𝑘𝑝 ).
And let (�̂�𝑘𝑗, 𝑠𝑘−𝑝 ,𝑠𝑘+𝑝 , 𝑠(𝑘,ℎ)+𝑝 , 𝑠(𝑘,ℎ)−𝑝 ,𝑦(𝑘,ℎ)𝑝 ,�̂�(𝑘,ℎ)

𝑑
,�̂�(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑

) ∀𝑗,∀𝑘, ∀𝑑 ∈ 𝐿 (𝑘,ℎ), ∀(𝑘, ℎ) be an optimal solution to the pro-
posed model. Then

𝑛∑
𝑗=1

�̂�𝑘𝑗𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑗 + 𝑠𝑘−𝑖𝑝 = 𝑥∗𝑘𝑖𝑝 ,
𝑛∑
𝑗=1

�̂�𝑘𝑗𝑦𝑘𝑟𝑗 − 𝑠𝑘+𝑟𝑝 = 𝑦∗𝑘𝑟𝑝 ,
𝑛∑
𝑗=1

�̂�ℎ𝑗𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑗 + 𝑠(𝑘,ℎ)−𝑑𝑝 = 𝑧∗(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑝 ∀𝑑 ∈ 𝐿in
(𝑘,ℎ)

𝑛∑
𝑗=1

�̂�𝑘𝑗𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑗 − 𝑠(𝑘,ℎ)+𝑑𝑝 = 𝑧∗(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑝 ∀𝑑 ∈ 𝐿out
(𝑘,ℎ).

(26)

Replacing 𝑥∗𝑘𝑖𝑝 and 𝑦∗𝑘𝑟𝑝 by (22) and (23) we have
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𝑛∑
𝑗=1

�̂�𝑘𝑗𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑗 + 𝑠𝑘−𝑖𝑝 + 𝑠∗𝑘−𝑖𝑝 = 𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑝,
𝑛∑
𝑗=1

�̂�𝑘𝑗𝑦𝑘𝑟𝑗 − 𝑠𝑘+𝑟𝑝 − 𝑠∗𝑘+𝑟𝑝 = 𝑦∗𝑘𝑟𝑝 .
(27)

Hence we have the overall efficiency as follows:

𝜏𝑝 = min
∑𝐾𝑘=1 𝑤𝑘 [1 − (1/𝑚𝑘) (∑𝑚𝑘𝑖=1 ((𝑠∗𝑘−𝑖𝑝 + 𝑠𝑘−𝑖𝑝 ) /𝑥𝑖𝑝))]∑𝐾𝑘=1 𝑤𝑘 [1 + (1/𝑟𝑘) (∑𝑟𝑘𝑟=1 ((𝑠∗𝑘+𝑟𝑝 + 𝑠𝑘+𝑟𝑝 ) /𝑦𝑟𝑝))] . (28)

If only one of 𝑠𝑘+𝑟𝑝 (∀𝑘, ∀𝑟) or 𝑠𝑘−𝑖𝑝 (∀𝑘, ∀𝑖) is positive then
we have 𝜏𝑝 < 𝜏∗𝑝 . (29)

And it contradicts the optimality of 𝜏∗𝑝 . Thus, we have 𝑠𝑘+𝑟𝑝 =0 (∀𝑘, ∀𝑟) and 𝑠𝑘−𝑖𝑝 = 0 (∀𝑘, ∀𝑖). Therefore, the projected
DMU is overall efficient.

3.2. Incorporation of Inefficiency Corresponding to Intermedi-
ateMeasures in theObjective Function (Model (II)). Although
the slacks of intermediate products in Model (I) are not
included in the objective function, their indirect effect on the
objective function incorporates inefficiency corresponding
to intermediate measures in efficiency measurement. In
order to include the inefficiency associated with intermediate
measure in the objective function directly, we proposeModel
(II) that minimizes the objective function (30) subject to
(5)–(15).

𝜂∗𝑝 = min
∑𝐾𝑘=1 𝑤𝑘 [1 − (1/ (𝑚𝑘 + ∑𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)

𝑑=1
𝑦(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑

)) (∑𝑚𝑘𝑖=1 (𝑠𝑘−𝑖𝑝 /𝑥𝑖𝑝) + ∑𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑=1

(𝑠(𝑘,ℎ)−
𝑑𝑝

/𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑𝑝

))]
∑𝐾𝑘=1 𝑤𝑘 [1 + (1/ (𝑟𝑘 + 𝑙(𝑘,ℎ) − ∑𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)

𝑑=1
𝑦(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑

)) (∑𝑟𝑘𝑟=1 (𝑠𝑘+𝑟𝑝 /𝑦𝑟𝑝) + ∑𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑=1

(𝑠(𝑘,ℎ)+
𝑑𝑝

/𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑𝑝

))] . (30)

The term 𝑙(𝑘,ℎ) − ∑𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑=1

𝑦∗(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑

represents the number of those
intermediatemeasures that are considered as the output from
div 𝑘 (i.e., the cardinal number of set 𝐿out

(𝑘,ℎ)). Similarly the
term∑𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)

𝑑=1
𝑦(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑

represents the number of those intermediate
measures that are considered as the input to div ℎ (i.e., the
cardinal number of set 𝐿in

(𝑘,ℎ)).
Neglecting the constraints (9) in solvingModel (II) causes

links to be treated as ordinary (discretionary) inputs or
outputs and reduces the model structurally to the separation
model. We can solve this case separately division by division

and it assures the existence of at least one divisionally efficient
DMU for every division.

The slack based measure (30) is invariant with respect
to the unit of measurement of each input output and inter-
mediate measure item (Units invariant). It is also monotone
decreasing with respect to each input, output, and interme-
diate product slack. It represents the ratios of average input,
output mix inefficiencies with the upper limit of 1.

To measure the nonoriented divisional efficiency score
applying the direct effect of intermediate slacks on efficiency
score we use the following formula:

𝜂𝑝∗𝑘 = 1 − (1/ (𝑚𝑘 + ∑𝑙(𝑓,𝑘)
𝑑=1

𝑦∗(𝑓,𝑘)
𝑑

)) (∑𝑚𝑘𝑖=1 (𝑠∗𝑘−𝑖𝑝 /𝑥𝑖𝑝) + ∑𝑙(𝑓,𝑘)
𝑑=1

(𝑠∗(𝑓,𝑘)−
𝑑𝑝

/𝑧(𝑓,𝑘)
𝑑𝑝

))
1 + (1/ (𝑟𝑘 + 𝑙(𝑘,ℎ) − ∑𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)

𝑑=1
𝑦∗(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑

)) (∑𝑟𝑘𝑟=1 (𝑠∗𝑘+𝑟𝑝 /𝑦𝑟𝑝) + ∑𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑=1

(𝑠∗(𝑘,ℎ)+
𝑑𝑝

/𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑𝑝

)) , (31)

where 𝑦∗(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑

, 𝑦∗(𝑓,𝑘)
𝑑

, 𝑠∗𝑘−𝑖𝑝 , 𝑠∗(𝑓,𝑘)−
𝑑𝑝

, 𝑠∗(𝑘,ℎ)+
𝑑𝑝

, and 𝑠∗𝑘+𝑟𝑝 are opti-
mal values for the variables obtained from solution of Model
(II). Note that the overall nonoriented efficiency score is a
weightedmean of the divisional efficiency scores in which the

weights are set exogenously and denote the importance of
divisions.

To evaluate the input-oriented efficiency score of DMU𝑝
we can solve the following model.

𝜑∗𝑝 = min
𝐾∑
𝑘=1

𝑤𝑘 [[1 − 1
𝑚𝑘 + ∑𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)

𝑑=1
𝑦(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑

(𝑚𝑘∑
𝑖=1

𝑠𝑘−𝑖𝑝𝑥𝑖𝑝 +
𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)∑
𝑑=1

𝑠(𝑘,ℎ)−
𝑑𝑝𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑𝑝

)]
] (32)

subject to (5)–(15). The efficiency score in the output-oriented case for
DMU𝑝 can be evaluated from following model.

𝜓∗𝑝 = Max
𝐾∑
𝑘=1

𝑤𝑘 [[1 + 1
𝑟𝑘 + 𝑙(𝑘,ℎ) − ∑𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)

𝑑=1
𝑦∗(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑

( 𝑟𝑘∑
𝑟=1

𝑠∗𝑘+𝑟𝑝𝑦𝑟𝑝 + 𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)∑
𝑑=1

𝑠∗(𝑘,ℎ)+
𝑑𝑝𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑𝑝

)]
] (33)

subject to (5)–(15).
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Theorem 2. The projected DMU in Model (II) is overall
efficient.

Proof. We prove the theorem in the nonoriented case.
Let 𝜂∗𝑝 be the efficiency of the projected DMU (𝑋∗𝑘𝑝 ,𝑌∗𝑘𝑝 , 𝑍∗𝑘𝑝 ).
And let (�̂�𝑘𝑗, 𝑠𝑘−𝑝 , 𝑠𝑘+𝑝 , 𝑠(𝑘,ℎ)+𝑝 , 𝑠(𝑘,ℎ)−𝑝 , 𝑦(𝑘,ℎ)𝑝 , �̂�(𝑘,ℎ)

𝑑
, �̂�(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑

) ∀𝑗,∀𝑘, ∀𝑑 ∈ 𝐿 (𝑘,ℎ), ∀(𝑘, ℎ) be an optimal solution to the
proposed model. Then

𝑛∑
𝑗=1

�̂�𝑘𝑗𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑗 + 𝑠𝑘−𝑖𝑝 = 𝑥∗𝑘𝑖𝑝 ,
𝑛∑
𝑗=1

�̂�𝑘𝑗𝑦𝑘𝑟𝑗 − 𝑠𝑘+𝑟𝑝 = 𝑦∗𝑘𝑟𝑝 ,
𝑛∑
𝑗=1

�̂�ℎ𝑗𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑗 + 𝑠(𝑘,ℎ)−𝑑𝑝 = 𝑧∗(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑝 ∀𝑑 ∈ �̂�in
(𝑘,ℎ)

𝑛∑
𝑗=1

�̂�𝑘𝑗𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑗 − 𝑠(𝑘,ℎ)+𝑑𝑝 = 𝑧∗(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑝 ∀𝑑 ∈ �̂�out
(𝑘,ℎ).

(34)

Suppose 𝐿in
(𝑘,ℎ) = �̂�in

(𝑘,ℎ). By replacing 𝑥∗𝑘𝑖𝑝 , 𝑦∗𝑘𝑟𝑝 , and 𝑧∗(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑𝑝

by
(22), (23), (24), or (25) we have

𝑛∑
𝑗=1

�̂�𝑘𝑗𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑗 + 𝑠𝑘−𝑖𝑝 + 𝑠∗𝑘−𝑖𝑝 = 𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑝,
𝑛∑
𝑗=1

�̂�𝑘𝑗𝑦𝑘𝑟𝑗 − 𝑠𝑘+𝑟𝑝 − 𝑠∗𝑘+𝑟𝑝 = 𝑦∗𝑘𝑟𝑝 ,
𝑛∑
𝑗=1

�̂�ℎ𝑗𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑗 + 𝑠(𝑘,ℎ)−𝑑𝑝 + 𝑠∗(𝑘,ℎ)−𝑑𝑝 = 𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑝 ∀𝑑 ∈ �̂�in
(𝑘,ℎ)

𝑛∑
𝑗=1

�̂�𝑘𝑗𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑗 − 𝑠(𝑘,ℎ)+𝑑𝑝 − 𝑠∗(𝑘,ℎ)+𝑑𝑝 = 𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑝 ∀𝑑 ∈ �̂�out
(𝑘,ℎ).

(35)

Hence we have the overall efficiency as follows:

𝜂𝑝 = ∑𝐾𝑘=1 𝑤𝑘 [1 − (1/ (𝑚𝑘 + ∑𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑=1

𝑦∗(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑

)) (∑𝑚𝑘𝑖=1 ((𝑠∗𝑘−𝑖𝑝 + 𝑠𝑘−𝑖𝑝 ) /𝑥𝑖𝑝) + ∑𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑=1

((𝑠∗(𝑘,ℎ)−
𝑑𝑝

+ 𝑠(𝑘,ℎ)−
𝑑𝑝

) /𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑𝑝

))]
∑𝐾𝑘=1 𝑤𝑘 [1 + (1/ (𝑟𝑘 + 𝑙(𝑘,ℎ) − ∑𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)

𝑑=1
𝑦∗(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑

)) (∑𝑟𝑘𝑟=1 ((𝑠∗𝑘+𝑟𝑝 + 𝑠𝑘+𝑟𝑝 ) /𝑦𝑟𝑝) + ∑𝑙(𝑘.ℎ)
𝑑=1

((𝑠∗(𝑘,ℎ)+
𝑑𝑝

+ 𝑠∗(𝑘,ℎ)+
𝑑𝑝

) /𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑𝑝

))] . (36)

If only one of 𝑠𝑘+𝑟𝑝 (∀𝑘, ∀𝑟), 𝑠𝑘−𝑖𝑝 (∀𝑘, ∀𝑖) 𝑠(𝑘,ℎ)−
𝑑𝑝

or 𝑠(𝑘,ℎ)+
𝑑𝑝

∀(𝑘,ℎ), ∀𝑑 ∈ 𝐿 (𝑘,ℎ), is positive then we have

𝜂𝑝 < 𝜂∗𝑝 (37)

and it contradicts the optimality of 𝜂∗𝑝 . Thus, we have 𝑠𝑘+𝑟𝑝 =0 (∀𝑘, ∀𝑟), 𝑠𝑘−𝑖𝑝 = 0 (∀𝑘, ∀𝑖), 𝑠(𝑘,ℎ)−
𝑑𝑝

= 0 ∀𝑑 ∈ �̂�in
(𝑘,ℎ) and𝑠(𝑘,ℎ)+

𝑑𝑝
= 0 ∀𝑑 ∈ �̂�out

(𝑘,ℎ). Therefore, the projected DMU is
overall efficient.

It should be noted that, in the case 𝐿in
(𝑘,ℎ) ̸= �̂�in

(𝑘,ℎ), there
exists 𝑑 ∈ �̂�in

(𝑘,ℎ) that 𝑑 ∉ 𝐿in
(𝑘,ℎ). Therefore 𝑑 ∈ 𝐿out

(𝑘,ℎ), and
this means that the link value is free to be greater than or
equal to (but not lower than) the observed one in production
possibility set. On the other hand 𝑑 ∈ �̂�in

(𝑘,ℎ) means that
the link value is free to be smaller than or equal to (but not
greater than) the observed one in production possibility set
and it is not possible unless the link target value of both
solutions is equal to the observed value. Therefore, 𝑠(𝑘,ℎ)−

𝑑𝑝
and

𝑠∗(𝑘,ℎ)−𝑑𝑝 should be equal to zero.

4. Numerical Example

In this section to illustrate our proposedmodels, we will use a
numerical example and compare the results of our proposed
models with some existing approaches in SBM framework.
Table 1 exhibits the data of our numerical example.

Consider the dataset provided by Tone and Tsutsui [19].
It consists of 10DMUs, corresponding to vertically integrated

electric power companies. They illustrated the vertically
integrated electric power companies as three divisions of
generation, transmission, and distribution that are linked
together via intermediate products as shown in Figure 1. Each
division has a single exogenous input: Labor. The Electric
Power Sold to large customers and to small customers are,
respectively, the output of Transmission and Distribution
divisions. Electric Power Generated by Generation division
is consumed by Transmission Division therefore Electric
Power Generated is an intermediate measure which links the
Generation Division to Transmission Division. Electric Power
Sent produced by Transmission Division and consumed by
Distribution Division is used as an intermediate measure
which links Transmission Division to Distribution Division.

4.1. Black Box and Proposed Model. In this section first, we
solved the black box model using Inputs 1, 2, and 3 and
Outputs 2 and 3 where links were neglected. The column
“black box” in Table 2 exhibits the results.

Next, we solved the two proposed models explained in
Sections 3.1 and 3.2.The numbers 0.4, 0.2, and 0.4 are weights
to div 1, div 2, and div 3, respectively. This weight selection
is just for illustrative purpose. Table 2 reports the results
where “Overall score” indicates the weighted average scores
of divisions.

Throughout this section, we used the input-oriented SBM
(slacks-based measure) under the variable returns-to-scale
(VRS) assumption for efficiency evaluation.

Figure 2 clearly illustrates that the black box model
has lower discriminate power than those of our proposed
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Table 1: Exhibits data for inputs, outputs, and links of the ten DMUs in their numerical example; data for inputs, outputs, and links of the
ten DMUs presented by Tone and Tsutsui [19].

DMU
Generation process (div 1) Transmission process (div 2) Distribution process (div 3) links

Input 1 (𝑥1) Input 2 (𝑥2) Output 2 (𝑦2) Input 3 (𝑥3) Output 3 (𝑦3) Link 12 (𝑧1) Link 23 (𝑧2)
DMU1 0.838 0.277 0.879 0.962 0.337 0.894 0.362
DMU2 1.233 0.132 0.538 0.443 0.180 0.678 0.188
DMU3 0.321 0.045 0.911 0.482 0.198 0.836 0.207
DMU4 1.483 0.111 0.570 0.467 0.491 0.869 0.516
DMU5 1.592 0.208 1.086 1.073 0.372 0.693 0.407
DMU6 0.790 0.139 0.722 0.545 0.253 0.966 0.269
DMU7 0.451 0.075 0.509 0.366 0.241 0.647 0.257
DMU8 0.408 0.074 0.619 0.229 0.097 0.756 0.103
DMU9 1.864 0.061 1.023 0.691 0.380 1.191 0.402
DMU10 1.222 0.149 0.769 0.337 0.178 0.792 0.187

Table 2: SBM scores for black box and proposed models.

DMU
Black Box Model (I) Model (II)

Overall efficiency score Overall efficiency score div 1 (0.4) div 2 (0.2) div 3 (0.4) 𝜌∗ div 1 (0.4) div 2 (0.2) div 3 (0.4)
DMU1 1.00 0.385 0.383 0.383 0.389 0.441 0.383 0.659 0.389
DMU2 0.54 0.433 0.260 0.341 0.652 0.433 0.26 0.341 0.652
DMU3 1.00 0.968 1.00 1.00 0.919 0.968 1 1 0.919
DMU4 1.00 0.719 0.297 1.00 1.00 0.719 0.297 1 1
DMU5 1.00 0.456 0.263 1 0.377 0.456 0.263 1 0.377
DMU6 0.681 0.484 0.406 0.420 0.593 0.608 0.406 0.643 0.792
DMU7 1.00 0.778 0.712 0.740 0.863 0.778 0.712 0.74 0.863
DMU8 1.00 0.969 0.922 1.00 1.00 0.969 0.922 1 1
DMU9 1.00 0.832 1.00 1.00 0.581 0.832 1 1 0.581
DMU10 1.00 0.506 0.271 0.338 0.825 0.506 0.271 0.338 0.825
Average 0.9221 0.602 0.524 0.688 0.637 0.620 0.524 0.738 0.657

network models. The scores of black box are greater than the
overall scores obtained by proposed models and the rank of
scores of theDMUs is not corresponding. For exampleDMU5
is scored worse in the proposed models while best in black
boxmodel.This means that there is no significant correlation
between the scores of network models and black box. There
is also a sharp contrast between the trends of black box and
proposed models. This is quite natural since we ignored the
internal linking activities in black box model.

4.2. Separation Approach and Proposed Models. In this sec-
tion we compare our proposedmodel with separationmodel.

In order to take into account the inefficiency associated
with link flows, there is another approach to evaluate divi-
sional efficiency individually called separation approach (see
Cook et al. 2014, p. 233). In this approach we evaluate the
efficiency of div 1 of our numerical example using Input 1
as input and Link 12 as output. Similarly we evaluate the
efficiency of div 2 of each DMU using Link 12 and Input 2 as
inputs and Link 23 and Output 2 as outputs. In the same way
we evaluate the efficiency of div 3 using Link 23 and Input 3
as inputs and Output 3 as output.

Table 3 reports the overall and divisional efficiency scores
obtained by separation approach where the overall scores are

Table 3: SBM scores for separation model.

DMU Separation model
Overall score div 1 (0.4) div 2 (0.2) div 3 (0.4)

DMU1 0.659 0.633 0.662 0.684
DMU2 0.657 0.26 0.763 1.00
DMU3 0.984 1.00 1.00 0.959
DMU4 0.719 0.297 1.00 1.00
DMU5 0.547 0.202 1.00 0.665
DMU6 0.844 1.00 0.635 0.792
DMU7 0.855 0.712 1.00 0.926
DMU8 0.893 0.787 0.890 1.00
DMU9 0.915 1 1 0.786
DMU10 0.640 0.263 0.672 1

the weighted sum of the divisional scores. We utilized the
numbers 0.4, 0.2, and 0.4 as the weights to div 1, div 2, and,
div 3, respectively.

Model (II) and separation model both take into the
account the inefficiency associated with link flows. In pro-
posed models the continuity of link values between divisions
is assured whereas in separation model it is not. Figure 3
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Figure 1: Network structure of vertically integrated electric power companies.
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Figure 2: Comparisons of scores between black box and proposed
models.

compares the overall efficiency scores of the separate model
and proposed models. It can be seen from Figure 3 that
the trends of the three models are close together. The gaps
between proposed models and separation model must be
caused by the difference of assumption on the links among
divisions.

4.3. NSBM and Proposed Models. In this section we aim to
compare the scores given by Slacks-Based Network DEA
Models (proposed by Tone and Tsutsui [19]) and our pro-
posed models. The overall and divisional SBM scores given
by free link and fixed link case NSBM are tabulated in
Table 4.

Based on the results shown in Table 4, Model (I) yields
the same results as applying free linkNDEAmodel. It was not
unexpected because the projected values of the intermediate
products in both models are free to be greater or lower than
their observed values; both models have the same objective
function and the continuity of links between divisions is
assured in both models.

The advantage of applying Model (I) instead of free link
case is that we can find out the intermediate products are
being viewed as inputs or outputs in the system.

The linking constraints in fixed link case are tighter than
free link case and the proposed models; hence the overall
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Figure 3: Comparisons of scores between proposed models and
separation approach.
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Model (II)
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Fixed link

Figure 4: Comparisons of scores between proposed network mod-
els and NSBMmodels proposed by Tone and Tsutsui.

scores of the fixed link case exceed or are equal to those of
the free case andModel (I) for everyDMU. Figure 4 compares
scores of the proposedmodels and networkmodels (fixed and
free link cases).
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Table 4: Slacks-based network DEA.

DMU Free link case Fixed link case𝜌∗0 div 1 (0.4) div 2 (0.2) div 3 (0.4) 𝜌∗ div 1 (0.4) div 2 (0.2) div 3 (0.4)
DMU1 0.385 0.383 0.383 0.389 0.477 0.633 0.339 0.393
DMU2 0.433 0.260 0.341 0.652 0.740 0. 349 1.000 1.000
DMU3 0.968 1.000 1.000 0.919 0.968 1.000 1.000 0.919
DMU4 0.719 0.297 1.000 1.000 0.719 0.297 1.000 1.000
DMU5 0.456 0.263 1.000 0.377 0.456 0.263 1.000 0.377
DMU6 0.484 0.406 0.420 0.593 0.719 1.000 0.403 0.596
DMU7 0.778 0.712 0.740 0.863 0.947 1.000 1.000 0.868
DMU8 0.969 0.922 1.000 1.000 0.969 0.922 1.000 1.000
DMU9 0.832 1.000 1.000 0.581 0.832 1.000 1.000 0.581
DMU10 0.506 0.271 0.338 0.825 0.590 0.287 0.376 1.000
Avarage 0.653 0.551 0.722 0.720 0.742 0.675 0.812 0.773

Table 5: Exhibition of the role of intermediate measures in proposed models.

DMU Model (I) Model (II)𝑍1 𝑍2 𝑍1 𝑍2
DMU1 Input to div 2 Input to div 3 Input to div 2 Output from div 2
DMU2 Output from div 1 Output from div 2 Output from div 1 Output from div 2
DMU3 Input to div 2 Input to div 3 Input to div 2 Output from div 2
DMU4 Input to div 2 Input to div 3 Input to div 2 Input to div 3
DMU5 Input to div 2 Input to div 3 Input to div 2 Output from div 2
DMU6 Input to div 2 Input to div 3 Input to div 2 Input to div 3
DMU7 Output from div 1 Input to div 3 Output from div 1 Output from div 2
DMU8 Input to div 2 Input to div 3 Input to div 2 Output from div 2
DMU9 Input to div 2 Input to div 3 Output from div 1 Output from div 2
DMU10 Output from div 1 Output from div 2 Output from div 1 Output from div 2

Model (II) takes into account the inefficiency associated
with the link variables, whereas the NSBM does not.

4.4. Model (I) and Model (II). Comparing the SBM scores
obtained by Model (I) and Model (II) shows that incorpora-
tion of intermediate product slacks in efficiencymeasurement
may increase or decrease the divisional or overall efficiency
(see Figure 2). To explain more, let us see how the catego-
rization of intermediate measures into input or output type
will change when we change the objective function (4) to
(30).

As it can be seen from Table 4 changing the objective
function (4) to (30) categorizes the intermediate measures
into input or output type in a different way. For example in
the optimal solution ofModel (I) for DMU9 the intermediate
measure 𝑧1 is considered as an input to div 2, while in Model
(II) it is considered as the outputs from div 1. It means that
the target value of 𝑧1 which links div 1 to div 2 in Model
(I) is greater and in Model (II) is smaller than its observed
value.

Table 5 exhibits the optimal role of intermediatemeasures
obtained fromModel (I) and Model(II). In optimal solutions
of both models for DMU6 𝑧1, which links div 1 to div 2,
is considered as input to div 2 while there are significant
difference between the divisional efficiency scores of 𝜌∗26

and 𝜑∗26 . Calculation below reveals the reason (see Appendix
Tables 6 and 7):

𝜌∗26 = 1 − 1𝑚2 (
𝑚2∑
𝑖=1

𝑠∗𝑘−𝑖6𝑥𝑖6 ) = 1 − 11 (0.0810.139) = 0.420,
𝜑∗26 = 1

− 1
𝑚𝑘 + ∑𝑙(𝑓,𝑘)

𝑑=1
𝑦∗(𝑓,𝑘)
𝑑

(𝑚𝑘∑
𝑖=1

𝑠∗𝑘−𝑖6𝑥𝑖6 + 𝑙(𝑓,𝑘)∑
𝑑=1

𝑠∗(𝑓,𝑘)−
𝑑6𝑧(𝑓,𝑘)
𝑑6

)
= 1 − 11 + 1 (0.0810.139 + 0.1300.966) = 0.643.

(38)

We can also show the efficiency calculations for div 2 of
DMU1.

𝜌∗21 = 1 − 1𝑚2 (
𝑚2∑
𝑖=1

𝑠∗𝑘−𝑖1𝑥𝑖1 ) = 1 − 11 (0.1710.277) = 0.383,
𝜑∗21 = 1

− 1
𝑚𝑘 + ∑𝑙(𝑓,𝑘)

𝑑=1
𝑦∗(𝑓,𝑘)
𝑑

(𝑚𝑘∑
𝑖=1

𝑠∗𝑘−𝑖1𝑥𝑖1 + 𝑙(𝑓,𝑘)∑
𝑑=1

𝑠∗(𝑓,𝑘)−
𝑑1𝑧(𝑓,𝑘)
𝑑1

)
= 1 − 11 + 1 (0.1710.277 + 0.0580.894) = 0.659.

(39)
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Table 6: Optimum slack variables in Model (I).

𝑠∗1 1− 𝑠∗1 2− 𝑠∗1 3− 𝑠∗1 2+ 𝑠∗1 3+ 𝑠∗1 (1,2)+ 𝑠∗1 (1,2)− 𝑠∗1 (2,3)− 𝑠∗1 (2,3)+
DMU1 0.517 0.171 0.588 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.058 0.000 0.007
DMU2 0.912 0.087 0.154 0.373 0.016 0.158 0.000 0.019 0.000
DMU3 0.00 0.000 0.039 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
DMU4 1.043 0.000 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
DMU5 1.173 0.000 0.669 0.000 0.015 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002
DMU6 0.469 0.081 0.222 0.112 0.000 0.000 0.130 0.000 0.003
DMU7 0.130 0.019 0.050 0.341 0.000 0.189 0.000 0.000 0.000
DMU8 0.032 0.000 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
DMU9 0.00 0.000 0.290 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
DMU10 0.891 0.099 0.059 0.088 0.000 0.029 0.000 0.001 0.000

Table 7: Optimum slack variables in Model (II).

𝑠∗1 1− 𝑠∗1 2− 𝑠∗1 3− 𝑠∗1 2+ 𝑠∗1 3+ 𝑠∗1 (1,2)+ 𝑠∗1 (1,2)− 𝑠∗1 (2,3)− 𝑠∗1 (2,3)+
DMU1 0.517 0.171 0.588 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.058 0.000 0.000
DMU2 0.912 0.087 0.154 0.373 0.016 0.158 0.000 0.019 0.000
DMU3 0.000 0.000 0.039 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
DMU4 1.043 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.130 0.000 0.000
DMU5 1.173 0.000 0.669 0.000 0.015 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
DMU6 0.469 0.081 0.222 0.112 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002
DMU7 0.130 0.019 0.050 0.341 0.000 0.189 0.000 0.000 0.000
DMU8 0.032 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
DMU9 0.000 0.000 0.290 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
DMU10 0.891 0.099 0.059 0.088 0.000 0.029 0.000 0.001 0.000

Calculations above show the impact of inefficiency associated
with link flows on efficiency score.

5. Conclusion

In this paper in order to address the conflict caused by
the dual role of intermediate measures we proposed two
alternative slacks-based measure models, called Model (I)
andModel (II). To resolve this conflict the intermediate mea-
sures are categorized into input or output type endogenously.
These categorizations allowmodels to identify nonzero slacks
and uncover the sources of inefficiency associated with
intermediate measures. InModel (I) the excesses or shortfalls
corresponding to intermediate measures are contributed to
the optimum objective indirectly. In order to incorporate the
direct effect of inefficiency associated with intermediatemea-
sures, we proposed Model (II) in which the average reduc-
tion or expansion rate of intermediate products has been
taken into the account in the objective function. Keeping
continuity of link flows between divisions and incorporation
of link flows in efficiency measurements at the same time
is the clear advantage of our proposed model over other
approaches.

To verify our proposed models we provided a numerical
example and we compared the results with black box model,

separation model, and Slacks-based network DEA (free link
and fixed link case). In comparing the scores obtained by
proposed network models and black box model, no signif-
icant correlation between the efficiency scores was found
and the trends of network models were in sharp contrast
to that of black box model. It was not unexpected because
the internal linking activities in black box approach were
neglected.

Overall and divisional efficiency scores obtained by
Model (I) in the numerical example are equal to those of
free link case. It is quite natural because in both models the
continuity of link values between divisions is assured and
the target values of the intermediate products are free to be
above or below their observed values. A clear advantage of
using Model (I) is revealing the role of intermediate product
in the system. Since the linking constraints of the fixed link
case are tighter than that of Model (I), the scores of the fixed
link case tend to be higher than those of Model (I) for every
DMU.

The scores of separate model follow a roughly similar
trend to those of the proposed network models. However
there are some differences between network models and
separate model that must be caused by different assumption
on the linking activities. The proposed network models keep
the continuity of link flows among divisions whereas the
separate model does not.
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Separate model andModel (II) both take into account the
inefficiency associated with the link variables.

Comparing the results of Model (I) and Model (II), we
can see how the inclusion of intermediate product slacks in
the objective function may change the categorization of the
intermediate products and exert influence over the efficiency
of each division.

For further research we can suggest the following issues.
The proposed approach can be easily extended to the

dynamic network models.
LP formulation of Model (II) could be analyzed and

interpreted. The proposed models can be extended to the
situation inwhich some input/output data are fuzzy numbers.
Another possible line of research is to include undesirable (or
bad) outputs.

Appendix

See Tables 6 and 7.

ILP Formulation of Model (I)

In Model (I) the objective function is clearly nonlinear. The
objective function can be easily transformed to linear form
by Charnes-Cooper transformations.

By introducing a positive scalar variable 𝑡 we change the
objective function 1 as follows:

𝜌 = min
𝐾∑
𝑘=1

𝑤𝑘 [𝑡 − 1𝑚𝑘 (
𝑚𝑘∑
𝑖=1

𝑡𝑠𝑘−𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑝 )]
𝐾∑
𝑘=1

𝑤𝑘 [1 + 1𝑟𝑘 (
𝑟𝑘∑
𝑟=1

𝑠𝑘+𝑟𝑝𝑦𝑟𝑝)] = 𝑡.
(A.1)

Now let us define𝑡𝜆𝑘𝑗 = Λ𝑘𝑗, 𝑆𝑘−𝑖𝑝 = 𝑡𝑠𝑘−𝑖𝑝 , 𝑆𝑘+𝑟𝑝 = 𝑡𝑠𝑘+𝑖𝑝 , 𝑆(𝑘,ℎ)+𝑑𝑝 = 𝑡𝑠(𝑘,ℎ)+
𝑑𝑝

, 𝑆(𝑘,ℎ)−
𝑑𝑝

=
𝑡𝑠(𝑘,ℎ)−
𝑑𝑝

, 𝑍(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑

= 𝑡𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑

, 𝑍(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑

= 𝑡𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)
𝑑

, and𝑀 = 𝑀𝑡.
Then the model becomes as follows:

𝜌 = min
𝐾∑
𝑘=1

𝑤𝑘 [𝑡 − 1𝑚𝑘 (
𝑚𝑘∑
𝑖=1

𝑆𝑘−𝑖𝑝𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑝 )]

s.t.
𝐾∑
𝑘=1

𝑤𝑘 [𝑡 + 1𝑟𝑘 (
𝑟𝑘∑
𝑟=1

𝑆𝑘+𝑟𝑝𝑦𝑟𝑝)] = 1
(𝑘 = 1, . . . , 𝐾) , (𝑟 = 1, . . . , 𝑟𝑘)

𝑛∑
𝑗=1

Λ𝑘𝑗𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑗 + 𝑆𝑘−𝑖𝑝 = 𝑡𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑝
(𝑘 = 1, . . . , 𝐾) , (𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑚𝑘)

𝑛∑
𝑗=1

Λ𝑘𝑗𝑦𝑘𝑟𝑗 − 𝑆𝑘+𝑟𝑝 = 𝑡𝑦𝑘𝑟𝑝

(𝑘 = 1, . . . , 𝐾) , (𝑟 = 1, . . . , 𝑟𝑘)
𝑛∑
𝑗=1

Λℎ𝑗𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑗 + 𝑆(𝑘,ℎ)−𝑑𝑝 = 𝑍(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑
(𝑑 = 1, . . . , 𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)) , ∀ (𝑘, ℎ)

𝑛∑
𝑗=1

Λ𝑘𝑗𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑗 − 𝑆(𝑘,ℎ)−𝑑𝑝 = 𝑍(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑
(𝑑 = 1, . . . , 𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)) , ∀ (𝑘, ℎ)

𝑛∑
𝑗=1

Λ𝑘𝑗𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑗 = 𝑛∑
𝑗=1

Λℎ𝑗𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑗
(𝑑 = 1, . . . , 𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)) , ∀ (𝑘, ℎ)

0 ≤ 𝑆(𝑘,ℎ)−𝑑𝑝 ≤ 𝑀𝑦(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑
(𝑑 = 1, . . . , 𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)) , ∀ (𝑘, ℎ)

0 ≤ 𝑆(𝑘,ℎ)+𝑑𝑝 ≤ 𝑀 (1 − 𝑦(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑 )
(𝑑 = 1, . . . , 𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)) , ∀ (𝑘, ℎ)

𝑡𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑝 − 𝑀𝑦(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑝 ≤ 𝑍(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑
≤ 𝑡𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑝 + 𝑀𝑦(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑝

(𝑑 = 1, . . . , 𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)) , ∀ (𝑘, ℎ)
𝑡𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑝 − 𝑀𝑡 (1 − 𝑦(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑 ) ≤ 𝑍(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑
≤ 𝑡𝑧(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑𝑝 + 𝑀 (1 − 𝑦(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑 )

(𝑑 = 1, . . . , 𝑙(𝑘,ℎ)) , ∀ (𝑘, ℎ)
𝑛∑
𝑗=1

Λ𝑘𝑗 = 𝑡 (𝑘 = 1, . . . , 𝐾)
𝑦(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑 = {0, 1} ;

(A.2)

𝑍(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑 , 𝑍(𝑘,ℎ)𝑑 : free,
Λ𝑘𝑗 ≥ 0,
𝑆𝑘+𝑟𝑝 ≥ 0,
𝑆𝑘−𝑖𝑝 ≥ 0.

(A.3)
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As cloud computing has been popularized massively and rapidly, individuals and enterprises prefer outsourcing their databases to
the cloud service provider (CSP) to save the expenditure for managing and maintaining the data. The outsourced databases are
hosted, and query services are offered to clients by the CSP, whereas the CSP is not fully trusted. Consequently, the security shall
be violated by multiple factors. Data privacy and query integrity are perceived as two major factors obstructing enterprises from
outsourcing their databases. A novel scheme is proposed in this paper to effectuate 𝑘-nearest neighbors (kNN) query and 𝑘𝑁𝑁
query authentication on an encrypted outsourced spatial database. An asymmetric scalar-product-preserving encryption scheme
is elucidated, in which data points and query points are encrypted with diverse encryption keys, and the CSP can determine the
distance relation between encrypted data points and query points. Furthermore, the similarity search tree is extended to build a
novel verifiable SS-tree that supports efficient 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query and 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query verification. It is indicated from the security analysis
and experiment results that our scheme not only maintains the confidentiality of outsourced confidential data and query points but
also has a lower 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query processing and verification overhead than the MR-tree.

1. Introduction

As the spatial data resources have been developed by leaps
and bounds, to be well geared into such transition, the
enterprises are required to proliferate the resources of both
the hardware and software resources and to recruit profes-
sionals to manage and maintain data. Accordingly, the data
maintenance has been boomed overhead. On the other hand,
cloud computing has become progressively popularized in
recent years. This arises from their capability to offer scores
of benefits, such as quick deployment, on-demand service,
high scalability and cost reduction [1–4]. A growing number
of companies are currently being motivated to outsource
their daily business, even their core business, to the cloud
service provider to eliminate the investment in hardware and
software and to reduce the costs to maintain data. Moreover,
using the advantages of cloud computing, the end users can
use on-line software applications and access the service at
any time and any place [5]. Outsourcing spatial database

is progressively reflecting the trend of reality. Spatial data
has scores of practical applications, such as environmental
monitor, location-based services, flow control, etc. In the data
outsourcing model, the cloud service provider (CSP) hosts
the outsourced databases and provides query services for the
clients, and the data owner loses themanagement and control
of the outsourced data. Consequently, the confidentiality and
security of data shall be violated. Data privacy and security
problems count as the major factors obstructing the data
owners from outsourcing their databases to the CSP [6, 7].

Data encryption is perceived as the most frequently
adopted approach tomaintain data confidentiality.Merely the
authorized parties can conduct decryption. It is noteworthy
that the destination of outsourcing data is to draw on the
strong computing power and high bandwidth of the cloud
service provider to offer the rapid and efficient services to
users. Yet, the traditional encryption approaches, such asDES
and RSA, are primarily designed to encrypt the confidential
data, the encrypted data cannot support efficient query and
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analysis as well as the original data. Many effective schemes
[8–11] have been proposed to support how to execute queries
on encrypted data.

With the exception of data privacy, query integrity, also
known as query authentication, is deemed as another critical
problem to be solved in the domain of data outsourcing.
Since the CSP is not fully trusted, it can return incorrect or
incomplete query results. Extra authentication information
shall be offered to the client to ensure the correctness and
completeness of query results without having to trust the CSP.
Correctness bespeaks that the records in the results really
exist in the owner’s database and are notmodified by any user.
Completeness bespeaks that all the records that satisfy the
query condition are included in the results. Query integrity,
in particular, is crucial in the case of the results laying the
foundation for critical decisions.

The 𝑘-nearest neighbors (kNN) query is deemed as a
crucial data analysis operation which can be used as an
independent query or as a core module of data mining and
has been applied in many practical applications, such as
geospatial technology, location-based services, and pattern
recognition. Recent studies [12–16] have proposed various
techniques to support either 𝑘𝑁𝑁 queries on encrypted
data or 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query authentication. However, both privacy
protection and query authentication should be provided in
an insecure cloud computing environment. Thus, we focus
on the 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query processing and 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query authentication
on an encrypted spatial dataset. In this paper, we introduce an
asymmetric scalar-product-preserving encryption to encrypt
confidential data points and query points, and then we
propose an authenticated spatial index structure based on the
SS-tree [17], called verifiable SS-tree (VSS-tree), for secure𝑘𝑁𝑁 query processing and 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query authentication. Our
main contributions are illuminated as follows:

(1) We introduce an asymmetric scalar-product-pre-
serving encryption through which the data owner
encrypts confidential data and query points with
diverse encryption keys. The cloud server can per-
form a 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query on encrypted outsourced spatial
database.

(2) We extend SS-tree [17] and propose a novel verifiable
SS-tree (VSS-tree) for the 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query processing and𝑘𝑁𝑁 query authentication.

(3) We perform a detailed security analysis and perfor-
mance evaluation of our scheme.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The relevant
work is reviewed in Section 2. The system model is proposed
in Section 3. Section 4 specifies the encryption scheme.
Section 5 elaborates on theVSS-tree. In Section 6, we perform
security analysis of our scheme. In Section 7, the performance
and experimental results are presented. Eventually, we con-
clude this paper in Section 8.

2. Related Work

The encryption approach, called “bucket-based,” is proposed
in [8, 9]. The domain of private data is subdivided into

multiple disjoint ranges and each range is identified by a
unique identifier.The cloud server performs a range query in
the light of the identifiers and returns a super set of real result
set.The client has to do extra processing to get the real results.
Agrawal et al. [10] proposed an order-preserving encryption
to support one-dimensional range query on encrypted data.
The input data distribution is accordingly transformed into a
user-specified target distribution. The encrypted data is kept
in the same order as the original data, which simplifies the
course to effectuate encrypted range query. Nevertheless, this
scheme fails to resist known-plaintext attack [18]. Oliveira
and Zaiane [11] proposed a distance-preserving transforma-
tion (DPT) approach. DPT transforms an original data point𝑥 into a new point 𝑁𝑥 + 𝑡, where 𝑁 is a 𝑑 × 𝑑 matrix and𝑡 is a 𝑑-dimensional vector. DPT ensures that the Euclidean
distance between any two encrypted data points is equal to
that between the corresponding original data points; that is,𝑑(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑑(𝐸(𝑥), 𝐸(𝑦)). However, DPT cannot resist level
2 and level 3 attacks [19]. Man et al. [20] proposed a data
transformation approach to maintain data confidentiality.
Using the transforming function, the data owner and user
transform their original spatial data and query ranges into
encrypted ones. The cloud server performs range queries on
encrypted data. Chen et al. [21] proposed a random space
encryption approach to support range query on encrypted
data. The outsourced data and queries are encrypted on the
trust agent. The cloud server indexes the encrypted data
and executes queries on it. And yet, the trust agent may
become the single point of failure and network bottleneck
of the system. Kalnis et al. [22] adopted 𝑘 anonymity to
the outsourced data. The cloud server cannot distinguish
a record from at least 𝑘 − 1 records. Obviously, the cloud
server fails to perform exact query in line with this scheme.
Similarly, Chow et al. [23] adopted location anonymity to
hide the real location of query points. Asymmetric scalar-
product-preserving encryption (ASPE) is proposed in [12]
for secure 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query on encrypted data. The outsourced
data and query points are encrypted with diverse encryption
keys, and the cloud server can execute a 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query on
encrypted data. However, ASPE assumes that the clients are
fully trusted, which is unrealistic in real applications. The
client can easily obtain the encryption key from his legal
inputs and outputs. Optimized ASPE is proposed in [13, 14]
in which the clients are not trusted and only the data owner
knows the encryption key. Data points and query points
are extended to (2𝑑 + 2)-dimensional points in [13], which
requires more than double computation overhead than that
of computing original data. Paillier homomorphic encryption
is used in [14] to keep the query points confidential to the
data owner. Thus, the client has to provide more computing
resources to encrypt and decrypt the query points.

Digital signature chain mechanism is adopted in [24–
27] for query authentication. Each record is signed with
its immediate predecessor or successor record (attribute).
The records and their corresponding signatures are stored
together on CSP. When answering a query, the CSP returns
the matched records along with their corresponding sig-
natures to the client, and thereupon the client verifies the
correctness and completeness of query results according to
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the corresponding signatures. However, the computational
complexity of digital signature is too high. Even though using
signature aggregation [28], the client has to provide more
computing power for signature verification and modular
multiplications.

Being different from the signature chain, Merkle [29] first
proposedMerkle Hash Tree (MHT), a memory-based binary
tree with authentication information, for one-dimensional
equality query.The digest rather than signature, computed by
a one-way and collision-resistant hash function, is associated
with each node. Only one signature is computed on the top
of MHT. Devanbu et al. [30] extended MHT to support one-
dimensional range query. Pang and Tan [31] extended MHT
and proposed a verifiable B-tree (VB-tree). Data owner has
to sign each record and node in the VB-tree, which results
in high signature computation overhead. The VB-tree only
guarantees the correctness of the query results. Li et al. [32]
proposed Merkle B-Tree (MBT) to support disk-based query
authentication. To response a range query, the CSP performs
two depth-first traversals to find the leftmost and rightmost
records of query results and build the verification object
(VO).TheVO includes the following information: the digests
of entries contained in each visited internal node that do
not overlap with the range; the query results along with the
digests of the residual entries in the corresponding leaves;
the leftmost and rightmost records of the query results for
completeness verification.

In multidimensional database outsourcing, Cheng et al.
[33] proposed verifiable KD-tree (VKD-tree) and verifiable
R-tree (VR-tree), applying signature chain to the KD-tree and
the R-tree to ensure the integrity of query results, respectively.
Yang et al. [34] proposedMerkle R-tree (MR-tree) andMerkle
R∗-tree (MR∗-tree) for query verification of spatial data.
MR∗-tree combines the concepts from MBT and R∗-tree.
The authentication information is combinedwith theR∗-tree.
Range query is performed by a depth-first traversal of MR∗-
tree. The VO comprises all the data entries in the visited leaf
nodes and the MBRs along with the corresponding digests
of the sibling nodes pruned in the visited internal nodes. Yiu
et al. [15] presented a framework for authenticating moving
kNN queries using the safe region approach.

In other query authentication approaches, Xie et al.
[35] proposed a probabilistic query integrity authentication
scheme. The data owner inserts some fabricated records into
the database and outsources them together to the CSP. The
CSP cannot distinguish the fabricated records from the real
ones. In response to a query, the CSP returns the query
results (including the real and fabricated records) to the
client. The client verifies the correctness and completeness of
query results by verifying whether all the qualified fabricated
records are included in the results.

Both privacy protection and query authentication are
realized in [36–38]. Wang et al. [36] applied duplicated
encryption for query verification. Part of the original data
are encrypted with two diverse encryption keys. The user
transforms a query into two different queries according to
the encryption schemes and probabilistically verifies the
query integrity by checking the two query result sets. Shamir
secret sharing is used in [37] for privacy protection and
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Figure 1: System model.

multiparty computation. 𝑘 service providers collaboratively
compute the aggregation results without gaining knowledge
of intermediate results. The integrity of aggregate results is
guaranteed by MHT. Pedersen commitment protocol and
MHT are used in [38] for aggregation computation and query
verification.

3. System Framework and Assumption

3.1. SystemModel. Figure 1 illustrates our system framework.
It consists of three parts: data owner (DO), client, and cloud
service provider (CSP).Thedata owner possesses two encryp-
tion keys. One is obtained from a trusted key distribution
center, encompassing a private and a public key for signature.
The other is generated by𝐷𝑂 himself for encrypting sensitive
data and query points.𝐷𝑂 outsources the encrypted database𝐷 to the 𝐶𝑆𝑃. Whenever updates occur, the correspond-
ing encrypted data and the new signature are forwarded
to 𝐶𝑆𝑃. The 𝐶𝑆𝑃 hosts the outsourced database 𝐷 and
provides query services for the client. To process spatial
query efficiently, 𝐶𝑆𝑃 maintains an authenticated spatial
index structure. For each incoming query, it initiates the
search algorithm to find a 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query results and builds
the corresponding 𝑉𝑂 for query authentication. To maintain
the confidentiality of query points, a client transmits the
processed query points to𝐷𝑂 for encryption. After receiving
an encrypted query point, the client transmits it to 𝐶𝑆𝑃 for a𝑘𝑁𝑁 query. Once receiving 𝑉𝑂, the client extracts the query
results and performs query authentication. In general, the
clients are located at the edge of networks and possess low
network bandwidth and computing power. The clients only
trust the signature information that the𝐷𝑂 published.

3.2. System Assumption. We assume that the privacy data
are numeric and denoted by real numbers, like the position
coordinates of navigation,minimum,maximumand amount,
etc. Each multidimensional piece of data is denoted as a
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column vector. The 𝐶𝑆𝑃 is semitrusted; thus, it can directly
access the outsourced database 𝐷, fabricate or tamper with
the data, and return a subset of real result set to save the
computation power for providing paid services for more
users. Simultaneously,𝐶𝑆𝑃 performs our scheme honestly. To
maintain the confidentiality of query points, the client first
transmits a processed query point to DO for encryption and
thereupon extracts the encrypted query point and transmits
it to 𝐶𝑆𝑃 for a 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query processing. The client verifies
a 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query results through 𝑉𝑂 and the public key 𝐷𝑂
published. Furthermore, the client is semitrusted, which may
collude with𝐶𝑆𝑃 or other clients to recover the original data.
Therefore, the encryption key owned by DO should not be
revealed to the client and the CSP.

In summary, the attacks can be divided into three levels
based on the knowledge the attackers can learn.

Level 1. The attacker only observes encrypted database and
encrypted query points. This is known as ciphertext-only
attack proposed in [18].

Level 2. With the exception of encrypted data, the attacker
also knows part of the original plain data and some encryp-
tion information, such as the maximum, minimum, and data
distribution of encrypted data.However, the attacker does not
know the corresponding encrypted values of those plain data.
This corresponds to known-sample attack [39].

Level 3. In addition to the knowledge obtained in level 2,
the attacker observes a set of plain data and knows the
corresponding ciphertext, and this is known as known-
plaintext attack in cryptography [18].

It turns out to be evident that the knowledge of lower
level that the attacker learns is a subset of what a higher-level
attacker learns. If an encryption scheme can resist higher-
level attacks, it can also resist lower-level attacks. Since we
usually capture known-sample attack in practical applica-
tions, we design our encryption scheme against known-
sample attacks.

Based on these assumptions, we should preserve the
confidentiality of outsourced sensitive data and query points
and provide query integrity authentication for 𝑘𝑁𝑁 queries.
The details are as follows:

(1) Data privacy: the confidential data should not be
revealed to anyone else. Only encrypted data is
outsourced to the CSP.

(2) Query privacy: query privacy bespeaks that a client’s
query points should be kept private to himself. Nei-
ther𝐷𝑂 nor 𝐶𝑆𝑃 can obtain the plain query points.

(3) Key privacy: the existing research usually shares the
key with the clients.The𝐶𝑆𝑃 can easily obtain the key
from the colluded or compromised client to recover
the original data. Therefore, these schemes have to
assume the clients are fully trusted. In our system
assumption, each part of our system is semitrusted,
the encryption key owned by DO should not be
disclosed to anyone else.

Table 1: Symbol list.

Symbols Description𝑝𝑖 A multidimensional point in the database𝑝𝑖 The encrypted query point of 𝑝𝑖𝑞 A query point𝑞 The encrypted query point of 𝑞𝑑 The dimensionality of spatial data𝐷 The private database of DO𝑀 A 𝑑 × 𝑑matrix𝑀−1,𝑀𝑇 Inverse and transpose of matrix𝑀𝑑(𝑝𝑖, 𝑞) The distance between 𝑝𝑖 and 𝑞𝑑(𝑝𝑖 , 𝑞) The distance between 𝑝𝑖 and 𝑞𝑝𝑇, 𝑝𝑇 Transposition of 𝑝, 𝑝𝑝 Euclidean norm of point 𝑝𝐸(𝑝,𝐾𝑒𝑦) Encryption function: Key is the encryption key𝑝𝑖 ⋅ 𝑝𝑗 Scalar product of 𝑝𝑖 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝𝑗
(4) Query authentication: based on the SS-tree, we pro-

pose a novel authenticated spatial index structure for𝑘𝑁𝑁 queries and 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query authentication.

The main symbols used are listed in Table 1.

4. EASPE

4.1. Preliminary of ASPE. The basic idea of ASPE [12] is
the observation that the distance between database points is
not necessary for a 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query. According to (1), ASPE can
determine the distance relation between any two data points𝑝𝑖, 𝑝𝑗 and query point 𝑞.

𝑑 (𝑝𝑖, 𝑞) ≤ 𝑑 (𝑝𝑗, 𝑞)
√𝑝𝑖2 − 2𝑝𝑖 ⋅ 𝑞 + 𝑞2 ≤ √𝑝𝑗2 − 2𝑝𝑗 ⋅ 𝑞 + 𝑞2
⇕
𝑝𝑖2 − 𝑝𝑗2 + 2 (𝑝𝑗 − 𝑝𝑖) ⋅ 𝑞 ≤ 0,

(1)

where ‖𝑝𝑖‖2 is the scalar product of point 𝑝𝑖 with itself,
which can be computed in advance and stored with the
corresponding data together for 𝑘𝑁𝑁 queries. Then, ASPE
does not need to preserve ‖𝑝‖2. For any two encrypted points𝑝𝑖 , 𝑝𝑗, 𝑝𝑖 ⋅ 𝑝𝑗 = 𝐸(𝑝𝑖, 𝑘𝑒𝑦) ⋅ 𝐸(𝑝𝑗, 𝑘𝑒𝑦). The distance between
them can be computed by

𝑑 (𝑝𝑖 , 𝑝𝑗) = √𝑝𝑖 ⋅ 𝑝𝑖 − 2 (𝑝𝑖 ⋅ 𝑝𝑗) + 𝑝𝑗 ⋅ 𝑝𝑗. (2)

It is easy to see from (1) and (2) that ASPE does not
keep the scalar product 𝑝𝑖 ⋅ 𝑝𝑗 to ensure that the CSP cannot
compute the distance between any database points through
(2). Moreover, the CSP is able to determine which data point
is nearer to the query point 𝑞 through (1).
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Definition 1 (asymmetric scalar-product-preserving encryp-
tion (ASPE)). An encryption function 𝐸 is an ASPE if and
only if it satisfies the following two conditions:

(1) For any point 𝑝𝑖 and any query point 𝑞, 𝑝𝑖 ⋅ 𝑞 =𝐸(𝑝𝑖, 𝐾) ⋅ 𝐸(𝑞, 𝐾).
(2) For any 𝑝𝑖 and 𝑝𝑗 in𝐷, 𝑝𝑖 ⋅ 𝑝𝑗 ̸= 𝐸(𝑝𝑖, 𝐾) ⋅ 𝐸(𝑝𝑗, 𝐾).
As can be seen from Definition 1, data point and query

point must be encrypted with diverse encryption keys to
ensure that the encrypted value of any query point 𝑞 is
different from that of any data point 𝑝 in𝐷, even if 𝑝 = 𝑞.

When encrypting a data point, ASPE randomly generates
a (𝑑 + 1) × (𝑑 + 1) invertible matrix𝑀𝑘 as the encryption key
and extends every data point 𝑝 to a new (𝑑 + 1)-dimensional
point 𝑝 = (𝑝𝑇, −0.5‖𝑝‖2)𝑇 which is encrypted into 𝑝 =𝑀𝑇𝑘 ⋅𝑝.When encrypting a query point 𝑞, the client randomly
selects a positive random number 𝑟 and extends the query
point 𝑞 to a new (𝑑 + 1)-dimensional point 𝑞 = 𝑟(𝑞𝑇, 1)𝑇,
and then he encrypts 𝑞 into 𝑞 = 𝑀−1𝑘 ⋅ 𝑞, where 𝑀−1𝑘 is
the encryption key of query points. To determine whether an
encrypted data point 𝑝𝑖 is nearer to a query point 𝑞 than 𝑝𝑗
is, the 𝑘𝑁𝑁 search algorithm checks whether (𝑝𝑖 −𝑝𝑗)⋅𝑞 > 0:

(𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝𝑗) ⋅ 𝑞 = (𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝𝑗)𝑇 𝑞 = (𝑀𝑇𝑘 𝑝𝑖 − 𝑀𝑇𝑘 𝑝𝑗)𝑇
⋅ 𝑀−1𝑘 𝑞 = (𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝𝑗)𝑇 𝑞
= ((𝑝𝑇𝑖 , −0.5 𝑝𝑖2)𝑇 − (𝑝𝑇𝑗 , −0.5 𝑝𝑗2)𝑇)

𝑇

⋅ 𝑟 (𝑞𝑇, 1)𝑇
= ((𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝𝑗)𝑇 , (−0.5 𝑝𝑖2 + 0.5 𝑝𝑗2)) (𝑟𝑞, 𝑟)
= (𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝𝑗)𝑇 (𝑟𝑞) + (0.5 𝑝𝑗2 − 0.5 𝑝𝑖2) 𝑟
= 0.5𝑟 (𝑝𝑗2 − 𝑝𝑖2 + 2 (𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝𝑗)𝑇 𝑞)
= 0.5𝑟 (𝑑 (𝑝𝑗, 𝑞) − 𝑑 (𝑝𝑖, 𝑞)) .

(3)

Since 𝑟 is a positive random number, we can determine
that

𝑑 (𝑝𝑗, 𝑞) − 𝑑 (𝑝𝑖, 𝑞) > 0 ⇐⇒ 𝑑(𝑝𝑗, 𝑞) > 𝑑 (𝑝𝑖, 𝑞) . (4)

4.2. kNN Query on ASPE. As described in Section 4.1, the
client is assumed to be fully trusted by the data owner, and
the encryption key and configuration information are shared
with the client. However, in amore practical scenario, a client
may be compromised or colludes with the CSP so that the
CSP can easily obtain the key and the private configuration
to decrypt the encrypted data. One plausible approach is that
the DO keeps the encryption key privately and performs
a secure two-party computation protocol [29, 30] with the
clients. DO encrypts a processed query point 𝑞 and only
transmits the encrypted query point 𝑞 to the client without

disclosing the encryption key 𝑀. However, the combination
of ASPE and secure two-party computation remains unable
to maintain the key confidentially [14]. The encryption key
shall be leaked to the others from legal outputs.The client can
adequately choose enough query points𝑄 = (𝑞1, 𝑞2, . . . , 𝑞𝑑+1)
and obtain the corresponding encrypted query points 𝑄 =(𝑞1, 𝑞2, . . . , 𝑞𝑑+1), and then the client obtains 𝑄 = 𝑀−1𝑄.
Obviously, if 𝑄 is an invertible matrix, the client can obtain𝑀−1 = 𝑄𝑄−1, by which the client can encrypt a new query
point 𝑞 = 𝑄𝑄−1(𝑞new, 1)𝑇. Therefore, the encryption key
and sensitive data are exposed to the attackers.

4.3. Enhanced ASPE. We propose an enhanced ASPE
(EASPE) that keeps the encryption key confidential to the
clients. Being different from ASPE, it is hypothesized in
this paper that the three parties in our system model are
not trusted by each other. Therefore, the DO must keep
the encryption key confidentially and the key cannot be
obtained by anyone, while the client should keep the query
points secret to the DO and the CSP. Our encryption scheme
is similar to the approach proposed in [14]. However, the
scheme in [14] adopted Paillier homomorphic encryption to
encrypt query points which burdened the client with more
computation overhead. In our scheme, we apply a 1-out-of-𝑁 oblivious transfer protocol [40] for query processing. A 1-
out-of-𝑁 oblivious transfer protocol [40] is a protocol such
that one party, Bob, has 𝑁 inputs 𝑋1, . . . , 𝑋𝑛 and the other
party, Alice, learns one of the inputs 𝑋𝑖 for some 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤𝑛 of her choice, without learning anything about the other
inputs and without allowing Bob to learn anything about 𝑖.
A random matrix encompassing the processed inquiry point
is generated by the client and is sent to theDO for encryption.

Before encrypting data points, several artificial columns
are introduced to the data points and are associatedwith some
nonce random numbers generated independently which
allows the same points to be encrypted into diverse points.
Likewise, the client adds the same number of artificial
columns to a query point and then perturbs the query point
with some random numbers generated independently. The
client sends a mixed matrix 𝑄, encompassing the extended
query point and some random vectors generated randomly,
to the DO for encryption. Eventually, DO perturbs 𝑄 before
matrix transformation so that the encrypted query points
cannot reveal the key.

The outputs of 𝑝𝑖, 𝑞 in the data process stage are denoted
by 𝑝𝑖, 𝑞, respectively. 𝐷𝑂 finishes the encryption of 𝑝𝑖 and 𝑞
and outputs the ciphertexts 𝑝𝑖 and 𝑞 in the data encryption
stage. It is noteworthy that 𝐷𝑂 cannot directly compute 𝑞
while encrypting the query point; nobody except the client
knows the original query point. To simplify the description,𝑞 is adopted to state our scheme in the first phase. Next, the
two phases are elaborated on.

Data Processing. For each data point 𝑝, 𝐷𝑂 first selects a
positive integer 𝑐 as system security parameter in advance.
In point perturbation, two random vectors 𝜔 of (𝑑 + 1)
dimensions and 𝜒 of 𝑐 dimensions are generated by 𝐷𝑂,
taking up the encryption key and shared by all points in the
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database.The permutation function 𝑓𝑝 changes the sequence
of the extended vector randomly. As the foregoing processing
is effectuated, (5) is acquired.

𝑝𝑖 = 𝑓𝑝 (𝜔𝑗 − 2𝑝𝑖, 𝜔(𝑑+1) + 𝑝𝑖2 , 𝜒) , (5)

where 𝜔𝑗 (1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑑) indicates the 𝑗th dimension of 𝜔.
For each query point 𝑞, firstly a positive random 𝑟 is

selected, and a random vector 𝛿 of 𝑐 dimensions is created
by the client, followed by the client’s extension of 𝑞 to ̇𝑞 =(𝑟(𝑞𝑇, 1), 𝛿) and transmitting ̇𝑞 to the 𝐷𝑂. 𝐷𝑂 generates
a random vector 𝑅 of 𝑐 dimensions to perturb the last 𝑐
dimensions of ̇𝑞. Accordingly (6) is acquired.

𝑞 = 𝑓𝑝 (𝑟 (𝑞, 1) , 𝑅 + 𝛿) . (6)

Since the permutation function𝑓𝑝 does not change the scalar
product between data point and query point, then, 𝑝𝑖𝑞𝑇 =(𝜔𝑗 −2𝑝𝑖)𝑟𝑞𝑇+ (𝜔(𝑑+1) +‖𝑝𝑖‖2)𝑟+𝜒(𝑅+𝛿)𝑇. For any two data
points 𝑝𝑖, 𝑝𝑗 and a query point 𝑞, we have
𝑝𝑖𝑞𝑇 − 𝑝𝑗𝑞𝑇 = 𝑝𝑖2 𝑟 − 2𝑝𝑖𝑟𝑞𝑇 − 𝑝𝑗2 𝑟 + 2𝑝𝑗𝑟𝑞𝑇

= 𝑟 ((𝑝𝑖2 − 2𝑝𝑖𝑞𝑇) − (𝑝𝑗2 − 2𝑝𝑗𝑞𝑇))
= 𝑟 (𝑑 (𝑝𝑖, 𝑞) − 𝑑 (𝑝𝑗, 𝑞)) .

(7)

Since random number 𝑟 is positive, it does not affect the
comparative result of (7); that is,

𝑑 (𝑝𝑖, 𝑞) − 𝑑 (𝑝𝑗, 𝑞) > 0 ⇐⇒ 𝑑 (𝑝𝑖, 𝑞) > 𝑑 (𝑝𝑗, 𝑞) . (8)

Encryption Phase.𝐷𝑂 generates an invertiblematrix𝑀 as the
encryption key to encrypt 𝑝𝑖, such that 𝑝𝑖 = 𝑝𝑖𝑀. For each
query point 𝑞, 𝐷𝑂 randomly generates a positive random
number 𝛼 to compute 𝑞 = 𝛼𝑀−1𝑞𝑇.

The details of encryption process are as follows.

𝐾𝑒𝑦𝐺𝑒𝑛( ). Let 𝑙 = (𝑑 + 1 + 𝑐). 𝐷𝑂 generates a (𝑑 +1)-dimensional vector 𝜔, a 𝑐-dimensional vector 𝜒, a 𝑙 ×𝑙 invertible matrix 𝑀, and a permutation function 𝑓𝑝(⋅)
of 𝑙 numbers. DO sets the quadruple {𝑓𝑝, 𝜔, 𝜒,𝑀} as the
encryption key and keeps it privately.

EncDB(𝐷,𝐾𝑒𝑦). Once obtaining 𝑝𝑖 = 𝑓𝑝(𝜔𝑗 − 2𝑝𝑖, 𝜔(𝑑+1) +‖𝑝𝑖‖2, 𝜒)𝑇, 𝐷𝑂 computes the encrypted point 𝑝𝑖 = 𝑝𝑖𝑀. The
encrypted database is denoted as𝐷 = {𝑝𝑖 | 𝑝𝑖 ∈ 𝐷}.
EncQuery (𝑞, 𝐾𝑒𝑦)

(1) After obtaining the extended (𝑑 + 1 + 𝑐)-dimensional
point ̇𝑞 = (𝑟(𝑞, 1), 𝛿), the client uses the 1-out-of-𝑁 oblivious transfer protocol [40] to generate a 𝑙 × 𝑙
matrix 𝑀𝑞 encompassing ̇𝑞 and other (𝑙 − 1) vectors.
The first 𝑑 columns of the other (𝑙−1) column vectors
in 𝑀𝑞 are generated randomly and are extended to(𝑑 + 1 + 𝑐)-dimensional column vectors the same as
the query point. The position 𝑖 of column vector ̇𝑞 is
randomly selected from 1 to 𝑙 and is only known to
the client himself. The client transmits 𝑀𝑞 to 𝐷𝑂 for
encryption.

(2) For each query point 𝑞, 𝐷𝑂 randomly generates a
random vector 𝑅 of c dimensions to confuse the last c
dimensions of ̇𝑞, and then he applies the permutation
function 𝑓𝑝 to obtain 𝑓𝑝(𝑀𝑞). 𝐷𝑂 randomly selects
a random positive number 𝛼 and computes matrix𝑄 = 𝛼𝑀−1𝑓𝑝(𝑀𝑞).

(3) After obtaining 𝑄, the client extracts the encrypted
query point 𝑞, that is, the 𝑖th column vector of matrix𝑄.

𝑘𝑁𝑁𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦(𝑞). To determine whether 𝑑(𝑝𝑖 , 𝑞) < 𝑑(𝑝𝑗, 𝑞),
the 𝑘𝑁𝑁 algorithm checkswhether (𝑝𝑖−𝑝𝑗)⋅𝑞 < 0 according
to

𝑝𝑖𝑞 − 𝑝𝑗𝑞 = (𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝𝑗) 𝑞 = (𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝𝑗)𝑀𝛼𝑀−1𝑞𝑇
= 𝛼 (𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝𝑗) 𝑞𝑇
= 𝛼𝑟 ((𝑝𝑖2 − 2𝑝𝑖𝑞𝑇) − (𝑝𝑗2 − 2𝑝𝑗𝑞𝑇))
= 𝛼𝑟 (𝑑 (𝑝𝑖, 𝑞) − 𝑑 (𝑝𝑗, 𝑞)) .

(9)

5. VSS-Tree

The simplest approach to find the results of a 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query
is to scan the entire database space. Yet, the query time and
complexity are proportional to the data size and disk accesses,
which usually cannot meet the needs of users. To improve
the efficiency of spatial query, researchers build diverse
spatial index structures, like R-tree [41], SS-tree [17], etc. In
this section, we extend the SS-tree [17] with authentication
information and build a verifiable SS-tree (VSS-tree) for 𝑘𝑁𝑁
query processing and 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query authentication.

5.1. VSS-Tree. Being different from the R-tree and the R∗-
tree, the similarity search tree (SS-tree) [17] applies bounding
sphere rather than bounding rectangle for region shape.
The SS-tree divides multidimensional points into isotropic
neighbors. Due to the use of bounding sphere, the overlap
area between regions is reduced, thereby improving 𝑘𝑁𝑁
query efficiency.The structure of SS-tree is shown in Figure 2.
A verifiable SS-tree (VSS-tree) is built by extending the SS-
tree with authentication information, and its structure is
shown in Figure 3. The center of a bounding sphere is the
centroid of the underlying points of its children. Compared
with the R-tree, the SS-tree only spends nearly half storage.
Because a bounding sphere can be denoted by a center and
a radius, its storage cost is a multidimensional point plus an
integer, while a rectangle is determined by the two points at
the lower left andupper right corner, its storage is twice that of
dimensions.This determines that the SS-tree hasmore fanout
and lower height.

The structure of leaf nodes is defined as follows:

Leaf : (𝐸1, . . . , 𝐸𝑓) (𝑚 ≤ 𝑓 ≤ 𝑀) ,
𝐸𝑖 : (𝑝, 𝐼,𝐻) , (10)
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Figure 2: Structure of SS-tree.
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h = h(r1 | r2 | · · · | rm)

Figure 3: Structure of VSS-tree.

where 𝑚 and 𝑀 denote the minimum and maximum values
of the entries in the leaf node, respectively. An entry of the leaf
node is denoted as a triple (𝑝, 𝐼,𝐻), where 𝑝 is a data point
in database, 𝐼 is the enclosing sphere of 𝑝, and 𝐻 is the hash
value computed on the record that 𝑝 points to. An internal
node of VSS-tree is elucidated as follows:

Node : (𝐸1, . . . , 𝐸𝑓) (𝑚 ≤ 𝑓 ≤ 𝑀) ,
𝐸𝑖 : (𝑐, 𝑝, 𝑤, ℎ) , (11)

where 𝑐 indicates theminimumbounding sphere that encom-
passes all the regions of the 𝑖th children, consisting of a center
and a radius.Thepointer𝑝points to the 𝑖th child.The variable𝑤 indicates the number of points contained in the subtree
whose top is the child 𝐸𝑖. The hash value ℎ summarizes all
the bounding spheres and their digests of the 𝑖th child, that

is, ℎ = ℎ(𝑐1|ℎ1| ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ |𝑐𝑓|ℎ𝑓). The center of a bounding sphere𝑥(𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑑) is computed according to

𝑥𝑖 = ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝑐𝑗.𝑥𝑖 × 𝑐𝑗.𝑤∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝑐𝑗.𝑤 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑑) , (12)

where 𝑗 (1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑑) is an index of its children, 𝑖 is an index to
the dimensions, 𝑐𝑗.𝑥𝑖 indicates the 𝑖th dimensional coordinate
of 𝑐𝑗.𝑥, and 𝑐𝑗.𝑤 indicates the number of its children of𝐸𝑗.The
radius of a bounding sphere is computed according to

𝑟 = max
1≤𝑗≤𝑓

(𝑐.𝑥 − 𝑐𝑗.𝑥 + 𝑐𝑗.𝑟) , (13)

where 𝑐.𝑥 indicates the center of the current node itself, 𝑐𝑗.𝑥
and 𝑐𝑗.𝑟 indicate the center and radius of the 𝑗th child node,
respectively, and ‖𝑐 − 𝑐𝑗.𝑥‖ indicates the distance between the
centers 𝑐.𝑥 and 𝑐𝑗.𝑥.
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q

Figure 4: kNN search.

VSS-tree is built from bottom to top. All the leaf nodes are
on the same level. Finally, the digest of root node is signed and
published to 𝐶𝑆𝑃.

Approaching the MR∗-tree, the VSS-tree also supports
dynamic operations, including insertion, update, and dele-
tion. An update can be perceived as a combination of a
deletion and an insertion. The insertion adopts enforced
reinsert; that is, we first add a new data object to the
reinsert list and then perform insertion for the entries in
the reinsert list until the list is empty. The deletion is the
same as the other query authentication approaches. In our
scheme, scalar product comparison rather than Euclidean
distance comparison is adopted to determine where to insert
a data point. When a node overflows, the split algorithm
shall be revoked. Accordingly, its coordinate variance on
each dimension from the centroids of its children shall
be computed, and the dimension will be selected with the
highest variance for splitting it.

5.2. kNN Query on VSS-Tree. Figure 4 shows a 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query(𝑘 = 3) based on the VSS-tree. Given a query point 𝑞, 𝑘𝑁𝑁
search algorithm gradually increases the search distance with
the query point 𝑞 as the center until the search area just
encompasses three data points. We perform the 𝑘𝑁𝑁 search
algorithm and build the 𝑉𝑂 based on VSS-tree on the cloud
server side. Diverse from other distance-based comparison
methods, we determine the distance relationship by compar-
ing the scalar products between the data points and the query
points. The 𝑘𝑁𝑁 search algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
According to (9), we can compare the distances between
any two encrypted data points and encrypted query point to
determine which point is closer to a given query point. Fur-
thermore, we introduce a sorted list 𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡, storing the
entries of a visited internal node, to avoid unnecessary access.𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠 comprises candidate 𝑘𝑁𝑁 results,𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠.𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡
denotes the maximum value in the 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠, and if 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠
comprises less than 𝑘 objects,𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠.𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡 is elucidated

Require:
node𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒, query point 𝑝, 𝑘

Ensure:𝑉𝑂; 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠(1) Append [ to 𝑉𝑂(2) if Node is a leaf node then(3) for each entry 𝐸 in𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 do(4) VO.append(𝐸)(5) 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 = 𝐸.𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡(𝑝)(6) if 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠.𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒( ) < 𝑘 then(7) 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠.𝑎𝑑𝑑(𝐸, 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡)(8) else(9) Sort 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠 in ascending order(10) if 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 < 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠.𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡 then
(11) 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠.𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜V𝑒(𝑘)
(12) 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠.𝑎𝑑𝑑(𝐸, 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡)
(13) end if
(14) end if
(15) end for
(16) else
(17) for each entry 𝐸 in𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 do
(18) 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 = 𝐸.𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡(𝑝)
(19) 𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡.𝑎𝑑𝑑(𝐸, 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡)
(20) end for
(21) Sort 𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 in ascending order
(22) for each entry 𝐸 in 𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 do
(23) if 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 < 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠.𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡 then
(24) 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑐ℎ(𝐸.𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑘)
(25) else
(26) 𝑉𝑂.𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑(𝐸.𝐶, 𝐸.ℎ)
(27) end if
(28) end for
(29) end if
(30) Append ] to 𝑉𝑂

Algorithm 1: 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑐ℎ.

as +∞. The results shall be searched via the 𝑘𝑁𝑁 search
algorithm from top to bottom, and if the current visited node
is an internal node, all the entries and their corresponding
scalar products shall be inserted into the list 𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡.
On that basis, the CSP shall iterate through the ordered list𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 and recursively invokes the search algorithm on
its visited child nodes. Once a scalar product is greater than𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠.𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡, the remaining entries in the 𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡
are ignored, bespeaking that the results shall impossibly
exist in the remaining entries. Thus, the minimum bounding
spheres and digests of the remaining unvisited entries in the𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 are inserted into𝑉𝑂. If the current visited node is
a leaf node and the length of𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠 is less than 𝑘, the visited
entry and its scalar product will be inserted into list𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠;
otherwise, whether to insert the entry into list 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠 shall
be determined by judging whether its scalar product is less
than 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠.𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡. The 𝑉𝑂 is constructed in the search
process, which consists of all themultidimensional encrypted
data points in the visited leaf nodes, and the boundary spheres
and their corresponding digests of the child nodes pruned of
the visited internal nodes. Eventually, Algorithm 1 outputs list𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠 and 𝑉𝑂.
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Require:𝑉𝑂, 𝑞, 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠
Ensure:

C, hash, result(1) 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 = 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠.𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡(2) for each entry 𝐸 in 𝑉𝑂 do(3) if 𝐸 is a data object then(4) 𝑠𝑡𝑟 = 𝑠𝑡𝑟 | 𝐸
//Enlarge the 𝐶 to encompass 𝐸(5) C.Enlarge(𝐸)(6) end if(7) if E.getProduct(𝑞) ≤ 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠.MaxDist and𝐸.𝑖𝑑 in 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠 then(8) result.add(𝑞)(9) end if(10) if E.getProduct(𝑝) ≤ 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠.𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡

and E.id not in 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠 then
(11) Alarm the client
(12) end if
(13) if 𝐸 is a symbol [ then
(14) (𝐶, ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ) = 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑉𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑦(VO, 𝑞, 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠)
(15) end if
(16) if 𝐸 is a pair (𝐶, ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ) then
(17) if 𝐶.𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡(𝑝) ≤ 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠.𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡

then
(18) Alarm the client
(19) end if
(20) 𝐶.𝐸𝑛𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒(𝐶)
(21) 𝑠𝑡𝑟 = 𝑠𝑡𝑟|𝐶|ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ
(22) end if
(23) if𝐸 is a symbol ] then
(24) 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛(𝐶, ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ(𝑠𝑡𝑟))
(25) end if
(26) end for

Algorithm 2: 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑉𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑦.

Once receiving the 𝑉𝑂 and 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠, the client extracts
the encrypted 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query results from the 𝑉𝑂 and per-
forms query verification. Diverse from other approaches, the
client obtains the maximum 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠.𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡 and verifies
whether it is less than the other scalar products not in the list𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠 to check the completeness of the 𝑘𝑁𝑁 results. The
verification process is as follows:

(1) The client obtains 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠.𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡 from the list𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠 and verifies that any scalar product in the𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠 is less than or equal to 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠.𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡,
while the other scalar products are greater than𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠.𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡.

(2) The client verifies that any scalar product between the
bounding sphere in the pair (𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑙𝑒, ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ) and the
query point 𝑞 is greater than𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠.𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡.

(3) The client checkswhether the reconstructed hash ℎroot
agrees with 𝑠root.

The 𝑘𝑁𝑁 verification algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
The essence of the 𝑘𝑁𝑁 verification algorithm is to

reconstruct the VSS-tree by scanning𝑉𝑂. During the process

of verification, the bounding sphere is enlarged gradually
by encompassing the objects read from 𝑉𝑂. Eventually, the
algorithm reconstructs the bounding sphere and digest of
root node, and the client validates whether the reconstructedℎroot agrees with 𝑠root for query verification.
6. Security Analysis and Integrity Verification

6.1. Security Analysis. As described in Section 3, three parties
are all semitrusted. In our scheme, the privacy issues of
outsourced database𝐷, query points, and encryption key are
deliberated. 𝐶𝑆𝑃 can directly access the outsourced database.
We need to ensure their confidentiality against 𝐶𝑆𝑃. We
consider data privacy together with query privacy against𝐶𝑆𝑃 under level-2 attack.

Theorem 2. EASPE is not distance-recoverable.

Proof. EASPE is an enhanced ASPE, its encryption key is{𝑓𝑝, 𝑆, 𝜒,𝑀}, where the role of the invertible matrix 𝑀 is
applicable to the encryption key of ASPE. 𝑀 and 𝑀−1 are
adopted by EASPE to encrypt data points in 𝐷 and query
points, respectively. As ASPE proves, our EASPE is also not
distance-recoverable.

Theorem 3. EASPE is secure against level 2 attacks.

Proof. There are scores of types of level 2 attacks. According
to the system security assumption, the following attacks are
deliberated: distance-based inference attack, PCA, duplicate
analysis, distribution analysis attack, and ICA-based attack.
According toTheorem 2, EASPE is not distance-recoverable.
Distance-based inference attack is obviously not feasible to
our scheme.

Principal component analysis (PCA) has been proposed
in [19] to match the correlations in the known data and
the correlations in the encrypted data. Using the matched
data, the attacker endeavors to reconstruct the entire original
database. However, in EASPE, the values on each dimension
of 𝐸(𝐷𝐵) are a linear combination of the values on all
dimensions in the original database. EASPE adds 𝑐 artificial
columns and generates a random vector 𝜔 to confuse the
original data. Furthermore, 𝐷𝑂 uses permutation function𝑓𝑝 to change the sequence of the extended data point
randomly. It turns out to be evident that EASPE does not pre-
serve the correlations among the original dimensions in the
transformed space, and thus PCA is not applicable to EASPE.

Duplicate analysis [10] is applicable to the attribute whose
domain is small, such as the day of the week or the day of the
month. Through the analysis of observations on encrypted
data, the attacker may determine the domain of original
attribute. Duplicate analysis is value-based encryption, that
is, the values in each dimension are encrypted individually.
However, EASPE is a tuple-based encryption, and duplicate
analysis is not applicable to EASPE. Similarly, distribution
analysis attack exists for estimating from 𝑌. Observations on
the encrypted database may help an attacker to determine
the plain data fall into intervals 𝐼1, 𝐼2, . . . , 𝐼𝑛. This attack is
value-based encryption and is not applicable to EASPE.
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ICA-based attack [18, 19] tries to recover the plain data𝑋 from the transformed data 𝑌. The approach is based on
the observation that the eigenvectors of 𝑌 are computed
by 𝑋 left-multiplied by 𝑀. Therefore, by estimating ∑𝑦
and ∑𝑥 and matching their eigenvectors, the attacker can
produce �̂�, an estimation of 𝑀, and then data record 𝑥𝑖 is
estimated as 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑀𝑇𝑦𝑖. This attack is on the assumption that
the known samples follow the same distribution with the
original data. The matrix𝑀must be orthogonal or full rank.
However, we introduce one-time random vectors 𝜒 and 𝑅
for each data point and query point, respectively. Random
vectors 𝜒 and 𝑅 are generated independently and privately
kept by 𝐷𝑂, and matrix 𝑀 can be generated as an invertible
but nonorthogonal matrix. Hence, EASPE can impede both
ICA and deriving the transformation matrix 𝑀. EASPE is
therefore resilient to ICA-based Attacks.

To keep the query points confidential to 𝐷𝑂, a positive
number 𝑟 is randomly selected and a random vector 𝛿 of𝑐 dimensions is generated to extend a query point 𝑞 to a(𝑑 + 1 + 𝑐)-dimensional point ̇𝑞 = (𝑟(𝑞, 1), 𝛿). And, then,
1-out-of-𝑁 oblivious transfer protocol is used to generate
a 𝑙 × 𝑙 matrix 𝑀𝑞 including the processed query point ̇𝑞
and other (𝑙 − 1) random column vectors. The position 𝑖 of
column vector ̇𝑞 is randomly selected in range from 1 to 𝑙 and
is only known to the client himself. 𝐷𝑂 cannot learn which
one the client has chosen.

Theorem 4. The encryption key is kept confidentially against𝐶𝑆𝑃 and clients.

Suppose that a client can transmit a few number of
query points to 𝐷𝑂 for encryption, and then the encryption
key is derived from the correlation between plaintext and
corresponding ciphertext. If we can keep the encryption key
confidential to the clients. It turns out to be evident that the
key is confidential to 𝐶𝑆𝑃. Thus, we only need to prove that
the encryption key is confidential to the clients.

Proof. A client transmits processed query points to 𝐷𝑂
and interacts with the 𝐷𝑂 during the query encryption
stage. The encryption of query points is considered without
applying permutation function in the first place.𝐷𝑂 encrypts
a processed query point 𝑞 = (𝑟(𝑞𝑇, 1), 𝑅 + 𝛿)𝑇 into 𝑞 =𝛼𝑀−1𝑞. The 𝑖th dimension of 𝑞 is 𝑞𝑖 = 𝛼𝑀−1𝑖∗ 𝑞; concretely,

𝑞𝑖 = 𝛼(𝑟 𝑑∑
𝑗=1

𝑀−1𝑖𝑗 𝑞𝑗)

+ (𝛼𝑟𝑀−1𝑖,𝑑+1 + 𝛼𝑑+1+𝑐∑
𝑗=𝑑+2

𝑀−1𝑖𝑗 (𝜒 + 𝑅)𝑗−𝑑−1) .
(14)

In (14), all the values of {𝛼,𝑀−1𝑖𝑗 , 𝑅} are kept confidential
to the client. The client only knows the original query point𝑞 and its corresponding encrypted query point 𝑞. Let 𝑋𝑖𝑞 =𝑟∑𝑑𝑗=1𝑀−1𝑖𝑗 𝑞𝑗, and 𝜑𝑖𝑞 = (𝛼𝑟𝑀−1𝑖,𝑑+1 + 𝛼∑𝑑+1+𝑐𝑗=𝑑+2𝑀−1𝑖𝑗 (𝜒 +𝑅)𝑗−𝑑−1).The client can set up an equation 𝑞𝑖 = 𝛼𝑋𝑖𝑞+𝜑𝑖𝑞.The
client can obtain enough encrypted query points by his legal

input or collusion with other clients. However, the invertible
matrix𝑀 is generated randomly and {𝛼, 𝑅} are one-time ran-
domparameters selected independently for each query point.𝜑𝑖𝑞 is entirely random to the client. Moreover, the client can
learn nothing about 𝑀𝑖𝑗 (1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑑) from 𝑋𝑖𝑞. Furthermore,
EASPE applies permutation function 𝑓𝑝 to the query points.
The client cannot learn the correspondence of the dimensions
of 𝑞 and 𝑀𝑖∗. In addition, the permutation can prevent the
client from setting up equation (14). Obviously, it enhances
the security of our scheme. In conclusion, the encryption key
is kept private against 𝐶𝑆𝑃 and the clients.

6.2. Integrity Verification. Our scheme provides correctness
and completeness verification for 𝑘𝑁𝑁 queries.

Theorem 5. The correctness of 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query results can be
ensured by our scheme.

Proof. Suppose that there is one or more falsified or modified
data points in the results. We note that VSS-tree is built from
bottom to top. All data points in the database are involved
in the construction of the root hash. As we know that the
hash function is one-way and collision-resistant. The digest
of any falsified or modified data must be different from the
original one, and this change propagates from the leaf node to
the root node whichmakes the reconstructed root digest ℎroot
different from the original one and thus does not agree with𝑠root. Therefore, the client can detect any falsified or modified
data in the results.

Theorem 6. The completeness of 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query results is ensured
by our scheme.

Proof. Suppose that a data point 𝑝 in a leaf node 𝐿𝑛 is one of
a 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query results, but 𝑝 is not involved in the results. To
make the reconstructed root hash ℎroot match 𝑠root,𝑉𝑂 either
comprises all the data entries in 𝐿𝑛 or comprises the pair(𝐶, ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ) of 𝐿𝑛. For the former, the client can determine that𝑝 is one of a 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query results according to the verification
algorithm and there exists at least one point in the results
whose distance to 𝑞 is farther than that of 𝑝. For the latter, the
client can detect that the scalar product between 𝐿𝑛 and 𝑞 is
less than 𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑠.𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡, which means that 𝐿𝑛 comprises
one or more data points that are closer to the query result 𝑞,
but 𝐿𝑛 is not visited by the search algorithm which can be
detected during the verification process.

7. Experiment Evaluation

In this section, we mainly evaluate and compare the per-
formance between DPT and our scheme. All programs are
implemented in Java. Experiments are performed on an Intel
Core i7-4790 3.6GHz computer with 8GB RAM running
Windows 7. The block size is set as 2048KB and the default
value of security parameter 𝑐 as 1. The experiments are
conducted on both synthetic and real datasets. The random
points generated in the synthetic database are uniformly dis-
tributed in a 𝑑-dimensional space. The real dataset adopted
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(a) Encryption time versus data cardinality (𝑑 = 6)
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Figure 5: Encryption time.

Table 2: Symbol list.

DPT EASPE
Encryption
time (ms) 2.712 2.718

is the dataset “Shuttle” from the UCI repository, which com-
prises 58K points and 9 dimensions.We run each experiment
100 times and take the average to show the performance
of diverse schemes. We effectuate two experiments under
diverse data cardinalities and dimensions in the synthetic
database. In the first experiment, data cardinality is changed
from 50K to 500K with a fixed dimension 𝑑 = 6. In the
second experiment, the dimensions are changed from 3 to 100
with a fixed data cardinality 𝑛 = 100K. The performance is
evaluated from the following aspects: (1) data encryption; (2)
construction and storage of the VSS-tree; (3) 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query; (4)
query verification.

7.1. Key Generation and Data Encryption. As described in
Section 4, the transition matrix used in EASPE is a (𝑑 + 1 +𝑐) × (𝑑 + 1 + 𝑐) invertible matrix. In practical applications,
the dimension 𝑑 of spatial data is usually less than 100. In
our experiments, we generate the encryption key only once,
which takes less than 1ms for diverse dimensions ranging
from 3 to 100. Figure 5 illustrates the data encryption time
on diverse data cardinalities. The encryption time includes:
generating the encryption key and encrypting all the data
points. The encryption time of the Shuttle dataset is shown
in Table 2.

As can be seen from Figure 5, data encryption time is
proportional to both data dimension and data cardinality.
The encryption time of DPT is slightly shorter than that of
EASPE in that EASPE performs (𝑑 + 1 + 𝑐) × (𝑑 + 1 + 𝑐)

multiplications and (𝑑 + 𝑐) additions, while DPT performs(𝑑 × 𝑑)multiplications and (2𝑑 − 1) additions. As EASPE has𝑐more dimensions thanASPE, the encryption time of EASPE
is slightly larger than that of ASPE.

7.2. Construction and Storage Cost of VSS-Tree. The storage
cost of VSS-tree is indicated from Figure 6. The storage costs
under all schemes are proportional to data dimension and
data cardinality. Due to the added (𝑐 + 1) dimensions of
EASPE, the storage cost of EASPE is larger than that of DPT
and ASPE. Furthermore, the SS-tree only spends nearly half
storage of that of the MR-tree as described in Section 5.1, the
storage cost of the MR-tree is lager than that of the VSS-tree.

The build time of the VSS-tree is illuminated from
Figure 7. The build time of the VSS-tree under both encryp-
tion schemes is proportional to both data cardinality and
dimension.The build time of VSS-tree under EASPE is longer
than that under DPT, this is because a d-dimensional data
point is extended to a (𝑑 + 1 + 𝑐)-dimensional data point in
EASPE which makes the computation overhead greater than
that under DPT. Eventually, it should be noted that the larger
the parameter 𝑐 we set, the longer the time required to build
the VSS-tree. The build time under the MR-tree is shorter
than that under the VSS-tree, the reason is that bounding
rectangle requires only comparison operations between each
dimension of point, while bounding sphere needs to compute
the center and radius.

The fanouts of internal node are exhibited in Figure 8
under diverse encryption schemes. Since we add (𝑐 + 1)
dimensions to each data point in EASPE, the fanout of VSS-
tree based on it is slightly less than that based on DPT
and ASPE. The fanouts under all schemes decrease with the
increase of the dimensions.This is because the storage cost of
a record increases as the dimension increases. Furthermore,
bounding rectangle is used inMR-tree whose storage is twice
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Figure 6: Storage cost of VSS-tree.
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Figure 7: Build time of VSS-tree.

that of dimensions, the fanout of the MR-tree is less than that
of the VSS-tree.

7.3. kNN Query Cost. We perform a 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query on the
VSS-tree and set 𝑘 = 3. Figure 9 shows that the query
processing time is proportional to both data dimension
and data cardinality. The query efficiency under EASPE is
higher than that under DPT. This is because the 𝑘𝑁𝑁 search
algorithm performs (𝑑 + 1 + 𝑐) multiplications and (𝑑 + 𝑐)
additions to compute 𝑝 ⋅ 𝑞 for each visited entry under
EASPE, while Euclidean distance 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑝, 𝑞) is computed in
DPT, the 𝑘𝑁𝑁 search algorithm performs 𝑑 multiplications,𝑑 subtractions and (𝑑 − 1) additions for each visited entry.
As described in Section 5.1, the overlap area and regions

in the MR-tree are larger than those in the VSS-tree, and
more nodes need to be accessed for a query. Thus, the query
processing time based on the MR-tree is longer than that
based on the VSS-tree.

The size of𝑉𝑂 directly affects the server’s response speed
and network bandwidth resources. In our experiment, 𝑉𝑂
contains multidimensional data points of the visited leaf
nodes, the bounding spheres, and corresponding digests of
nodes pruned. Figure 10 illustrates that the 𝑉𝑂 size increases
with data cardinality. Due to the use of bounding rectangle in
theMR-tree, its𝑉𝑂 size is larger than that under theVSS-tree.

Once receiving 𝑉𝑂, the client extracts the query results
from it and validates the correctness and completeness of
the 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query results. The verification cost includes the
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Figure 9: kNN query processing time.

following: scanning 𝑉𝑂, hash computation, scalar product
computation and comparison, and signature verification.

The verification time is shown in Figure 11.We can see that
the verification time is proportional to the data cardinality.
The verification time under EASPE is shorter than that under
DPT.The reason is that 𝑘𝑁𝑁 verification algorithm computes𝑝 ⋅ 𝑞 under EASPE, while it computes 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑝, 𝑞) under DPT.
8. Conclusion

In this paper, EASPE is firstly introduced to support secure𝑘𝑁𝑁 query. EASPE is not distance-recoverable and only
preserves the scalar products between data points in database

and query points. In addition, we proposed a verifiable
spatial data index structure VSS-tree to improve 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query
efficiency and provide 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query verification. The security
analysis and experiment results show that EASPE can resist
level 2 attacks; the cloud server can efficiently perform a𝑘𝑁𝑁 query on encrypted data points and query points. The
encryption cost, 𝑘𝑁𝑁 query cost, and verification cost can
meet the practical requirement.

In the future, the actual application scenarios shall be
considered that there are more than one data source or the
outsourced databases distributed on diverse cloud service
providers. The VSS-tree shall be extended to support query
authentication with multiple data sources or distributed
databases.
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Sustainability draws increased supply chain management (SCM) attention. This article analyzes critical success to the assessment,
evaluation, and attainment of sustainable supply chain management (SSCM), assessed through critical-success identification and
qualitative data analysis. Namely, a literature review selected of 188 articles, published between January 1994 and November 2016,
helps identify the most influential success factors. The qualitative data analysis pertains to fifteen such successes, identified in the
literature review and through our collaboration with other academic researchers and industrial specialists. Notably, the study’s
qualitative data analysis, interpretive structural modeling (ISM), unconceals the mutual impact among the most prominent SSCM
success factors. The economic benefits and environmental awareness of suppliers are recognized as the most significant success
factors, which could allow business enterprises and other organizations to implement a SSCM framework, with intentionality and
the sustainability in their business. The article concludes with suggestions for future research directions.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, with people’s higher and higher consideration
about environmental protection, many companies have
shifted their focus to SCM to achieve a sustainable compet-
itive gain [1, 2]. Supply managing in a sustainable behavior
becomes an increasing awareness for organizations in differ-
ent sizes and wide scope of industries [3].

There are a number of serious, social, economic, and
environmental issues that are highly interconnected which
need higher attention from industrial executives [4, 5].
Besides, human population is also rising exponentially and it
seems that there may be an increase in the natural resources
consumption by nearly 170% of the earth’s capacity by 2020
[6]. Also from the perspective of a developing and emerging
nation, one of the major problems is the high level of carbon
emissions (CO2). It is an interesting fact that more than

20% of global greenhouse gases emissions are made by
about 2500 largest global companies, and their supply chains
take the main responsibility for emissions resulting from
corporate operations [7]. Moreover, developing nations gen-
erally lack an implementation of technologies that promote
lower pollution as well as measures to cut down emission
resulting from industrial activities [8]. Concerning social and
environmental impacts, along with all stages, easier reactive
approach can seem to have more responsibility for external
pressure from nongovernmental organizations, consumers,
and governments [9]. This study was conducted in electrical
power supply manufacturing that is located in the northern
part of Iran.

However, one of the most critical issues for industries
of different types in recent global market is the increasing
requirement for integrating eco-friendly practices into
sustainable supply chain [10, 11]. But the main point is to
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familiarize the concept of knowledge on the management
point of view and make participations in the industries’
sustainable supply chain network more cost effective,
environmentally friendly, and socially practical [12]. For
this order, it calls for the need to identify different types of
success to implement SSCM and to extend a hierarchy of
ISM to apply SSCM to sustainable practices.

Purposes and Forms of This Study. This study has some
purposes, shown as follows:

(i) To undertake a systematic literature review to distin-
guish key critical success factors in SSCM practices to
implement SSCM towards sustainable practices from
industrial point of view

(ii) To identify the mutual relationships between identi-
fied success factors of SSCM practices by ISM and
MICMAC analysis

(iii) To confer the research managerial implications.

The rest of the research is arranged as follows: in the second
chapter we outline our systematic literature review. In the
third part we show the theoretical framework for the solution
method of this research. Section 4 presents the outline of our
SSCMtheoretical framework as the outcomeof theMICMAC
analysis. Then we relate this to literature in the discussion,
Section 5, and in Section 6, we conclude our research and
provide suggestions for further research directions.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Initial Data Statistics. The concepts of supply chain man-
agement and environmental management as strategic orga-
nizational practices to gain competitive advantage have been
receiving increased attention especially during the period of
the late 1980s and early 1990s [13]. Identifying the appropriate
search terms and keyword structure was completed through
several trial and error attempts.

We used the following iterative multistep process to
design an effective keyword structure:

(i) Defining initial set of keywords and search structure
(ii) Checking the resulting articles and journals to ensure

the appropriate coverage (whether key articles and
major journals are appearing in search results) and
updating the keywords accordingly

(iii) Looking for irrelevant articles and research areas,
identifying the “exclusion keywords,” and updating
the keyword structure accordingly

(iv) Looking for irrelevant subject areas to narrow down
the search space and updating the keyword structure
accordingly.

The following subject areas were found to be irrelevant to
our review scope: (1) sustainable, (2) sustainability envi-
ronmental, (3) sustainability environmentally, sustainable
environmentally, (4) sustainable supply chain managements,(5) green, (6) green supply chain management, (7) ecological
sustainable, (8) ecological economics, (9) gas emission, (10)

Figure 1: Geographical locations of all contributing organizations.

environmental resources management, and (11) sustainable
development. This reduced the number of relevant articles
to 1,780. The search results were stored in RIS4 format to
include all the essential article information such as article
title, authors’ names and affiliations, abstract, keywords, and
references.

2.2. Refinement of the Search Results. BibExcel allows mod-
ifying and/or adjusting the data imported from various
databases including Scopus and Web of Science. The data
output can be exported to Excel or any program that takes
tabbed data records. This high degree of flexibility makes
BibExcel a powerful tool, yet relatively difficult to work
with especially in performing the initial setups. We use
BibExcel to perform some initial bibliometric and statistical
analysis and to prepare the input data for additional network
analysis in Gephi. The data source that we use as input into
BibExcel is in RIS format (Scopus output) containing the
bibliographic information of the articles. Our analysis focuses
on the following data fields: authors, title, journal, publication
year, keywords, abstract, affiliations, and references. These
analyses require reformatting of the RIS file into a number
of different formats and hence producing several file types.

Now, the data transfer to Bib Excel software is possible
for future process. After this stage the analyzed data conduct
to Global Positioning System (GPS) visualizer web site for
building multiple geocodes. For this purpose we used the
“http://www.gpsvisualizer.com” web site. It is a free GPS
visualizer online to make maps from geographic data. There
is some limitation to draw a map for multiple geocodes but
with asking keyword mapping from “Google Map” or “Bing
Map” website we could create our geographical map with
large numbers of cities. Figure 1 shows the map which is
created by “GPS visualizer” [15] (GPS 2003–2016 Visualizer)
onlinewebsite. It shows the institutions’ locationwhichworks
on different branches of sustainable supply chain network.
The large numbers of literatures are located in some western
countries in Europe and then west states in USA. Also the
number of publications in western Asia is impressive. In
Figure 1 the diameter of each circle expresses the relative
degree of each institution to the contribution. In general view,
in the map, the geographical distribution of these institutions

http://www.gpsvisualizer.com
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Figure 2: Publication trend in the area of SSCM.

expresses that sustainable supply chain network has attracted
many researchers around the world.

Our map on the national collaborations statistics shows
that theUnited States holds the highest national collaboration
rate. There are 229 affiliations belonging to USA, followed by
70 affiliations with UK.This could be most likely encouraged
by the many top authors and organizations within the
United States. While still in its early growth and expansion
period, the area of sustainable supply chain managements
is attracting a geometric growth in the number of academic
publications. This significant growth is more noticeable after
2010.The details of a number of publications are illustrated in
Figure 2.

2.3. Sustainable Supply Chain and Success Factors. Sustain-
able supply chain concerns the management of material,
information, and capital flows as well as cooperation among
companies along the supply chain while taking goals from
all three dimensions of sustainable development, that is,
economic, environmental, and social, into account which
are derived from customer and stakeholder requirements.
Therefore, SSCM can be understood as SCM focusing on
maintaining environmental, economic, and social stability
for long-term sustainable growth. We focused on 188 articles
which are more compatible with our topic. From these
literatures we classified the key success of SSCM. Fifteen
themes arose, as explained in the following subsections.

2.3.1. Initiation and Commitment of Top Management (S1).
Topmanagement commitment and support is a fundamental
requirement for a company to manufacture environmentally
friendly products, and a primary decision rests on which
supplier will enhance the green supply chain of a company
[16]. Initiation and commitment of top management are
necessary for any organization to allocate adequate techno-
logical, financial, and human resources for adopting SSCM
concepts, ideas, and strategy development. Top manage-
ment commitment helps in achieving resources for effective
implementation of organizational sustainable supply chain
management initiatives.

2.3.2. Strategic Planning (S2). Domestic government legisla-
tions and environmental regulations are of the major drivers

affecting strategic planning in SSCM practices adoption in
any country [17, 18]. Organizations need to respond to
the government policies and regulations of the concerned
countries towards greening the firms.

2.3.3. State Government Legalizations (S3). The authors in
[19] believe that state regulatory framework plays significant
importance in promotion environmental sustainability [20].
Again there are several cells, boards, and units under them
to look after the issues. In state level, there are similar
“bodies” for promoting green practices. State government
regulation has been identified as an important success factor
to implement SSCM practices.

2.3.4. Societal Issues (S4). Societal issues are product/process
related aspects of operations that influence human safety, wel-
fare, and community development [21–23]. Strong business
ethics is an essential factor for the success of sustainability ini-
tiatives in an organization. Some subthemes are important in
this section: rights, ethics, poverty, and increasing sustainable
development to consider major contributions and promise
fields to further the area. References [24, 25] examined briefly
the conceptualizations of SSM and of social responsibility, to
show the understanding of topics.

2.3.5. Encouragement from Customers (S5). Organizations
should design and manufacture products by considering
environment properties of products/services which must
meet customers’ requirements and expectations to obtain
most sustainable solution [23]. The customer is the essence
of any business. Businesses must design and manufacture
products and provide services thatmeet customers’ needs and
expectations. Environmental consciousness of consumers is
one of the most significant driving forces for companies to
engage in environmental management [26, 27].

2.3.6. Motivation of Suppliers and Vendors towards Green
Practices (S6). Perception of an organization of taking steps
towards environmental good-will is not their responsibility.
Lack of appropriate organizational structures andwidespread
ignorance of supply chain philosophy are also success factors
identified for implementation of GSCM [28]. Companies
could find they are not fully familiar with the real risks and
costs and connected to their investments over time.

2.3.7. Economic Benefits (S7). There is a lack of funds for
environmental projects or the consideration that Return on
Investment (ROI) period after implementing green supply
chainmanagement is very long. Taking overGSCM initiatives
needs additional endeavors and also higher cost and it has
less visible economic benefits from these initiatives [29, 30].
In this situation, the value of national money will decrease
and prices will increase, which empowers hesitation between
customers and investors. Reference [31] explained that weak
economic performance could lead to government collapse
and diplomatic unrest.

2.3.8. Scarcity of Natural Resources (S8). Industrial pro-
fessionals need training to adopt SSCM system in their
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industries and need training tomaintain andmonitor growth
[32]. The growth of gross domestic product has been raised.
Effective employees’ training offers several potential advan-
tages in real life. Most social benefits, derived from the
accumulation of human skills, such as good health, more
urban employment, reduction of crime, and increase in social
correlation, will affect the economic growth in the long term.

2.3.9. Firm’s Competitiveness (S9). Organizations implement-
ing green innovation can enjoy the firstmover advantage and,
at the same time, improve their corporate images, develop
new markets, and gain competitive advantages [33]. Supply-
ing must pay high attention to supply chain sustainability
issues, while the environmental benefits may hold them
responsible for unsustainable supply chain behaviors. Mostly,
unsustainability obstacles occur upstream at the different
subsupplier stages [34].

2.3.10. Information Quality and Sharing (S10). An efficient
interorganizations/intraorganization communication, shar-
ing of innovative ideas, and developing healthy organiza-
tional culture in implementing of SSC activities can be
achieved through information sharing among industries [35,
36]. Sustainable technologies are cleaner and reconfigurable
and even recyclable, which do not harm the nature but need
high investment [37, 38]; also waste treatment is another
important area that needs attention in the sustainable devel-
opment strategy. Thus, we argue that enabling advanced
technologies and information should be taken into consid-
eration as an enabler in the strategic framework formulation
of sustainable supply chain.

2.3.11. State Government Legalizations (S11). There is a lack of
number of laborers in the organization and/or the quality of
the employees. Basically, a fundamental obstacle to improv-
ing environmental performance of the SME sector is a lack
of state government legalizations [39]. But among the item
mentioned above, the task of developing human resources
in both developed and developing industries is accepted as
a vital need in the societies [40].

2.3.12. Fearlessness of Failure (S12). The fear of failure is
involved while adopting sustainable supply chain which
could lead to monetary losses for the firm or the fear of
failure of the product, hence leading to losing the competitive
advantage [41]. Sustainable development approach reflects
on the role of information as a strategic resource in supply
chain [42]. Reference [43] further emphasized the need to
develop reverse logistics networks, to increase the utilization
of resources and for the reuse and recycling of the product.

2.3.13. Pressure from Non-Government Organizations (NGOs)
Lobby (S13). Legislation and regulation are the instruments
very much necessary for the proper governance of business
enterprises including the environment in which they oper-
ate. Environmental laws and regulations are an important
framework, within which the companies must operate [44].
In the large scale, environmental pollution caused by factory
production processes in the other side costs of production

conducts to be lower than related community costs [45].
Due to high attention to the environmental protection and
sustainable development, such as pressures from NGOs
and stakeholder groups, organizations are being pushed to
effectively incorporate sustainability issues into their supply
chain network managing program [46].

2.3.14. Measure and Monitor the Environmental Practice of
Suppliers (S14). Metrics misalignment is thought to be a
primary source of inefficiency and disruption in supply
chain interactions [47]. It means sustainability practice or
environmental protection is one of the goals that exist in
organization. The good summary of the aims with a sus-
tainability keeps focusing the organizations on track during
adverse times and leads to fighting the inner battle among
commercialization and esteemed values.

2.3.15. Maintaining the Environmental Awareness of Suppliers
(S15). Industries are unable to maintain the environmental
conscious suppliers and suppliers also are concerned to
maintain the environmental concepts in their industries [48].
The growing recognition of the contribution of local areas
to energy and environmental policies has led to important
initiatives for the reallocation of planning actions [49].

3. Research Gap

Adopting sustainable concepts in traditional supply chain
management is very difficult, and there are many obstacles to
integrating environmental consciousness in traditional SCM.
Based on our systematic literature, it is found that in this field
many researchers worked on performance and enablers for
the adopting of SSCM in different branches [50–52] and that
only a handful of researchers address the analysis among the
critical success for implementation of SSCM in organizations
[14, 53]. One serious issue in industries is environmental
contamination. The manufacturing industries have started
to adopt sustainable concepts in their SCM in order to
retain their customers. This study is helpful for industries to
analyze the success for SSCM and to find the key success;
industries will also be able to improve their sustainable
performance by identifying the leading or dominant success
for adopting sustainable supply chain management. It is
difficult for industries to eradicate all the success in the initial
stage of adopting sustainable concepts in traditional SCM.

4. Solution Methodology

4.1. Interpretive Structural Modeling. The ISM is a qualitative
data analysis which was proposed by [54]. Firstly it was used
as a solving method to basically understand and identify the
interrelationships of the components in sophisticated systems
or condition [55]. Also ISM is based on group decision-
making, social sciences, discrete mathematics, graph theory,
and computer assistance [56]. The ISM methodology is
started by separately or group mental types in order to
calculate binary matrices, to explain the individual/mutual
relations of the elements. In some references this matrix is
nominated as relation matrix too [38].
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The relation matrix may be shaped by considering this
question “regarding this feature will 𝑒𝑖 effect 𝑒𝑗?” Following
the reply, if it is “no” then 𝜋𝑖𝑗 = 0; otherwise 𝜋𝑖𝑗 = 1. The
relation matrix, in general form, is shown as follows:

𝐷 = 𝑒1𝑒2...𝑒𝑚 ( 0 𝜋12 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝜋1𝑛𝜋21 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝜋2𝑛... ... d
...𝜋𝑚1 𝜋𝑚2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0 ) . (1)

Here “𝑒𝑖” is the same as “𝑖th” variable in the framework. “𝜋𝑖𝑗”
also reveals the connection among “𝑖th” and “𝑗th” variables.𝐷 is the relation matrix.𝑀 = 𝐷 + 𝐼, (2)𝑀∗ = 𝑀𝐾 = 𝑀𝐾+1, 𝐾 ≥ 0. (3)

In (2), “𝐼” is nominated as the unit matrix, and in (3) “𝐾”
express the powers. Also in (3)𝑀∗ presented the reachability
matrix. Keep in mind that this matrix runs under the
“Boolean operation” (e.g., 1× 1 = 1 and 0× 0= 0; see as follows)𝑀 = (1 01 1) ,

𝑀2 = (1 01 1) . (4)

Now, we are ready to calculate the reachability matrix and
priority matrix, respectively, as follows:𝑅 (𝑡𝑖) = {𝑒𝑖 | 𝑚∗𝑗𝑖 = 1} , (5)𝐴 (𝑡𝑖) = {𝑒𝑖 | 𝑚∗𝑖𝑗 = 1} . (6)

“𝑚𝑖𝑗” explains the value of the “𝑖th” and “𝑗th” in row and
column, respectively.

Now, based on (7), the interrelationships among the
elements could be discovered and the arrangement of the
relationship of elements could be explained by the graph𝑅 (𝑡𝑖) ∩ 𝐴 (𝑡𝑖) = 𝑅 (𝑡𝑖) . (7)

4.2. The Main ISM Steps. The various steps involved in the
ISM methodology are described as follows.

Step 1. Variables (criteria) considered for the system under
consideration are listed.

Step 2. From the variables identified in Step 1, a contextual
relationship is established among the variables in order to
identify which pairs of variables should be examined.

Step 3. A structural self-interaction matrix (SSIM) is devel-
oped for variables, which indicates pairwise relationships
among variables of the system under consideration.

Step 4. Reachability matrix is developed from the SSIM and
the matrix is checked for transitivity. The transitivity of the
contextual relation is a basic assumption made in ISM. It
states that if a variable 𝐴 is related to 𝐵 and 𝐵 is related to𝐶, then 𝐴 is necessarily related to 𝐶.
Step 5. The reachability matrix obtained in Step 4 is parti-
tioned into different levels.

Step 6. Based on the relationships given above in the reach-
ability matrix, a directed graph is drawn and the transitive
links are removed.

Step 7. The resultant digraph is converted into an ISM, by
replacing variable nodes with statements.

Step 8. The ISM model developed in Step 7 is reviewed to
check for conceptual inconsistency and necessary modifica-
tions are made. The above steps and necessary modifications
are made [18] which are indicated in Figure 3.

4.3. Interpretive Structural Modeling. The ISM technique is a
well-known methodology for identifying and summarizing
relationships between specific elements. In the first step
to develop the theoretical framework, we use ISM to rec-
ognize the mentioned fifteen successes of SSM based on
our systematic literature review in the previous sections.
This methodology allows an interactive learning practice
and helps to understand the complex relationships among
variables of systems. To find experts we identified practition-
ers who have implemented sustainability initiatives within
their supply chains. They have suitable experience and are
working at tactical operation in different levels of supply
chain. The experts were consulted to verify the drivers that
were stemmed from the literature review in the context of
manufacturing.The wording of the variables was verified but
we did not drop or add new variables.

4.4. Sampling Design and Data Collection. In our study, 12
manufacturing firms were identified from various sectors
including electrical power supply, UPSs and battery charger
consumer goods, and batteries. The targeted experts have
twenty plus years of experience and were working in the
tactic level of supply chain operations. Ten academics from
reputable engineering and management institutes were also
consulted for the survey of the SSCM drivers. The use of
professional networking sites made our efforts much easier.
The questionnaire was emailed to a total of 24 experts out of
which 32 exploitable responses were considered for the study.
Thus, we achieved a response rate of 75%. The flow chart or
our research is illustrated in Figure 4.

4.5. Structural Interpretive Matrix. As per ISM technique,
we used the survey to establish the contextual relationships
between the drivers identified earlier, and the structural self-
interaction matrix (SSIM) emerged [14, 57]. The relationship
among the variables in the survey is denoted by 𝑉, 𝐴, 𝑋,
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List of barriers for SSCM

Establish contextual relationship
(Xij) between barriers (i, j)

Develop a structural self-interaction 
matrix (SSIM)

Literature review

Experts’ opinion

Develop reachability matrix

Partition the reachability matrix into different levels

Develop the reachability matrix in its conical form

Remove transitivity from the diagram

Replace variable nodes with
relationship statements

Develop diagraph

Is there any Yes

No

conceptual
inconsistency?

Represent relationship statement
into model for the barriers to SSCM
adoption

Figure 3: ISM diagram modified from [14].

Literature review on barriers for the implementation of SSCM
and ISM

Review of electrical power supply industries in Iran

Collection of successes factors from literature and
discussion with industrial experts

Questionnaires development (SSIM) and
data collection

Results, discussion, and conclusion

Figure 4: Flow chart of the research work.

and𝑂. Using the symbols 𝑖 and 𝑗 to denote columns and rows,
the relationships between nodes are shown as follows:𝑉: if 𝑖 leads to 𝑗 but 𝑗 does not lead to 𝑖𝐴: if 𝑖 does not lead to 𝑗 but 𝑗 leads to 𝑖𝑋: if 𝑖 and 𝑗 lead to each other

𝑂: if 𝑖 and 𝑗 are not related each other.

In Table 1, structural self-interaction matrix is shown.

4.6. Structural Model. The SSIM (Table 1) is further con-
verted into initial and final reachability matrices (see Tables
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Table 1: Structural self-interaction matrix (SSIM).

Success factor S15 S14 S13 S12 S11 S10 S9 S8 S7 S6 S5 S4 S3 S2
S1 𝑋 𝑉 𝑉 𝐴 𝐴 𝑋 𝑉 𝐴 𝐴 𝐴 𝐴 𝑉 𝐴 𝐴
S2 𝐴 𝐴 𝑂 𝑂 𝑋 𝑂 𝑂 𝐴 𝐴 𝑉 𝑋 𝑉 𝑋
S3 𝑂 𝐴 𝑂 𝑋 𝐴 𝐴 𝐴 𝐴 𝑋 𝑂 𝑋 𝐴
S4 𝑂 𝑋 𝑉 𝑉 𝑋 𝑉 𝑂 𝑉 𝑉 𝑋 𝑉
S5 𝐴 𝐴 𝑂 𝑉 𝑋 𝐴 𝐴 𝐴 𝐴 𝑂
S6 𝑋 𝑋 𝑂 𝑂 𝑂 𝑂 𝑂 𝑂 𝑉
S7 𝑋 𝐴 𝑂 𝑂 𝑉 𝐴 𝑂 𝑋
S8 𝑉 𝑂 𝑉 𝑉 𝑉 𝐴 𝐴
S9 𝑂 𝐴 𝑋 𝑉 𝑂 𝑋
S10 𝑉 𝑉 𝑉 𝑉 𝑉
S11 𝐴 𝐴 𝑂 𝑂
S12 𝑂 𝐴 𝑋
S13 𝐴 𝑉
S14 O

Table 2: Initial reachability matrix.

Success factor S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 S15
S1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
S4 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
S5 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
S6 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S7 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
S8 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
S9 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
S10 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S11 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
S12 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
S13 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
S14 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
S15 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0

2 and 3). The initial reachability matrix emerged when we
converted the SSIM by substituting 𝑉, 𝐴, 𝑋, and 𝑂 by 1 and
0; as per the following rules SSIM becomes binary format, for
example, 0 or 1; the instruction for substitution is mentioned
as follows based on [58].

(i) If the (𝑖, 𝑗) relationship in SSIM is 𝑉, the correspond-
ing binary relationship is 1 for (𝑖, 𝑗) and is 0 for (𝑗, 𝑖).

(ii) If the (𝑖, 𝑗) relationship in SSIM is 𝐴, the correspond-
ing binary relationship is 0 for (𝑖, 𝑗) and is 1 for (𝑗, 𝑖).

(iii) If the (𝑖, 𝑗) relationship in SSIM is𝑋, the correspond-
ing binary relationship is 1 for both (𝑗, 𝑖) and (𝑖, 𝑗).

(iv) If the (𝑖, 𝑗) relationship in SSIM is𝑂, the correspond-
ing binary relationship is 0 for both (𝑗, 𝑖) and (𝑖, 𝑗).

As the above rules, the initial reachability matrix is shown in
Table 2.

4.7. Structural Final Reachability Matrix. The transitivity
principle can be explained with an illustrative example: if 𝑎
leads to 𝑏 and 𝑏 leads to 𝑐, the transitivity property implies that𝑎 leads to 𝑐.The transitivity property helps to remove the gaps
among the variables if any. By adopting the above criteria, the
final reachability matrix is prepared and is shown in Table 3
based on [14].

4.8. Level Partitioning. The fifth step involves extracting of
a hierarchical ordering from the reachability matrix by level
partitioning [59]. The reason for this step is to make easy
construction of the digraph from the reachability matrix.
From the final reachability matrix, the reachability and
antecedent sets for each success factor are established. The
level partition related to this research is shown in Table 4.

4.9. ISM Model. Based on final reachability matrix, the
structural model is introduced as follows.
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Table 3: Final reachability matrix.

Success factor S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 S15
S1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S3 1∗ 1∗ 0 0 1∗ 1∗ 1∗ 1∗ 0 0 1∗ 1∗ 1∗ 0 1
S4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S6 1∗ 1∗ 0 0 1∗ 1∗ 1∗ 1∗ 0 0 1∗ 1∗ 1∗ 0 1
S7 1 1 1∗ 0 1 1 1 1 1∗ 0 1 1 1 0 1∗
S8 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1∗
S9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S10 1∗ 1∗ 0 0 1∗ 1∗ 1∗ 1∗ 0 0 1∗ 1∗ 1∗ 0 1
S11 1 1 1∗ 0 1 1 1 1 1∗ 0 1 1 1 0 1∗
S12 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1∗
S13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S14 0 1∗ 0 0 1 0 0 1∗ 0 0 1 0 1∗ 0 1∗
S15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
∗Entries are included to incorporate transitivity.

Table 4: Level partition.

Success factor Reachability set Antecedent set Intersection set Level
S10 7 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15 1 I
S14 9 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 13 II
S13 8 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15 2 II
S2 14 5, 7, 8, 9, 10 6 II
S12 4 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15 12 II
S3 4, 7, 8, 10, 14 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15 3, 5, 11, 15 III
S9 4, 8, 9, 10, 14 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15 3, 5, 11, 15 III
S8 4, 8, 10 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15 3, 5, 11, 15 III
S4 4, 7, 8, 10, 14 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15 3, 5, 15 III
S5 1 3, 5, 11, 15 7 IV
S11 13 3, 5, 11, 15 9 IV
S1 2 3, 5, 11, 15 8 IV
S6 6 3, 5, 11, 15 14 V
S7 12 3, 5, 11, 15 4 VI
S15 10 3, 5, 11, 15 10 VI

If there is any interrelationship among the successes 𝑗
and 𝑖, an arrow is used to show this relationship. The output
result is named as “digraph.” With the replacing of nodes,
the “digraph” will convert to an ISM model. In Figure 3, we
illustrated ISM model structure. As this ISM model, the 15
success factors are categorized in six levels. In the top level,
two successes appear, which are “information quality and
sharing (S10)” in minimum level, and economic benefits (S7)
and “maintaining the environmental awareness of suppliers
(S15)” are found as maximum level illustrated in Figure 6.

4.10. MICMAC Analysis. Based on dependence power and
driving power matrix (Table 5), it is desirable to seek a
method by which we can draw up the hierarchical relation-
ship among them and also establish which of the myriad

indicators are “stand-alone” ones in their impacts, which
ones do not hold true, and which ones generate secondary
and higher order impacts. Cross impactmatrixmultiplication
applied to classification (MICMAC) can be used as the
best tool to meet the purpose. Based on this research, all
successes are categorized into four modules: independent,
autonomous, linkage, and dependent. Also it is divided into
two main parts: dependence power and driver power, which
are given in Figure 5:

(i) Success factors in autonomous quadrant: in this
section, successes do not have strong driving power
and also weak dependence. Usually they keep discon-
nected from the system life cycle, but in some parts
they have a few connections, which could be strong.
These types of success are appointed in quadrant I.
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Figure 5: MICMAC analysis towards implementing SSM, a case industry under study.
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Figure 6: ISM based model for success factors.
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Table 5: Dependence power and driving power.

Success factor S4 S3 S5 S6 S11 S9 S13 S12 S15 S2 S8 S7 S14 S1 S10 Driver power
S1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
S11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
S2 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
S5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
S12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2
S3 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 8
S6 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 8
S13 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 8
S4 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 8
S9 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 8
S10 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 8
S8 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 11
S14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 11
S15 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 11
S7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 14
Dependence power 3 10 10 6 10 10 10 10 11 5 7 3 4 1 2

(ii) Success factors in dependent quadrant: this quadrant
includes the success which has weak driving power
but in the other side has strong dependence power
and is represented in Section 2.

(iii) Success factors in linkage quadrant: in this section,
the successes at the same time have strong driving
power and strong dependence. They are represented
in Section 3. These successes are unstable and any
reaction on them will make an impression on the
other successes.

(iv) Success factors in independent quadrant: in this
section, the successes have enough strong driving
power but very weak dependence power. These are
placed in Section 4.

5. Discussions of Findings

Our study has implications for SSCMmanagerial practice, in
terms of offering guidelines on those factors that managers
should pay attention to in order to adopt SSCM practices
in their organizations and supply chains. In particular, our
study underlines the role of institutional pressures on internal
pressures and commitment. Therefore, managers should be
aware on how to “translate” these pressures into appropriate
strategies and strategic collaboration with suppliers in order
to achieve sustainability. The role of green product design
as enabled by continuous improvement is important, and
information needed for this purpose could be provided by
appropriate information technologies. Logistics and ware-
housing should be also improved, and particular changes
in these operations will enable organizations and supply
chains to becomemore environmentally friendly andwill also
help them become economically viable and stable. Paying
attention to these drivers means acquiring and cultivating
particular employee skills; hence, this study proposes that
managers should also attend to the different skills and

capabilities needed to achieve SSCM, as determined by the
proposed drivers. During the production, customer service,
consumption, post-disposal disposition, and entire supply
chain, the local optimization of environmental factors will be
considered [60].

Although industrial development in Iran is acceptable,
the consequences of this growth towards ecology should also
be considered. Environmental issues are vital for industries,
and for both managers and executive engineers, implemen-
tation of SSCM is challenging. However, the establishment of
SSCM is not a simple job and it needs accurate analysis. The
output of this research demonstrates that Iranian industrial
top level managers have begun to arrange sustainability
concerns in sustainable development and environmental
science. But the point is not only that they are in the initial
phase but also that they have to get rid of the barriers step by
step.

The dependence and driving power demonstrate the 15
success positions in 4 sections (Figure 5). The outcome of
this research of success analysis with the ISM approach is
presented as the following clarification:

(i) In autonomous success factors, just one success factor
S(9) appears in this section. Generally, autonomous
successes are not strong drivers but are weak depen-
dent and these success factors do not havemuch effect
on the approach. This graph shows that nearly all
successes play a significant role in the match on the
SSCM in electrical power supply industries.

(ii) In dependent success factors area, there are two
success factors S(10) and S(14). This section is men-
tioned as dependent quadrant, and the success in
this section does not have strong driving power
and also high dependence power. Considering the
information quality and sharing in industries will
drive power for these success factors [56] and also
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high dependence power is indicated as the absence of
corporative social obligation as a significant barrier
to the implementation of SSCM approach. These
point out that those industries are giving minimum
attention to social issue and governmental regulation.
So, in our research case, we need the government to
build proper framework to draw special attention to
social responsibility for Iranian industries. Following
these points, the Iranian industries are not specially
motivated to social responsibility participation with-
out outside pressure [61].

(iii) Six success factors, S(1), S(2), S(3), S(8), S(11), and
B(15), fall in linkage success factors section. These
success factors are organized into one group. Main-
taining the environmental awareness of suppliers is
the main issue in this quadrant. The success factors
which are placed in this section have both strong
driving and at the same time strong dependence
power and they are unstable too. Any reaction on
these successes will have an action on the other
success and will also provide feedback. Also they
might agitate all system specifications [58, 62].

(iv) S(4), S(5), S(6), S(7), S(12), and S(13) are given in
dependent success factors in section. These suc-
cess factors have a strong driving power but weak
dependence power and this may be known as “key
successes.” Among these success factors S(12) “fear-
lessness of failure” and S(7) “economic benefits”
are in top levels. The suppliers always are fighting
to avoid recession in their workplace and practice
to implement the appropriate sustainability model,
because they are faced with high investments and
low profit. Supply chain management contributes to
the overall accomplishment of a supply chain, and
one poor supplier activity affects very quickly the
performance of the whole chain [61]. S(5), S(6), and
S(13), “encouragement from customers,” “motivation
of suppliers and vendors towards green practices,”
and “pressure from non-government organizations
(NGOs) lobby,” are also in the same layers. Growing
human skill in a companywill supply goal attainment,
being employee-oriented, and quality in productivity
[59].

6. Conclusion

In the era of globalization, industries are facing pressure to
greening their supply chain from intentional and domes-
tic levels. It is because the environmental concerns have
been gaining more attentions recently among organizations,
and an adequately significant number of factors related
to environmental and sustainable issues still need to be
recognized from industrial viewpoints. In present work, we
make an attempt to recognize the major critical success
factors that facilitate successful implementation of SSCM
practices towards sustainable development. At first, based
on systematic review (Section 2) we focused on some high
prestige scientific journals to investigate dominant success in

SSCM practices. In second stage, we applied ISM and MIC-
MAC analysis to understand the relationships of 15 success
factors in the implementation of sustainable supply chain
management. It is impossible to reach all kinds of success;
therefore, companies need to know themost obtained success
factors based on their policy. This research summarizes the
data analysis of success factors and categorizes success factors
with ISM and MICMAC support.

In Figure 6, ISM diagram indicates the connection
between the success factors. There are six levels in this
diagram. One success factor drops in the first level, which is
“information quality and sharing” (S10).This success factor is
less influential for the implementation of sustainable supply
chain management in electrical power supply industries. In
the middle levels, the four success factors appeared. In the
end, (S10) and (S15) that occur in the lower level play an
influential role in adopting sustainable supply chain manage-
ment. Industries need to give more attention to these success
factors. The ISM outcome identifies the most significant
success in electrical power supply industries which can easily
help to process for the implementation of sustainable supply
chain management.

Based on MICMAC analysis (Figure 5), one barrier (S6)
has been reported as autonomous. The success factor “firm’s
competitiveness” has little link to the system, with low
driving power and minimum dependency. It mentions that
key variables are nominated as the success factor with a
very strong driving power. They are independent or linkage
criteria. We can call (S15) “problem in maintaining the
environmental awareness of suppliers” the high impact key
barrier, which also is dominated by (S1), (S2), (S3), (S8), and
(S11), respectively.

In this study we have not used a structured questionnaire
to further test the framework. Instead we relied completely
on a survey of the perceptions of experts for developing
the theoretical model, which alone may not be sufficient to
statistically test the framework, and this is a limitation of the
ISM method. For future research, a structured questionnaire
could be prepared and a survey must be conducted by
targeting highly experienced supply chain professionals, who
embrace sustainability thinking in their operations to test
the framework. We believe that our study provides useful
thoughts for those whowould like to further engage in theory
building on the drivers of SSCM. In addition, Fuzzy ISM
(FISM) [63, 64], which could be a progress over normal ISM,
has been advised to expand ISM in fuzzy environment. It
could specify the several network structures in the principles
and practices.
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Multivariate time series (MTS) data is an important class of temporal data objects and it can be easily obtained. However, the MTS
classification is a very difficult process because of the complexity of the data type. In this paper, we proposed a Cycle Deep Belief
Network model to classify MTS and compared its performance with DBN and KNN.This model utilizes the presentation learning
ability of DBN and the correlation between the time series data.The experimental results showed that this model outperforms other
four algorithms: DBN, KNN ED, KNN DTW, and RNN.

1. Introduction

Time series data are sequences of real-valued signals that are
measured at successive time intervals. They can be divided
into two kinds: univariate time series and multivariate time
series (MTS). Univariate time series contain one variable,
while MTS have two or more variables. MTS is a more
important data type of time series because it is widely used
in many areas such as speech recognition, medicine and bio-
logy measurement, financial and market data analysis, tele-
communication and telemetry, sensor networking, motion
tracking, and meteorology.

As the availability of MTS data increases, the problem of
MTS classification attracts great interest recently in the litera-
ture [1].MTS classification is a supervised learning procedure
aimed for labeling a new multivariate series instance accord-
ing to the classification function learned from the training
set [2]. However, the features in traditional classification
problems are independent of their relative positions, while
the features in time series are highly correlated.That resulted
in the loss of some important information if the traditional
classification algorithms are used for MTS, since they treat
each feature as an independent attribute. Many techniques
have been proposed for time series classification. A method
based on boosting are presented for multivariate time series
classification [3]. In [4], the authors proposed a DTW based

decision tree to classify time series and the error rate is 4.9%.
In [5], the authors utilize a multilayer perceptron neural net-
work on the control chart problem and the best performance
achieved is 1.9% error rate. Hidden Markov Models are used
on the PCV-ECG classification problem and achieve 98%
accuracy [6]. Support vector machine combined with Gaus-
sian Elastic Metric Kernel is used for time series classification
[7]. The dynamics of recurrent neural networks (RNNs) for
the classification of time series are presented in [8]. However,
simple combination of one-nearest-neighbor with DTW
distance is claimed to be exceptionally difficult to beat [9].

Deep Belief Network is a type of deep neural network
with multiple hidden layers, introduced by Hinton et al. [10]
along with a greedy layer-wise learning algorithm. Restricted
Boltzmann Machine (RBM), a probabilistic model, is the
building block of DBN. DBN and RBM have witnessed
increased attention from researchers.They have already been
applied in many problems and gained excellent performance,
such as classification [11], dimensionality-reduction [12], and
information retrieval [13]. Taylor et al. [14] proposed condi-
tional RBM, an extension of the RBM, which is applied to
human notion sequences. Chao et al. [15] evaluated the DBN
performance as a forecasting tool on predicting exchange
rate. Längkvist et al. [16] applied DBN for sleep stage classi-
fication and evaluated the performance.The result illustrated
that DBN either with features (feat-DBN) or using the raw
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data (raw-DBN) performed better than the feat-GOHMM.
The feat-DBN achieved 72.2% and the raw-DBN achieved
67.4%, while the feat-GOHMM achieved only 63.9%.

Raw-DBN do not need to extract feature before classify-
ing the sleep data and this algorithm is easy to implement.
However, it neglects the important information in time series
data and its performance is not satisfactory. This paper
proposed a Cycle DBN model for time series classification.
This model possesses the ability of feature learning since it is
developed on the basis of DBN. Meanwhile, the characters of
time series data are taken into consideration in the model.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Next
section reviews the background material. In Section 3, we
detail the Cycle DBN model for multivariate time series.
Section 4 evaluates the performance of ourCycleDBNon two
real data sets. Section 5 concludes the work of this paper.

2. Background Material

A time series is a sequence of observations over a period of
time. Formally, a univariate time series 𝑥 = {𝑥(𝑖) ∈ 𝑅 : 𝑖 =
1, 2, . . . , 𝑛} is an ordered set of 𝑛 real-valued numbers, and 𝑛 is
called the length of the time series 𝑥. Multivariate time series
ismore common in real life and it ismore complex since it has
two or more variables. A MTS is defined as a finite sequence
of univariate time series

𝑋 = (𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑚) . (1)

The MTS 𝑋 has 𝑚 variables and the corresponding compo-
nent of the 𝑗th variable 𝑥𝑗 is a univariate time series of length
𝑛:

𝑥 = {𝑥𝑗 (𝑖) ∈ 𝑅 : 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛} (𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑚) . (2)

In this paper, we use bold face characters forMTS and regular
fonts for univariate time series.

The time series classification problem is a supervised
learning procedure. First we should learn a function 𝑓 : 𝑋 →
𝑦 according to the given training set 𝐴 = {(𝑋(𝑖), 𝑦(𝑖))} 𝑖 =
1, 2, . . . , 𝑘. The training set 𝐴 includes 𝑘 samples and each
sample consists of an input𝑋(𝑖) paired with its corresponding
label 𝑦(𝑖). Then we can assign a label to a new time series
instance based on the function we learned from the training
set.

ADeep Belief Network (DBN) consists of an input layer, a
number of hidden layers, and finally an output layer. The top
two layers have undirected, symmetric connections between
them. The lower layers receive top-down, directed con-
nections from the layer above.

The process of training DBNs includes two phases. Each
two consecutive layers in DBN are treated as a Restricted
Boltzmann Machine with visible units V and hidden units
ℎ. There are full connections between visible layer and hid-
den layer, but no visible-to-visible or hidden-to-hidden con-
nections (see Figure 1). The visible and hidden units are con-
nected with a weight matrix,𝑊, and have a visible bias vector
𝑏 and a hidden bias vector 𝑐, respectively. We need to train
each RBM independently one after another and then stack

ℎ1 ℎ2 ℎ3 ℎ4

v1 v2 v3

c

W

b

Figure 1: Graphical depiction of RBM.
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Figure 2: The flowchart of DBN training.

them on top of each other in the first phase.This procedure is
also called pretraining. In the second phase, the BP network
is set up at the last level of the DBN, and the output of the
highest RBM is received as its input. Then we can perform
a supervised learning in this phase. This procedure is called
fine-tuning since the parameters in the DBN are tuned using
error back propagation algorithm in this phase.

The procedure of training DBN is shown by Algorithm 1
and the corresponding flowchart is given by Figure 2.

From the above analysis, we can conclude that the most
important of DBN is the training of each RBM.

Since there are no hidden-hidden or visible-visible con-
nections in the RBM, the probability that hidden unit ℎ𝑗 is
activated by visible vector 𝑃(ℎ𝑗|V) and the probability that
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Begin
Initialize 𝛼 (the learning rate), 𝑙 (the number of
DBN layers),𝑚𝑘 (the number of hidden unites in 𝑘 layer
and 𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑙), epochs, DBN(𝑘).parameters
(the parameters of each layer and 𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑙).

Input data𝑋;
𝑉1 = 𝑋;
𝑘 = 1;
do
trainRBM(𝑉1, DBN(𝑘).parameters);
𝑘++;
compute ℎ according to Equation (3)
𝑉1 = ℎ;
while (𝑘 < 𝑙)
End.

Algorithm 1: DBN train algorithm.

visible unit V𝑖 is activated by given hidden vector 𝑃(V𝑖|ℎ) is
given by

𝑃 (ℎ𝑗 | V) =
1

1 + exp (𝑐𝑗 + ∑𝑖 𝑤𝑖𝑗V𝑖)
, (3)

𝑃 (V𝑖 | ℎ) =
1

1 + exp (𝑏𝑖 + ∑𝑗 𝑤𝑗𝑖ℎ𝑗)
. (4)

Contrastive Divergence (CD) approximation is used to train
the parameters by minimizing the reconstruction error and
the learning rule is given by

𝜕 log𝑃 (V)
𝜕𝑊𝑖𝑗

≈ ⟨V𝑖ℎ𝑗⟩data − ⟨V𝑖ℎ𝑗⟩recon . (5)

⟨V𝑖ℎ𝑗⟩data is expectation of the training set and ⟨V𝑖ℎ𝑗⟩recon rep-
resents the expectation of the distribution of reconstructions.

The procedure of training RBM is shown as Algorithm 2
and the corresponding flowchart is given by Figure 3.

3. Cycle_DBN for Time Series Classification

Längkvist et al. [16] applied DBN in time series classification
and obtained a remarkable result. The standard DBN opti-
mizes the posterior probability 𝑝(𝑦𝑡 | 𝑥𝑡) of the class labels
given the current input 𝑥𝑡. However, time series data are
different from other kinds of data and there are correlations
between time series data. It is unsuitable to apply DBN for
time series classification without any modification because it
neglects the important information in time series data.

Based on the above discussion, this paper proposed a
Cycle DBN model for time series classification just as Fig-
ure 4.Themodel inherits the powerful feature representation
of DBN and utilizes the data correlation of the time series.
Thus, this model is quite suitable for time series classification.

In this model, 𝑋𝑡 is the input at time step 𝑡 and 𝑂𝑡 is the
corresponding output of DBN. Since our purpose is classi-
fication, we add a softmax function on the top layer and 𝑦𝑡 is
the corresponding label. After training DBN and getting the

Begin
m = 1;
while (m < epoch)
for all hidden units 𝑗
𝑃 (ℎ1𝑗 | V1) =

1
1 + exp (𝑐𝑗 + ∑𝑖𝑊𝑖𝑗V1𝑖)

Sample ℎ1𝑖 ∈ {0, 1} from 𝑃(ℎ1𝑗|V1)
End for
For all visible units 𝑖 do
𝑃 (V2𝑖 | ℎ1𝑗) =

1
1 + exp (𝑏𝑖 + ∑𝑗𝑊𝑖𝑗ℎ1𝑗)

Sample V2𝑖 ∈ {0, 1} from 𝑃(V2𝑗 | ℎ1)
End for
For all hidden units 𝑗 do
𝑃 (ℎ2𝑗 | V2) =

1
1 + exp (𝑐𝑗 + ∑𝑖𝑊𝑖𝑗V2𝑖)

ℎ2𝑗 = 𝑃 (ℎ2𝑗 | V2)
end for
𝑤 = 𝑤 + 𝛼 ∗ (ℎ1 ∗ V1 − ℎ2 ∗ V2)
𝑏 = 𝑏 + 𝛼 ∗ (V1 − V2)
𝑐 = 𝑐 + 𝛼 ∗ (ℎ1 − ℎ2)
End while
End.

Algorithm 2: The algorithm for RBM train.

label 𝑦𝑡, 𝑦𝑡 is then treated as one item input of DBN. At time 𝑡,
the inputs of DBN not only include 𝑋𝑡 but also include 𝑦𝑡−1,
the output of DBN at time 𝑡 − 1.

The training procedure of this Cycle DBN, which is
similar to the traditional DBN, includes two procedures. The
only difference is that the output at time 𝑡 − 1 is feedback to
Cycle DBN as one of the inputs at time 𝑡. The first procedure
is unsupervised training to initiate the parameters of DBN.
After unsupervised learning, we add a softmax function on
the top layer and do a supervised training procedure.

4. Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to evalu-
ate the classification performance of the proposed model
Cycle DBN and compare it against traditional DBN, 𝐾NN
ED,𝐾NN DTW, and recurrent neural networks (RNN).

The 𝑘-NN is one of the most well-known classification
algorithms that are very simple to understand but performs
well in practice. An object in the testing set is classified
according to the distances of the object to the objects in the
training set and the object is assigned to the class its 𝑘 nearest
neighbors belongs to. We will choose 𝑘 = 1 in our experi-
ment and the algorithm is simply called the nearest neighbor
algorithm. In 𝐾NN ED, we use Euclidean Distance to mea-
sure the similarity between two instances.

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [17] is another distance
measure for time series and it was originally and typically
designed for univariate time series. However, the time series
handled in this paper is multidimensional and a multi-
dimensional version of DTW is needed. Fortunately, ten
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Figure 4: The architecture of Cycle DBN.

Holt et al. [18] proposed a multidimensional DTW and it
utilizes all dimensions to find the best synchronization. In
standardDTW, the distance is usually calculated by taking the
squared distance between the feature values of each combina-
tion of points: 𝑑(𝑞𝑖, 𝑐𝑗) = (𝑞𝑖 − 𝑐𝑗)

2. But in multidimensional
DTW, a distancemeasure for two𝐾-dimensional pointsmust
be calculated: 𝑑(𝑞𝑖, 𝑐𝑗) = ∑𝐾𝑘=1(𝑞𝑖𝑘 − 𝑐𝑗𝑘)

2. In 𝐾NN DTW,
we usemultidimensional DTWdistance tomeasure the simi-
larity between two instances.

RNN allows the identification of dynamic system with
an explicit model of time and memory, which makes it ideal
for time series classification. In this paper, we choose Elman’s
architecture, which consist of a context layer, an input layer,
one hidden layer, and an output layer.

To evaluate the performance of these methods, we test
them on real-world time series datasets, including sleeping
dataset, PAMAP2 dataset, and UCR Time Series Classifica-
tion Archive.

The performance of the classifier is reported using error
rate and the error rate of classifiers is defined as shown in

error rate

=
total number of misclassification data

total number of testing data
.

(6)

4.1. Sleep Stage Classification. We first consider the problem
of sleep stage classification.The data used in the paper is pro-
vided by St. Vincent’s UniversityHospital andUniversity Col-
lege Dublin and can be downloaded from http://www.phy-
sionet.org/pn3/ucddb/ PhysioNet.

4.1.1. Dataset. The recordings of this data set have been
obtained from 25 adult subjects with suspected sleep-dis-
ordered breathing. Each recording consists of 2 EEG channels
(C3-A2 andC4-A1), 2 EOG channels, and 1 EMG channel.We
only use one of the EEG signals (C3-A2) in our study

𝑋𝑡 = (EEG𝑡 EOG1𝑡 EOG2𝑡 EMG𝑡) . (7)

According to Rechtschaffen and Kales (R&K) [19], sleep
recordings can be divided into the following five stages:
awake, rapid eye movement (REM), stage 1, stage 2, and slow
wave sleep (SWS). Our goal is to find a map function 𝑓 that
correctly predicts the corresponding sleep stage according to
the X𝑡: 𝑦𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑋𝑡).

4.1.2. Experiment Setup. The raw signals of all subjects are
slightly preprocessed by notch filtering at 50Hz to cancel out
power line disturbances and then are prefiltered with a band-
pass filter of 0.3 to 32Hz for EEG and EOG and 10 to 32Hz
for EMG. After that they are downsampled to 64Hz.

Since the sample rate is 64 samples per second and we
set window width 𝑤 to be 1 second of data, our time series
become

𝑋𝑖 = (EEG1+𝑖
64+𝑖,EOG11+𝑖

64+𝑖,EOG21+𝑖
64+𝑖,

EMG1+𝑖
64+𝑖) .

(8)

http://www.physionet.org/pn3/ucddb/
http://www.physionet.org/pn3/ucddb/
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Table 1: Distribution of five classes in the data set.

Subject Total Awake REM Stage 1 Stage 2 SWS
trainSamples 25000 5017 5005 4993 4986 4999
Val Samples 5000 983 995 1007 1014 1001
Ucdbb009 20000 4230 3720 6420 740 4890
Ucdbb010 20000 1980 11040 2610 2480 1890
Ucdbb011 20000 3270 6170 2430 390 7740
Ucdbb012 20000 4380 7710 930 3660 3320
Ucdbb013 20000 2670 4040 3660 2010 7620
Ucdbb014 20000 0 6780 7380 1190 4650

Table 2: Classification error rate of five models on sleep datasets.

Subject Cycle DBN DBN 𝐾NN ED 𝐾NN DTW RNN
Ucdbb009 0.0061 0.27619 0.3572 0.3359 0.432568
Ucdbb010 0.0112 0.19108 0.45832 0.3971 0.5609
Ucdbb011 0.0044 0.10805 0.58243 0.57314 054586
Ucdbb012 0.0098 0.04804 0.41244 0.3379 0.45141
Ucdbb013 0.0068 0.19709 0.4964 0.4857 0.65820
Ucdbb014 0.0077 0.26535 0.47192 0.36183 0.58422

Since the length of X𝑡 is 64, we have corresponding 64 labels.
The last label is selected as the label of the time series X𝑡.

In our study, we use five people recordings as the training
set. In order to balance the samples, we select 6000 records
every category random. So we have 30000 recordings and
we divide 25000 into train samples and 5000 into validation
samples.Theother six people recordings are used for test data.
The distribution of dataset is listed in Table 1.

4.1.3. Experiment Result. Our goal is to compare the perfor-
mance of IDBNs with original DBN, 𝑘NN ED, 𝐾NN DTW,
and RNN for time series classification. We illustrate the error
rate of each model in Table 2.The best results are recorded in
boldface in Table 2.

Compared with other four algorithms, the proposed
algorithm has best performance.The classification accuracies
of Cycle DBN on all the test data are up to 90% and especially
most of them are more than 99%. Standard DBN has a higher
rate of correct classification than𝐾NN ED,𝐾NN DTW, and
RNN. RNN shows quite poor performance and the error rate
is about 50%.

4.2. Activity Classification. Our second experiment is on the
PAMAP2 dataset for activity classification. This dataset can
be downloaded at http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/
PAMAP2+Physical+Activity+Monitoring.

4.2.1. Dataset. This data set records 18 activities performed
by 9 subjects wearing 3 IMUs and a HR-monitor. Each of
data contains 54 columns per row and the columns contain
the following data: timestamp (1), activityID (2), heart rate
(3), IMU hand (4–20), IMU chest (21–37), and IMU ankle
(38–54). In our experiment, we only select 7 activities which
are “lying (1),” “sitting (2),” “standing (3),” “walking (4),”
“running (5),” “cycling (6),” “Nordic walking (7).” Since the

records of subject103 and subject109 do not have all the above
seven activities and we discard these two subjects. That is to
say, we select subject 101∼subject 102 and subject 104∼subject
108, seven subjects to classify seven activities. Furthermore,
the record of heart rate is not used in our experiment.

4.2.2. Experiment Setup. To improve the performance of the
proposed approach, we need to carry out a data preprocessing
process at the beginning of the experiment. Each dimension
of time series is normalized through

𝑥 = 𝑥 −mean (𝑥)
std (𝑥)

, (9)

where mean(𝑥) and std(𝑥) are the mean and standard devia-
tion of the variable for samples belonging to the same column,
not all samples.

For each subject of seven subjects, we randomly select 1/2
as training set, 1/6 as validation set, and the rest as test set.

4.2.3. Experiment Result. We evaluate classification accura-
cies of each model on these seven subjects. Table 3 shows
the detailed error rates comparison of each subject. From
Table 3 we can see that the classification accuracies of the five
models on the seven datasets are more than 90%. However,
our Cycle DBN model is either the lowest error rate one
or very close to the lowest error rate one for each subject.
𝐾NN ED also shows quite excellent performance and we
should note that𝐾NN is feature-based model.

It is well known that feature-based models have an
advantage over lazy classification models such as 𝐾NN in
efficiency. Although 𝐾NN has high classification accuracy,
the prediction time of 𝐾NN will increase dramatically when
the size of training data set grows. The prediction time of
DBN and Cycle DBN will not increase no matter how large
the training data is. Therefore, Cycle DBN shows excellent

http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/PAMAP2+Physical+Activity+Monitoring
http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/PAMAP2+Physical+Activity+Monitoring
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Table 3: Classification error rate of five models on PAMAP2.

Subject Cycle DBN DBN 𝐾NN ED 𝐾NN DTW RNN
Subject 101 5.70E − 05 0.01208 0.000171 0.03 0167081
Subject 102 1.82𝐸 − 05 0.000675 0 0.034 0.036484
Subject 104 0 0.000197 3.93𝐸 − 05 0.006 0.000995
Subject 105 3.38𝐸 − 05 0.004746 0 0.024 0.101161
Subject 106 1.82E − 05 0.001546 3.64𝐸 − 05 0.018 0
Subject 107 0 0.000438 3.99𝐸 − 05 0.024 0.062604
Subject 108 3.48𝐸 − 05 0.000869 1.74E − 05 0.018 0.0833

Table 4: Classification error rate of five models on ten UCR time series datasets.

Dataset Cycle DBN DBN 𝐾NN ED 𝐾NN DTW RNN
uWaveGestureLibrary Z 0.333333 0.330656 0.350363 0.35 0.419598
UWaveGestureLibraryAll 0.095047 0.07095 0.051926 0.052 0.100503
FordA 0.489647 0.487211 0.341016 0.341 0.484865
Two Patterns 0.044365 0.032374 0.09325 0.090 0.10775
ECG5000 0.049161 0.051559 0.075111 0.075 0.072889
Wafer 0.000838 0.002513 0.004543 0.005 0.006976
StarLightCurves 0.069481 0.070779 0.151166 0.151 0.326979
ElectricDevices 0.029931 0.338983 0.449228 0.376 0.9135
InsectWingbeatSound 0.39782 0.384196 0.438384 0.438 0.408081
Face (all) 0.101333 0.106667 0.286391 0.286 0.193491

performance in terms of classification accuracy and time
consuming.

4.3. UCR Time Series Classification. Besides the above two
data sets, we also test our Cycle DBN on the ten distinct time
series datasets from UCR time series [20]. All the dataset
has been split into training and testing by default. The only
preprocessing in our experiment is normalization and divides
them into training, validating, and testing set.

Table 4 shows the test error rate and a comprehensive
comparison with 𝐾NN ED, 𝐾NN DTW, RNN, DBN, and
Cycle DBN.

Cycle DBN outperforms other four methods on five
datasets of ten datasets; 𝐾NN ED and 𝐾NN DTW achieve
best performance on the same two datasets. DBN achieves
best performance on two datasets. Although the performance
of RNN is not prominent, the effect is also acceptable.

5. Conclusion

Time series classification is becomingmore andmore impor-
tant in a broad range of real-world applications. However,
most existing methods have lower classification accuracy or
need domain knowledge to identify representative features
in data. In this paper, we proposed a Cycle DBN for clas-
sification of multivariate time series data in general. Like
DBN, Cycle DBN is an unsupervised learning algorithm
which can discover the structure hidden in the data and learn
representations that aremore suitable as input to a supervised
machine than the raw input. Comparing with DBN, the new
model Cycle DBN predicts the label of time 𝑡 𝑦𝑡 not only
based on the current input 𝑥𝑡 but also based on the label of

previous time 𝑦𝑡−1. We evaluated our Cycle DBN model on
twelve real-world datasets and experimental results show that
our model outperforms DBN, 𝐾NN ED, 𝐾NN DTW, and
RNN on most datasets.
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IT outsourcing is an effective way to enhance the core competitiveness for many enterprises. But the schedule risk of IT outsourcing
project may cause enormous economic loss to enterprise. In this paper, the Distributed Decision Making (DDM) theory and the
principal-agent theory are used to build a model for schedule risk management of IT outsourcing project. In addition, a hybrid
algorithm combining simulated annealing (SA) and genetic algorithm (GA) is designed, namely, simulated annealing genetic
algorithm (SAGA). The effect of the proposed model on the schedule risk management problem is analyzed in the simulation
experiment. Meanwhile, the simulation results of the three algorithms GA, SA, and SAGA show that SAGA is the most superior
one to the other two algorithms in terms of stability and convergence. Consequently, this paper provides the scientific quantitative
proposal for the decision maker who needs to manage the schedule risk of IT outsourcing project.

1. Introduction

With the increasing development of information technology,
IT outsourcing has been developing rapidly. It is currently
being used as an important strategy by many companies
to focus on the core competency, reduce cost, and increase
profit. In Europe and other developed countries, either small
businesses or large multinational companies always give
the noncore business to external professional company [1–
4]. According to Gartner, one of the leading information
technology research firms, global spending for IT services
was approximately $932 billion in 2013 and is expected to
grow to $967 billion in 2014, a growth of 3.8% from 2013 [5].

Although IT outsourcing has many advantages including
reducing cost and enhancing the core competence, there
also exist some problems that need to be solved urgently,
especially the problem of managing the schedule risk of IT
outsourcing, which may bring about huge loss to company.
Consequently, it is very vital to research how to manage the
schedule risk of IT outsourcing.

Researchers have done a lot of related research [6–12].
But most methods and models proposed in the literature
only discuss the risk management issues on project itself
and ignore the cooperation between principal and agent

and the distribution characteristics of the IT outsourcing
activities. In recent years, principal-agent theory has been
widely employed to solve the problem of risk management of
IT outsourcing and good results have been achieved through
these studies.

Earl et al. concluded some adverse consequences of IT
outsourcing based on existing literatures [13–16]. Then, he
argued that the risk of IT outsourcing came from enter-
prises, agents, and the process of IT activities and pro-
posed corresponding risk management measures based on
principal-agent theory [17–19]. Bahli and Rivard proposed
a scenario-based conceptualization of the IT outsourcing
risk and applied it to the specific context of IT outsourcing
using transaction cost and agency theory [20]. Osei-Bryson
and Ngwenyama offered a method and some mathemati-
cal models for analyzing risks and constructing incentive
contracts for information system outsourcing [21]. Sanfa et
al. analyzed risk factors of producer services outsourcing
from the perspective of engineering and afforded managers a
theoretic method to manage outsourcing risks by designing
the incentive and monitoring mechanism of the producer
services outsourcing contract [22]. Xianli et al. present the
idea of applying DDM (distributed decision making) to the
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risk management of virtual enterprises and design incentive
and punishment mechanism in the principal-agent model
[23].

In this paper, we build a two-level principal-agent model
combined with reward and punishment mechanism for
schedule risk management of IT outsourcing project based
on the Distributed Decision Making (DDM) theory and
principal-agent theory [24–26]. According to the feature of
problem, the SAGA is designed to solve the proposed model
and the optimal plan ofmanaging schedule risk is given based
on the simulation analysis. The purpose of this paper is to
provide crucial decision support for the people who need to
manage the schedule risk of IT outsourcing project.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section 1 presents the schedule risk management model of IT
outsourcing project. In Section 2, the design of algorithm is
given. In addition, numerical examples and results analyzed
are depicted in Section 3. Finally, conclusion is given in
Section 4.

2. Schedule Risk Management Model of
IT Outsourcing Project

2.1. Problem Description. For IT outsourcing, principal
divides a whole project into some serial subprojects in the
IT developing process, as shown in Figure 1. The definition
of serial subprojects is that subproject 𝑖 (𝑖 = 2, . . . , 𝐼) is
performed after completion of subproject 𝑖 − 1.

The schedule risk is reflected in two aspects of duration
and risk loss. Each subproject has an initial duration and
initial risk loss. In order to effectively manage the schedule
risk, the reward and punishment mechanism is added in
outsourcing contract; that is, if the project is completed
in advance, the agent is rewarded; otherwise the agent is
punished. Each subproject will be contracted with different
agents, and a typical principal-agent relationship between
principal and agent will be generated. For the relationship
between principal and agents, see Figure 2.

The optimal solution of top-level model is the optimal
combination of risk management capital, and the optimal
solution of base-level model is the optimal combination of
riskmanagementmeasure of subproject. In the decisionmak-
ing process, the principal transfers risk management capital
to the predicted base-level model. The optimal solution of
top-level model is obtained based on the goal of maximizing
the profit of the principal and the information returned
from the predicted base-level model. Then, the optimal
solution of top-levelmodel is transferred to the real base-level
model. Under the constraint of risk management capital, the
agents obtain the best control measure combination of the
subproject according to the goal ofmaximizing the profit.The
information exchange process between the principal and the
agents is shown in Figure 3.

For the IT development, the duration of the subproject
is determined by the duration of the activities on the critical
path. Hence we only consider the schedule of the activities
on the critical path. Figure 4 shows the network diagram of
subproject 𝐼, in which the critical path is 1–3-4–6-7-8. So

agent 𝑖 only allocates risk management capital to activities 1,
2, 3, 6, 8, and 9.

2.2. Assumptions

(1) Subprojects are serial relation in the IT developing
process.

(2) The change of completion probability or duration of
subproject will not have an effect on other subpro-
jects; that is, subprojects are independent of each
other.

(3) The critical path of subproject will not become non-
critical path under the influence of risk management
capital.

(4) The duration and risk loss of project only are affected
by risk management capital.

(5) Due to the information asymmetry, the risk loss per
unit of subproject is clear to the agents, but the
principal only masters its distribution function.

2.3. The Two-Level Principal-Agent Model. Based on the
DDM theory and principal-agent theory, a two-level schedule
risk management model of IT outsourcing project is built
[27, 28]. In the top-level, the decision maker is the principal
who determines how to allocate the risk management capital
among agents. The objective of top-level is to maximize
the profit of principal, and the reward and punishment
mechanism is introduced into the model. In the base-level,
the decision maker is the agents who determine the best
combination of risk management measure of subproject. The
objective of base-level is to maximize the agent’s benefit.

2.3.1. Top-Level

Variable Definition

𝑥𝑖: risk management capital of subproject 𝑖
𝑦𝑖: the predicted combination of risk management
measure of subproject 𝑖
𝑏𝑖: the agent’s profit sharing coefficient of subproject 𝑖
𝐼: the number of agents or subprojects

𝑡𝑖(𝑦𝑖): predicted duration of subproject 𝑖
𝑇0𝑖 : planned duration of subproject 𝑖
Δ𝐿𝑖(𝑦𝑖): predicted saved risk loss of subproject 𝑖
𝐵𝑖(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖): predicted profit of agent 𝑖
𝑋max: risk management capital budget

ℎ𝑖(𝑦𝑖): predicted reward and punishment function of
subproject 𝑖
AL𝑖: the aspiration level of agent 𝑖
𝑒𝑖: additional profit per time unit of subproject 𝑖.
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Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject i Subproject I

Figure 1: The diagram of project construction.
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Figure 2: The relationship between principal and agents.

Principal

Top-level
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Predict agent i

Real agent i

Figure 3: The information exchange process between the principal and the agents.

max
𝐼∑
𝑖=1

𝑏𝑖Δ𝐿𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) − 𝑥𝑖 + ℎ𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) − 𝑒𝑖 (𝑡𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) − 𝑇0𝑖 )− (1)

s.t. 𝐵𝑖 (𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖) ≥ AL𝑖 (2)

𝐵𝑖 (𝑥𝑖, 𝑦∗𝑖 ) ≥ 𝐵𝑖 (𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖) (3)

𝐼∑
𝑖=1

𝑥𝑖 ≤ 𝑋max (4)

𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑁+. (5)

The objective of top-level shown in formula (1) is to
maximize the profit of principal; the reward and punishment
mechanism is fulfilled by item ℎ𝑖(𝑦𝑖). The operation (𝑥)− is
defined as

(𝑥)− = {{{
𝑥, 𝑥 < 0,
0, else. (6)

Formula (2) indicates participation constraint; formula
(3) indicates incentive compatibility constraint; formula (4)
indicates risk management capital constraint; formula (5)
indicates that the risk management capital 𝑥𝑖 is a natural
integer, which is the decision variable in the top-level model.

2.3.2. Predicted Base-Level. In the predicted base-level, the
decision makers are the agents, and there are 𝐼 agents. Take
agent 𝑖, for example.

Variable Definition

𝑌𝑖𝑗: the number of management measures of activity j
𝐽𝑖: the number of activities of subproject i
𝐿 𝑖: initial risk loss of subproject i𝜉𝑖: predicted risk loss per unit of subproject i
𝑞𝑖: reward and punishment standard of subproject i
𝑐𝑖(𝑡𝑖(𝑦𝑖)): predicted cost of subproject i
𝑑𝑖(𝑦𝑖): predicted invested risk management capital of
subproject i
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Figure 4: The network diagram of subproject 𝑖.
𝛼𝑖: confidence level𝐶max
𝑖 : the upper bound of cost of subproject i.

𝐵𝑖 (𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖) = max 𝐵𝑖 (7)

s.t. pr {𝑏𝑖Δ𝐿𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) − 𝑐𝑖 (𝑡𝑖 (𝑦𝑖)) + 𝑥𝑖 − 𝑑𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) − ℎ𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) ≥ 𝐵𝑖} ≥ 𝛼𝑖 (8)

ℎ𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) = 𝑞𝑖 (𝑡𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) − 𝑇0𝑖 ) (9)

Δ𝐿𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) = 𝐿 𝑖 − 𝑎𝑖 (𝑡𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) − 𝑇0𝑖 )+ (10)

𝑑𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) ≤ 𝑥𝑖 (11)

𝑐𝑖 (𝑡𝑖 (𝑦𝑖)) ≤ 𝐶max
𝑖 (12)

𝑦𝑖 = (𝑦𝑖1, 𝑦𝑖2, . . . , 𝑦𝑖𝐽𝑖) (13)

𝑦𝑖𝑗 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 𝑌𝑖𝑗} . (14)

Formula (7) indicates that the objective of predicted base-
level is to maximize agent’s benefit. Formula (8) indicates
chance constraint. Formula (9) indicates the reward and
penalty function based on the duration. Formula (10) indi-
cates the saved risk loss of subproject; the operation (𝑥)+ is
defined as

(𝑥)+ = {{{
𝑥, 𝑥 > 0,
0, else. (15)

Formula (11) indicates that the sum of used risk manage-
ment capital is not greater than the risk management capital
which is allocated to subproject; formula (13) represents a set
of the predicted base-level variables; formula (14) represents
the value range of 𝑦𝑖𝑗 that is the decision variable in the
predicted base-level model.

2.3.3. Real Base-Level. In the real base-level, the decision
makers are the agents, and there are 𝐼 agents. Take agent 𝑖,
for example.

Variable Definition

𝑦𝑖: the actual combination of risk management mea-
sure of subproject i
𝑎𝑖: risk loss per unit of subproject iΔ𝐿 𝑖(𝑦𝑖): actual saved risk loss of subproject i
𝑡𝑖(𝑦𝑖): actual duration of subproject i
ℎ𝑖(𝑦𝑖): actual reward and penalty function of subpro-
ject i
𝑑𝑖(𝑦𝑖): actual invested risk management capital of
subproject i
𝑐𝑖(𝑡𝑖(𝑦𝑖)): actual cost of subproject i.
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𝐵𝑖 (𝑥∗𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖) = max 𝑏𝑖Δ𝐿 𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) − 𝑐𝑖 (𝑡𝑖 (𝑦𝑖)) 𝑥∗𝑖 − 𝑑𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) − ℎ𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) (16)

s.t. ℎ𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) = 𝑞𝑖 (𝑡𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) − 𝑇0𝑖 ) (17)

Δ𝐿 𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) = 𝐿 𝑖 − 𝑎𝑖 (𝑡𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) − 𝑇0𝑖 )+ (18)

𝑑𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) ≤ 𝑥∗𝑖 (19)

𝑐𝑖 (𝑡𝑖 (𝑦𝑖)) ≤ 𝐶max
𝑖 (20)

𝑦𝑖 = (𝑦𝑖1, 𝑦𝑖2, . . . , 𝑦𝑖𝐽𝑖) (21)

𝑦𝑖𝑗 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 𝑌𝑖𝑗} . (22)

Formula (16) indicates that the objective of real base-
level is to maximize agent’s benefit; formula (17) indicates the
reward and penalty function based on the duration; formula
(18) indicates the saved risk loss of subproject; formula (19)
indicates that the sum of used risk management capital is not
greater than the riskmanagement capital which is allocated to
subproject; formula (20) represents the cost that should not
be beyond the upper bound of cost for subproject 𝑖; formula
(21) represents a set of the real base-level variables; formula
(22) represents the value range of 𝑦𝑖𝑗 that is the decision
variable in the real base-level model.

3. Algorithm Design

The top-level model is an integer programming problem,
and the base-level model (including the predicted base-level
model) is a combinatorial optimization problem. The whole
problem is a NP hard problem, because the base-level is
embedded in the top-level. So, we use genetic algorithm (GA)
to solve the problem in this paper. It is well known that GA
that was first introduced by Holland is very effective for solv-
ing combinatorial optimization problems. For example, GA
has been successfully applied in solving traveling salesman
problem, knapsack problem, bin packing problem, and so
on. However, the disadvantage of GA is that the local search
capability is not strong [29–33]. Simulated annealing (SA) is
a general random search algorithm, which is an extension of
the local search algorithm [34–37]. Considering the strong
local search capability of SA, we designed a hybrid algorithm
named simulated annealing genetic algorithm (SAGA) by
combining simulated SA with GA.

The overall thought of SAGA is simple. Firstly, some
initial solutions of GA are generated randomly. After a period
of iteration, some superior solutions are produced.Then, sort
the corresponding fitness value of these superior solutions in
descending order. And then select the solutions in top 10% as
the initial solutions of SA. We try to find the best solution of
the proposed problem around these superior solutions. For
the random variables of the predicted base-level model, we
embed Monte Carlo Simulation in SAGA.

3.1. Encoding Scheme. In top-level, each chromosome repre-
sented by real number is a combination of risk management
capital and the length of chromosome represents the number
of agents. The top-level encoding scheme of SAGA is shown
in Figure 5. We can see that there are 4 agents, and $580.2 is
allocated to agent 1; $600.9 is allocated to agent 2; the rest can
be done in the same manner.

In base-level, each chromosome represented by real
number is a combination of risk management capital and the
length of chromosome represents the number of the activities
on the critical path. Take the base-level encoding scheme
shown in Figure 6 as example; it can be seen that there are 5
activities on the critical path, andmeasure 2 is used tomanage
the risk of activity 1, measure 4 is used to manage the risk of
activity 2, and so on.

3.2. Population Initialization. Initial population is generated
randomly. Punishment strategy is adopted to deal with the
constraints, so we do not have to judge whether the initial
solution meets the constraint conditions.

3.3. Fitness Function. Considering the proposed optimiza-
tion problems with constraints, we set up a fitness function
with punishment term to evaluate individuals. The top-level
fitness function is given as

𝐹𝑇 = 𝑓𝑇 − 𝐼∑
𝑖=1

(𝛼𝑖 (𝐵𝑖 (𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖) − AL𝑖))

− 𝛽( 𝐼∑
𝑖=1

𝑥𝑖 − 𝑋max) ,
(23)

where

𝑓𝑇 = 𝐼∑
𝑖=1

𝑏𝑖Δ𝐿𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) − 𝑥𝑖 + ℎ𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) − 𝑒𝑖 (𝑡𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) − 𝑇0𝑖 )− . (24)

Function (24) is top-level objective function; 𝛼𝑖 and 𝛽 are
punishment coefficients, respectively.
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Figure 5: The top-level encoding scheme of SAGA.
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Figure 6: The base-level encoding scheme of SAGA.

The base-level fitness function is given as

𝐹𝐵𝑖 = 𝑓𝐵𝑖 − 𝛾𝑖 (𝑑𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) − 𝑥∗𝑖 )+
− 𝛿𝑖 (𝑐𝑖 (𝑡𝑖 (𝑦𝑖)) − 𝐶max

𝑖 )+ , (25)

where

𝑓𝐵𝑖 = 𝑏𝑖Δ𝐿 𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) − 𝑐𝑖 (𝑡𝑖 (𝑦𝑖)) + 𝑥∗𝑖 − 𝑑𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) − ℎ𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) . (26)

Function (25) is base-level objective function; 𝛾𝑖 and 𝛿𝑖 are
punishment coefficients, respectively.

The Monte Carlo Simulation method is used to deal with
the random variable [37–40]. The process of calculating the
fitness of the predicted base-level model by Monte Carlo
Simulation is shown as follows.

Step 1. Set 𝑄 is equal to [𝛼𝑖𝑄]; 𝑄 is sampling number.

Step 2. Samples 𝜉1𝑖 , 𝜉2𝑖 , . . . , 𝜉𝑄𝑖 are generated by normal distri-
bution function𝑁(𝑎𝑖, 0.01).
Step 3. Calculate 𝐹𝑡𝐵𝑖 that is the fitness value of the predicted
base-level model by formula (26), 𝑡 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑄.
Step 4. The 𝑄th biggest element of {𝐹𝑡𝐵𝑖, 𝐹𝑡𝐵𝑖, . . . , 𝐹𝑡𝐵𝑖} can be
used as the fitness value of the 𝑖th predicted base-level model,
which can be seen by the law of large numbers.

3.4. Selection. This paper takes proportional selection strat-
egy [41, 42]. For each individual, the probability of being
selected is the proportion of its fitness to the sum of all indi-
viduals’ fitness. Then, the probability of selected individual 𝐼
is given by

𝑃𝑖 = 𝐹𝑖∑𝑁𝑃𝑖=1 𝐹𝑖 , (27)

where 𝐹𝑖 is the fitness of individual 𝑖 andNP is the population
size. Here, we adopt well-known Roulette Wheel scheme.
In order to prevent the best individual in each generation
from being destroyed, elite-preservation strategy is also used.
That is to say, the best individual of each generation directly
becomes one of individuals in the next generation without
crossover and mutation operation.

3.5. Crossover. Double-point crossover is adopted in this
paper, which is beneficial for keeping excellent individual.
Figure 7 shows the example of the double-point crossover
operator, where 𝑃1 = (1, 3, 3, 2, 4) and 𝑃2 = (2, 2, 5, 1, 3)
are parent chromosomes. So, the generated children chromo-
somes are 𝐶1 = (1, 2, 5, 1, 4) and 𝐶2 = (2, 3, 3, 2, 3).
3.6. Mutation. Reversal mutation is adopted in this paper
[35]. Under the condition of satisfying the mutation rate,
randomly select two points in the parent and sort the genes
between these two points in reverse order. The reversal
mutation operator of SAGA is shown in Figure 8. Parent
chromosome 𝑃 = (1, 4, 2, 3, 1) is selected for mutation
operation. And the generated children chromosome is 𝑃 =(1, 2, 4, 3, 1).
3.7. Neighborhood Definition. The bit 𝑥𝑖 is selected from the
current state 𝑥 = [𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑚], and the value of 𝑥𝑖 is
changed in the range of its value. So, a neighborhood solution
is generated.

3.8. Neighborhood Movement. The Metropolis criterion is
adopted in this paper. If the objective value of neighborhood
solution is smaller than the current solution’s objective
value, the current solution is replaced by the neighborhood
solution. Otherwise, the current solution moves according to
a certain probability.

3.9. Thermal Equilibrium. Thermal equilibrium is achieved
when the preset number of internal loop is reached.

3.10. Cooling Rule. Reduce 𝑇𝑘 by multiplying a number r,
which is in the range [0, 1] and close to 1. Cooling rule is
shown as

𝑇𝑘+1 = 𝑇𝑘, (28)
where 𝑇𝑘 is the current temperature, 𝑇0 is initial temperature,𝑘 is the iterative index, and 𝑟 ∈ (0.95, 0.99).
3.11. Procedure of SAGA. The flow chart of SAGA is shown in
Figure 9. The process of the SAGA is made up of two parts,
GA and SA. In Figure 9, the left part is the process of GA; GA
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Figure 7: The double-point crossover operator of SAGA.
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Figure 8: The reversal variation operator of SAGA.

is used firstly to find a good solution of the problem. To cover
the defect of GA on the local area search, SA is used to find an
optimal solution around the “good solution” find by GA.The
process of SA is shown on the right part of the figure. After
the local search of SA, the proposed algorithm ended.

4. Numerical Examples

4.1. Example 1. Take the IT outsourcing project including 1
principal and 1 agent (𝐼 = 1) for an example. The principal
outsources the whole project to the agent. Schedule risk is
reflected by duration and risk loss of project. It is assumed
that if the project is completed before planned duration, there
will be no risk loss. On the contrary, the project will lose $80
per day; namely, 𝑎1 = 80. Due to the information asymmetry,
the agent is clear for parameter 𝑎1, but the principal only
knows its distribution function, which is approximated as𝑁(80, 0.01). The planned duration of project 𝑇01 is 400, the
initial duration of project 𝑇1 is 500, and the initial duration
of activities 𝑡01𝑗 is {55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, 95}. The profit sharing
coefficient of principal 𝑏1 is 0.51, the expected profit of agent
AL1 is 2000, and confidence level 𝛼 is 0.9.

There is an initial schedule risk, which can be seen from
the parameters of duration. The principal prepares $900 to
manage schedule risk, 𝑋max = 900. The project consists of
7 activities, 𝐽1 = 7. There are 10 available risk management
measures for each activity, 𝑌1𝑗 = 10, 𝑗 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 7}. It is
assumed that the agent must choose a numbered measure for
each activity and that the selected numbered measure can be
selected multiple times.

Riskmanagementmeasure is the only variable that affects
the duration and risk loss of project, which can be seen
from the proposed model. It is assumed that the impact
of risk management measure on the project is enhanced
with the increase of the number of measures. For example,
for an activity, the implementation of measure 7 will result
in a shorter duration and a smaller risk loss than the
implementation of measure 2. So, the monotonic decreasing
function is used to represent the duration function that is

shown in formula (29), and risk loss function is shown in
formula (30), respectively,

𝑡1 (𝑦1) = 𝐽1∑
𝑗=1

𝑡01𝑗 exp (−𝑦1𝑗𝜎1𝑗) , (29)

𝐿1 (𝑦1) = 𝑎1 (𝑡1 (𝑦1) − 𝑇01 )+ , (30)

where 𝜎1𝑗 is control parameter, which is used to represent
that a management measure has different effects on different
activities. The saved risk loss of project is shown as follows:

Δ𝐿1 (𝑦1) = 𝑎1 (𝑇1 − 𝑇01 ) − 𝐿1 (𝑦1) . (31)

If the project can be completed before the planned
duration, the principal will obtain additional profit. It is
assumed that the additional profit 𝑒1 is $25 per time unit. So,
the reward and punishment function about duration is shown
in formula (32), which is designed by the principal

ℎ1 (𝑦1) = 𝑞1 (𝑡1 (𝑦1) − 𝑇01 ) . (32)

It is assumed that the reward and punishment parameter 𝑞1 is
$21. If the subproject is completed in advance, the agent can
get $21 per day; otherwise, he will lose $21 per day.

4.1.1. The Parameters of SAGA. The parameters of SAGA
mainly include population size (𝑁𝑃), maximum generations(𝑁𝐺), crossover rate (𝑃𝑐), mutation rate (𝑃𝑚), initial temper-
ature (𝑇𝑖), termination temperature (𝑇𝑠), and internal loop
number (𝑁𝑖). The parameters have a significant impact on
the performance of algorithm. For example, big population
size may lead to slower convergence speed but can avoid
suboptimal solution. Small population size may lead to
premature but can ensure the quick speed of convergence.

In this paper, NG is determined by

𝑁𝐺 = 1500𝑁𝑃 . (33)
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Figure 9: The flow chart of SAGA.

Generally, Ts is a smaller positive number; let 𝑇𝑠 = 1 here. So,
we only need to test the other 5 parameters with the following
method.

(1) Provide two values for each parameter. One is rela-
tively small, and the other is relatively big.

(2) For each combination of parameter, run algorithm 20
times. There are 25 combinations.

(3) The final parameter combination is the one with best
average fitness value.
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Figure 10: The influence of 𝑞1 on duration.

The testing process is shown in Table 1. The final combi-
nation is {30, 50, 0.6, 0.1, 100, 10}.
4.1.2. Simulation Results. The simulation results of example
1 are shown in Table 2. For real results, agent is allocated
$597 and he selects measures 2 1 10 1 10 10 10 to manage
risk. After that, the duration of project is reduced from 500
days to 377.41 days; that is to say, the project is completed in
advance. For index duration and risk loss, the schedule risk
of IT outsourcing project has been well managed.

It can be seen that the predicted results and real results
are different, such as profit of principal, because there is
information asymmetry between principal and agent, and the
principal’s prediction is not completely correct in the real
situation, which always plays an important role in the process
of schedule risk management. If there is no prediction, the
whole project would be completely out of control; the effect
of schedule risk management will be worse than it is now.

4.1.3. Model Comparison. Model I refers to the proposed
model in Section 2.3; Model II is the one in which there is no
reward and punishment item. Model I is Model II, when the
parameter 𝑞1 = 0. For the simulation results in Table 3, from
index 3 to 8, Model I is better than Model II. Therefore, it is
significant to join the reward and punishment mechanism in
the model.

4.1.4. The Parameter of Reward and Punishment Mechanism.
If parameter 𝑞1 is not set reasonably, the reward and punish-
ment will not really play its role. Therefore, the effect of the
parameter 𝑞1 is tested on the proposedmodel.The test results
are shown in Table 4.The influence of 𝑞1 on the duration, the
profit of agent, and the profit of principal are shown in Figures
10–12, respectively.

We can get some information from Table 4 and Figures
10–12. When 𝑞1 ≤ 𝑐1 = 16 where 𝑐1 is additional cost per
day due to duration reduction, total risk loss is saved, but
duration is not significantly reduced compared to the planned
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Figure 11: The influence of 𝑞1 on the profit of agent.
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Figure 12: The influence of 𝑞1 on the profit of principal.

duration. The reason for the above phenomenon is that the
agent will not make efforts to shorten duration, if the reward
is not greater than the cost because of duration reduction.
When 𝑞1 ≥ 𝑒1 = 25, the reward of agent is greater than
the additional profit of principal due to shorting duration,
resulting in the decline of principal’s profit. Obviously, this
is not acceptable to the principal. So, we must determine
the specific value of 𝑞1 in the interval (𝑐1, 𝑒1) based on the 4
indexes: duration, saved risk loss, profit of agent, and profit
of principal. Considering managing the schedule risk of IT
outsourcing project, we set 𝑞1 to be 21. Finally, the way for
setting the reward and punishment mechanism’s parameter
is summarized as follows.

(1) Set the two values 𝑐 and 𝑒, 𝑐 < 𝑒.
(2) Determine the specific value of 𝑞1 in the interval [𝑐, 𝑒]

based on the 4 indexes: duration, recovered risk loss,
profit of agent, and profit of principal.
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Table 1: The parameters of SAGA.

NP NG Pc Pm Ti Ni Fitness
30 50 0.9 0.1 130 20 2417.8
30 50 0.9 0.1 130 10 2352.3
30 50 0.9 0.1 100 20 2344.9
30 50 0.9 0.1 100 10 2327.5
30 50 0.9 0.01 130 20 2417.3
30 50 0.9 0.01 130 10 2407.6
30 50 0.9 0.01 100 20 2327.9
30 50 0.9 0.01 100 10 2423.4
30 50 0.6 0.1 130 20 2334.8
30 50 0.6 0.1 130 10 2338.3
30 50 0.6 0.1 100 20 2348.7
30 50 0.6 0.1 100 10 2441.1
30 50 0.6 0.01 130 20 2417.4
30 50 0.6 0.01 130 10 2339.2
30 50 0.6 0.01 100 20 2326.3
30 50 0.6 0.01 100 10 2404.1
50 30 0.9 0.1 130 20 2319.5
50 30 0.9 0.1 130 10 2408.2
50 30 0.9 0.1 100 20 2328.6
50 30 0.9 0.1 100 10 2328.2
50 30 0.9 0.01 130 20 2402.0
50 30 0.9 0.01 130 10 2316.8
50 30 0.9 0.01 100 20 2322.8
50 30 0.9 0.01 100 10 2317.0
50 30 0.6 0.1 130 20 2394.7
50 30 0.6 0.1 130 10 2396.3
50 30 0.6 0.1 100 20 2324.5
50 30 0.6 0.1 100 10 2326.3
50 30 0.6 0.01 130 20 2361.7
50 30 0.6 0.01 130 10 2319.3
50 30 0.6 0.01 100 20 2367.9
50 30 0.6 0.01 100 10 2321.6

Table 2: The simulation results of example 1.

Index Predicted results Real results
Allocated capital 597 597
Measure combination 1 10 1 1 9 10 10 2 1 10 1 10 10 10
Duration 380.52 377.41
Finish the project before planned duration Y Y
Saved risk loss 7985.6 8000
Save total risk loss? Y Y
Profit of agent 2430.69 2440.50
Profit of principal 3565.15 3564.98

4.1.5. Performance Comparison of Algorithms. In this paper,
we use three algorithms, SA, GA, and SAGA to carry out the
simulation calculation for the proposed model. The simula-
tion results are compared in Table 5. Focusing on indexes,
duration, finishing the project before planned duration, saved

risk loss, total risk loss saved, profit of agent, and profit of
principal, the conclusion can be drawn that SAGA is better
than GA and SA

The convergence process of 3 algorithms in example 1 is
shown in Figure 13. For convergent speed, SA achieves its
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Table 3: The model comparison of example 1.

Index Mode I Model II
Allocated capital 597 502
Measure combination 2 1 10 1 10 10 10 2 1 1 9 1 10 10
Duration 377.41 400.98
Finish the project before planned duration Y N
Saved risk loss 8000 7921.60
Save total risk loss? Y N
Profit of agent 2440.50 2306.76
Profit of principal 3564.98 3532.84

Table 4: The effect of 𝑞1 on the model.

𝑞1 Duration Saved risk loss Profit of agent Profit of principal
14 399.09 8000 2312.44 3608.55
15 399.10 8000 2346.89 3573.18
16 399.10 8000 2322.08 3598.58
17 396.78 8000 2320.52 3602.54
18 394.08 8000 2327.17 3601.78
19 394.08 8000 2333.63 3594.37
20 382.58 8000 2392.89 3585.67
21 377.58 8000 2429.31 3587.50
22 389.46 8000 2379.02 3576.35
23 397.96 8000 2346.25 3575.10
24 396.28 8000 2354.21 3573.32
25 397.03 8000 2344.66 3548.59
26 399.09 8000 2346.40 3532.84
27 399.88 8000 2316.86 3514.58
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Figure 13: The convergence process of the three algorithms in
example 1.

convergence after about 40 iterations; GA and SAGA need
about 50 iterations. So, the convergence speed of the three
algorithms is near. However, considering the fitness from the

three algorithms, it is easy to see that SAGA finds the best
solution, among the three algorithms.Therefore, SAGA is the
best choice for the problem in example 1.

4.2. Example 2, 3, and 4. In this section, further examples 2,
3, and 4 are given in this section to test the performance of
SAGA. The values of the main parameters for models in the
three examples are shown in Table 6, and the values of others
parameters are the same to example 1.

4.2.1. The Parameters of SAGA. According to the method of
parameters setting in example 1, the parameters combination
of SAGA for example 2, 3, and 4 is shown in Table 7.

4.2.2. Simulation Results. The simulation results of examples
2 and 3 are shown in Tables 8 and 9, respectively. The
comprehensive results of example 4 are not shown in this
section, for its large amount of data, but a part of selected
results is used to analyze the algorithm in the next section.

For real results of example 3, the principal allocates $682,
$579, $579, $649, $609, $579, $689, $689, $617, and $646
to 10 agents, respectively. The agents select the measure
combination shown in table to manage risk. After that, the
duration of projects is reduced from 500 days to 391.4, 400.1,
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Table 5: The comparison of three algorithms.

Index GA SA SAGA
Allocated capital 542 556 597
Measure combination 1 2 9 1 5 10 7 1 2 1 1 9 10 10 2 1 10 1 10 10 10
Duration 399.76 400.07 377.41
Finish the project before planned duration? Y N Y
Saved risk loss 8000 7943.24 8000
Save total risk loss? Y N Y
Profit of agent 2325.04 2313.29 2440.50
Profit of principal 3540.89 3515.23 3564.98

Table 6: The model parameters of examples 2, 3, and 4.

Example Principal’s number Agent’s number Activity’s number Measure’s number Risk management capital
2 1 5 7 10 3500
3 1 10 7 10 7000
4 1 25 7 10 17500

400.1, 384.7, 397.1, 397.1, 384.7, 368.5, 386.4, and 379. days, and
total risk loss is saved except for subprojects 2 and 3. For the
two indexes of duration and risk loss, the schedule risk of IT
outsourcing project has been well managed.

We can see that the predicted results and real results are
different, such as profit of agent, because there is information
asymmetry between principal and agent, and the principal’s
prediction is not completely correct in the real situation,
which always plays an important role in the process of
schedule risk management. But if there is no prediction, the
whole project would be completely out of control; the effect
of schedule risk management will be worse than it is now.

4.2.3. Performance Comparison of Algorithms. Examples 2,
3, and 4 are solved by GA, SA, and the SAGA designed in
this paper to give a further test of the performance of SAGA.
The convergence process of three algorithms in examples 2,
3, and 4 is shown in Figures 14–16, respectively. In these
three examples, SAGA performs better than the other two
algorithms in terms of convergent speed and the best fitness
value. Therefore, SAGA is the best choice for the problem in
examples 2, 3, and 4.

In addition, for each example, run the 3 algorithms
20 times to collect some statistics information, including
maximum fitness (Max), minimum fitness (Min), average
fitness (Aver), and fitness variance (Var), which is processed
using the normalization method. The statistics information
is shown in Table 10, where Na represents the number of
agents, B represents risk management capital, A represents
algorithms, Δ𝐴 represents the average fitness increasing ratio
of SAGA relative to other two algorithms, and Δ𝑉 represents
the difference of fitness variance between SAGA and two
other algorithms.

The convergent degree of algorithm is shown by the
average fitness, and the reliability of algorithm is shown by

the fitness variance. The conclusion that the SAGA designed
in this paper shows a certain advantages in each example can
be seen from the table.With the increase of the problem scale,
the convergence and reliability of SAGA are also compared
with GA and SA in Figures 17 and 18, respectively. It can
be seen that SAGA performs better than GA and SA on
convergence and reliability, especially for the large scale
problem.

Besides convergence and reliability, the running time
of the algorithm is also an important index to measure
the performance of the algorithm. Running time is greatly
influenced by the experimental environment. The experi-
mental environment in this experiment: software conditions:
Windows 7, hardware conditions: DELL Optiplex 9020 +i7
Core, and development tools: Eclipse. Figure 19 shows the
running time of the three algorithms for the four examples.
From the Figure 19, it can be seen that when the problem scale
is relatively small, the running time of the three algorithms
is almost equal. When the scale of the problem is larger, for
examples 3 and 4, the running time of SAGA is significantly
longer than that of GA and SA, because SAGA takes more
time to operate its complex searching process. It also can be
seen that the running time of the three algorithms is always
in the same order of magnitude for each case. Therefore, the
running time of SAGA is acceptable.

5. Conclusion

This paper focuses on the schedule risk of IT outsourcing
project, the DDM theory and principal-agent theory are
applied to build a two-level principal-agent schedule risk
management model for IT outsourcing project, and the
SAGA is also designed to solve the resulting optimization
problem. The simulation results illustrate that the model
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Table 7: Parameters setting of SAGA for examples 2, 3, and 4.

Example NP NG Pc Pm Ti Ni
2 40 80 0.9 0.1 150 10
3 50 100 0.9 0.1 150 20
4 50 120 0.9 0.01 200 10
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Figure 14: The convergence process of the three algorithms in example 2.
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Figure 15: The convergence process of the three algorithms in
example 3.
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Figure 16: The convergence process of the three algorithms in
example 4.
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Table 8: The simulation results of example 2.

Index Predicted results Real results
Allocated capital 696 625 693 679 686 696 625 693 679 686

Measure combination

4 5 2 10 10 8 10 1 2 6 10 6 9 9
4 5 2 9 6 2 10 9 3 7 3 9 3 3
3 8 10 1 10 9 8 7 3 7 7 9 7 3
9 1 10 1 1 10 10 7 3 7 7 9 3 7
2 1 10 9 8 9 10 3 3 7 7 9 7 3

Duration 365.1 393.7 369.2 388.5 364.7 377.9 404.5 386.5 384.1 393.7
Finish the project before planned duration? Y YYYY Y N Y YY
Saved risk loss 7990.4 7988.4 7986.8 7987.5 7984.9 8000 7637.9 8000 8000 8000
Save total risk loss? Y YYYY Y N Y YY
Profit of agent 2494.6 2376.5 2482.9 2488.6 2505.2 2494.6 2150.6 2411.7 2409.7 2411.0
Profit of principal 17864.6 17762.6

Table 9: The simulation results of example 3.

Index Predicted results Real results

Allocated capital 682 579 579 646 609 682 579 579 646 609
579 689 689 617 646 579 689 689 617 646

Measure combination

9 1 9 2 10 10 10 3 1 6 3 10 8 7
10 2 1 9 1 7 9 4 3 10 4 1 5 9
1 2 6 7 9 3 8 1 3 10 4 9 5 4

5 10 2 5 10 2 10 1 3 10 4 9 5 9
2 6 2 2 9 9 9 1 3 10 4 4 5 9
1 3 6 1 8 9 9 1 3 10 4 4 5 9

8 4 1 10 7 10 10 1 3 10 4 9 5 9
1 10 10 1 10 8 9 1 3 10 10 9 5 10
1 3 7 1 10 10 8 1 1 10 4 9 5 10
8 2 1 8 10 9 7 1 3 10 4 10 5 10

Duration 364.0 394.9 396.6 382.5 388.3 391.4 400.1 400.1 384.7 397.1
392.4 364.8 369.3 386.5 377.7 397.1 384.7 368.5 386.4 379.7

Finish the project before planned duration? Y YYYY Y N N Y Y
Y YYYY Y YYYY

Saved risk loss 7986.9 7988.9 7983.4 7989.5 7985.6 8000 7998.5 7925.1 8000 8000
7988.7 7989.0 7988.0 7984.2 7986.2 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000

Save total risk loss? Y YYYY Y N N Y Y
Y YYYY Y YYYY

Profit of agent 2497.9 2355.7 2333.5 2413.4 2389.2 2451.1 2327.9 2279.9 2424.7 2366.7
2367.6 2490.7 2502.1 2415.9 2424.9 2336.7 2467.7 2498.7 2418.4 2441.3

Profit of principal 35750.6 35707.7

Table 10: The comparison of algorithms’ performance.

Example Na B A Max Min Aver Δ𝐴 (%) Var Δ𝑉
1 1 700 GA 2350.2 2300.8 2328.6 3.7 0.562 −0.39
1 1 700 SA 2380.7 2315.6 2344.0 2.9 0.264 −0.09
1 1 700 SAGA 2465.5 2400.2 2413.6 0 0.174 0
2 5 3500 GA 17726.1 17001.3 17419.6 2.1 0.657 −0.51
2 5 3500 SA 17466.0 17180.7 17353.8 2.5 0.196 −0.05
2 5 3500 SAGA 17911.0 17637.0 17787.3 0 0.147 0
3 10 7000 GA 35012.0 33567.9 34347.1 4.0 0.869 −0.85
3 10 7000 SA 35230.5 34616.1 35048.2 2.0 0.109 −0.09
3 10 7000 SAGA 35828.3 35546.4 35713.9 0 0.022 0
4 25 17500 GA 85000.4 84250.2 84706.0 6.1 0.399 −0.31
4 25 17500 SA 87526.4 86815.3 87236.5 2.7 0.509 −0.42
4 25 17500 SAGA 90006.3 89639.1 89860.5 0 0.092 0
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Figure 18: The stability advantage change graph of SAGA.

can greatly reduce the risk loss and the duration of IT
outsourcing project, which achieves the goal of managing the
schedule risk effectively. In addition, the proposed SAGA is
a greatly improved method, which can effectively solve the
described problem comparing with the other two algorithms.
Consequently, the above model and algorithm can provide
important decision support for managing the schedule risk
of IT outsourcing project.
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Assembly of hard disk drives (HDDs) needs to be done in an automated assembly machine (AAM) virtually free of particulate
contamination that can cause them to malfunction. Fan filter units (FFUs) are installed above the AAM to reduce the number of
suspended particles in the recirculating air flowing over and around them. At one time, several HDDswere found to be defective. To
find out the root cause of this problem, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) was used to investigate the airflow over and around
the AAM. It was found that the cause of the high particle counts was improper air speed from the FFUs. The optimal FFUs air
speed needed to be in the range of 0.35–0.65m/s in which the airflow would block out nearby airborne particles and purge away
particles generated by the AAM effectively which would, in effect, reduce the particle counts down below the threshold level of class
100 clean room. A few available measurement tools at the factory were then used to perform validating measurements against the
simulation results, and the validation was positive. This optimal speed range was implemented at the factory after which the level
of contamination was reduced to an acceptable level.

1. Introduction

Thailand is a big producer of various electronics parts includ-
ing hard disk drive (HDD). A major technical issue in man-
ufacturing HDDs is particulate contamination. Since the
slider head and spinning disk are only 3–10 nm apart during
reading and writing operations, relatively big microparticles
generated during the manufacturing process may lodge onto
the disk and cause erroneous readings and writings. Hence,
assembly of smaller parts into a fully functional HDD abso-
lutely needs to be done in a clean roomwith very low airborne
microparticle counts. For example, manufacturing of head
stack assembly (HSA), a major component of HDD, is
required to be done in class 100 of clean room. As defined
in ISO class 6 of US FED STD 209E [1], this type of clean
room allows no more than 100 airborne particles bigger than
or equal to 0.5 𝜇m in 1 ft3 of air in the room. However, class
100 clean room is prohibitively costly to construct and very
difficult to maintain; therefore, in real HDD production line,
class 1,000 clean room equipped with fan filter units (FFUs)

is employed instead. To reduce particle counts in the air
above and around assembly machines (including automated
assembly machine (AAM) that welds small electronic boards
to the head gimbal assembly (HGA) of HSA in an HDD
production line), FFUs blow away particles from them and
recirculate clean air over them [2, 3]. This study was a
collaborative research between the author and a few engineers
at an HDD factory for the purpose of seeking out a solution
for a problem of excessive particle contamination in some
HDDs fabricated by the AAM at one time. The author had
proposed using CFD simulation to find a solution for the
problem because direct experiment was impractical and CFD
simulation had already been proven to be reliable in many
types of investigation.

Since the 1970s, CFD has been widely used to investigate
airflow in various types of rooms, facilities, equipment,
devices, and environments [4–13], but it has only been used
for a few direct investigations of airflow over and around
pieces of industrial machinery. Results from those inves-
tigations were very beneficial to our work and some are
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mentioned here. The following are examples where CFD has
been used for various purposes: an investigation of the effect
of the size of smoke particles on their individual trajectory
inside a vertical laminar clean room [14]; a simulation of
the airflow inside a hospital operating room that led to a
successful reduction of the level of contamination that, if left
unaddressed, might be harmful to patients undergoing an
operation in the room [15–17]; a simulation of airflow and
dust control in a laneway of coal mine to provide suitable
guidance for the ventilation system of emergency rescuing
[18]; an evaluation of the performance of air cleaners and
ventilation system of a small lecture room in order to find
a way to reduce particle counts in the air inside [19]; a sim-
ulation of trajectories that small particles moved along inside
an HDD in order to find the best location for placing a
circulating air filter [20, 21]; a formulation of a method for
controlling the level of particle contamination in a clean room
for manufacturing LCD screens [22]; a solution to resolve a
water condensation problem in a production line of HDD
factory [23]; and an aid for a design of a wafer-making ma-
chine in a semiconductor manufacturing line that reduced
particle contamination [24]. One of the previous studies
successfully applied CFD to find the optimal air speed from
FFUs that, after implemented, was able to reduce the level
of particulate contamination on HDD parts fabricated by a
welding automation machine (WAM) in an HDD factory
[25]. It was a preliminary investigation that had not attempted
to find the root cause of the contamination ormake a compar-
ison between the simulated results and actual measurements.
This researchwas intended as the practical solution.ThisCFD
investigation focused on the contamination problem of the
AAM, finding the root cause of the particle contamination,
validating the simulated results with the actualmeasurements
at the factory, and seeking an effective solution to the
problem. In addition, for our experiments, we purposely
opted for themeasurement tools that were readily available at
the factory at that time so that the technicians there would be
able to apply our experimental procedure easily and rapidly.

2. Theoretical Background

Airflow pattern inside the microenvironment of an AAM
was determined by solving a system of partial differential
conservation and turbulence equations described in the user’s
guide of Ansys Fluent 17.1 software [26]. The conservation
equations of mass (1), momentum (2), and energy (3) can be
expressed by

𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑡 +

𝜕 (𝜌𝑢𝑖)𝜕𝑥𝑗 = 0, (1)

𝜕 (𝜌𝑢𝑖)𝜕𝑡 + 𝜕 (𝜌𝑢𝑖𝑢𝑖)𝜕𝑥𝑗

= − 𝜕𝑃𝜕𝑥𝑖 + 𝐹𝑖 +
𝜕 [𝜏𝑖𝑗]
𝜕𝑥𝑗 +

𝜕 (−𝜌𝑢𝑖𝑢𝑗)
𝜕𝑥𝑗 + 𝜕 (−𝜌𝑢

2
𝑖 )

𝜕𝑥𝑖
+ 𝑆𝑚,

(2)

𝜕 (𝜌𝐸)
𝜕𝑡 + 𝜕 [𝑢𝑖 (𝜌𝐸 + 𝑃)]𝜕𝑥𝑖

=
𝜕((𝑘)eff ( 𝜕𝑇𝜕𝑥𝑗) + 𝑢𝑖 (𝜏𝑖𝑗)eff)

𝜕𝑥𝑗 + 𝑆ℎ.
(3)

The turbulence model used in this work is transition
shear-stress transport (SST). It consists of four transport
equations to represent the turbulent properties of the flow.
These equations include 4 parameters: turbulence kinetic
energy (𝑘), specific dissipation rate (𝜔), intermittency (𝛾), and
transition momentum thickness Reynolds number (𝑅𝑒𝜃) that
have to be set. The full forms of the 4 equations containing
these parameters can be found in [26]. The Fluent CFD soft-
ware solves (1)–(3) together with the 4 equations mentioned
above to determine the airflow pattern.

The particle trace was calculated from a particle-force
balance equation in the discrete phase model (DPM) in
Fluent [27]:

𝑑𝑢𝑝
𝑑𝑡 = 𝐹𝐷 (𝑢𝑓 − 𝑢𝑝) + 𝑔

(𝜌𝑝 − 𝜌𝑓)
𝜌𝑝 + 𝐹𝑠, (4)

where 𝐹𝑠 stands for forces that act on the particle such as
rotational force, pressure gradient force, thermoelectric force,
and Brownian force. These forces do not significantly affect
micron-sized particles with 𝜌𝑝 ≫ 𝜌𝑓; therefore, only drag
force and Saffman’s lift force were taken into account in our
simulation. Saffman’s lift force [28] or lift due to shear can be
written by

→𝐹 = 2𝐾𝜌𝑓]
1/2𝑑𝑖𝑗 (→𝑢 𝑓 − →𝑢 𝑝)

𝜌𝑝𝑑𝑝 (𝑑𝑙𝑘𝑑𝑘𝑙)1/4 , (5)

where 𝐾 is 2.594 and 𝑑𝑖𝑗 is the deformation tensor.
A dispersed two-phase flow model was used to simulate

particle traces. It took into account the interparticle spacing
of the system, 𝐿/𝑑𝑝. The type of contaminating particles
that we chose to simulate was aluminum particles because
they were most frequently found in the HDD factory. Their
diameter was set to be 0.5 𝜇m, and the density was set
at 2,719 kg/m3 which was approximately three orders of
magnitude higher than that of air (1.225 kg/m3). The length
scale L for the smallest element of our mesh model was set
at 2.5 × 10−5m. All of these settings resulted in a value of
50 for the 𝐿/𝑑𝑝 term. According to a conclusion by Utikar
et al. [29], fluid phase and solid phase could be considered
uncoupled if the value of 𝐿/𝑑𝑝 was less than 100; therefore,
only one-way simulation was needed for our problem. Our
simulation was done with Fluent software.The transition SST
model was selected as the turbulence model. This model has
been widely used in the HDD industry [30]. After the airflow
pattern was determined, simulated particles were released
into the airstream and their trajectories were calculated.With
this careful and methodical selection of simulation method
and settings, we believed that the results would be sufficiently
reliable for our purpose.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Automated assembly machine: (a) the actual machine and (b) a solid model.

3. Methodology

3.1. Automated AssemblyMachine (AAM). TheAAM investi-
gated in this study operated as an automated welder of small
electronic circuits to the HGA of HSA, a major component of
HDD.The AAM within has a computer system and a mobile
mechanic arm. This AAM was located in a production line
inside a class 1,000 clean room in the factory. Figure 1(a)
shows the actual AAM and Figure 1(b) a solid model of the
AAM without FFUs above it.

An FFU is a type of ventilation equipment in the shape
of a rectangle of many sizes according to its usage. In this
research, the size is approximately 0.60m × 1.00m × 0.30m.
The top side has an opening for the fan placed inside to
ventilate air from above down below. The air speed exiting
from the FFU can be controlled by setting the fan’s speed.
Within the FFU is also a HEPA filter, resulting in the exiting
air that is laminar flow. The highly efficient HEPA filter, as
defined by the United State Department of Energy (DOE),
can filter particles sizes 0.3𝜇m at least 99.97%. Laminar flow
is necessary for manufacturing since it can block out and
purge away particles during themanufacturing process better
than turbulent airflows.

The AAM consisted of 3 main parts: FFUs that blew
filtered air over its microenvironment, pieces of assembling
machinery, and a conveyor that carried electronic circuits,
HGA, and finished product of HSA. Simplified from the
AAM model in Figure 1, a working solid model of the AAM
and the main airflow directions are illustrated in Figure 2.

3.2. Fluid and Mesh Models. We wanted to be able to track
simulated particles as they were moving inside and outside
of the AAMmicroenvironment; therefore, a fluid model and
a mesh model were constructed, shown in Figures 3(a) and
3(b), respectively. Inside the microenvironment, the mesh
model was made up of tetrahedron and hexahedron meshes,

Fan �lter units (FFUs)

Machinery

Outlet

Outlet

Outlet
Outlet

Conveyer
120.0 cm

100.0 cm 12
5.
0
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Figure 2: A model of the AAM showing directions of airflow.

but only hexahedron meshes were used outside of it. The
dimensions of the air inlet were 100 × 125 cm2 and those of
the air outlets were 120 × 100 cm2 and 120 × 125 cm2. As
for the global mesh control settings, the minimummesh size,
maximum face size, and maximum mesh size were assigned
values of 0.05mm, 36mm, and 72mm, respectively, with a
growth rate of 1.2 and 𝑦+ ∼ 2. Mesh-independent analysis
was performed by varying the size of the meshes at the air
inlet and outlet in the range of 1–4 cm. The mesh size at the
conveyor area was set to be 1 cm. The optimum mesh model,
both in accuracy and computation time, was found to be
consisted of 1.15 million nodes and 5.24 million.

3.3. Settings of Condition Parameters. Simulation parameters
were set to correspond closely with the measured ambient
conditions and FFUs air speed at the HDD factory at the
time that the contamination had happened. These parameter
settings were the following: pressure at 106,300 Pa, tempera-
ture at 24.5∘C, and FFUs air speed at the inlet at 0.60m/s (an
average of a speed range of 0.50–0.70m/s). These set values
resulted in a nominal air change rate (ACH) of 3,564 h−1 and a
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Models of the AAM: (a) fluid model and (b) a side view of the mesh model.
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Figure 4: Comparison between the simulated and measured air velocities at 3 positions at (a) the back-side surface and (b) the front-side
surface of the microenvironment of the AAM.

pressure difference at the outlet of 0 Pa.The pressure-velocity
coupling was set to coupled, and the spatial discretization of
pressure,momentum, turbulent kinetic energy, and turbulent
dissipation rate were set to be second-order upwind. All other
parameters were set to default. Steady state calculation was
repeated until the solution converged.

3.4. Validation. One of the best ways to observe airflow
pattern in a clean room is to perform a smoke visualization
test. However, we were not able to do so because CO2 and
H2O vapors as well as those of other liquids used for this
purpose might condense on the AAM and other pieces
of machinery in the room and cause incalculable damage.
Hence, instead of validating our simulation results with
observed airflow pattern, we chose to validate them by

showing that the simulated airflow velocities and directions
at key places in the microenvironment of the AAM matched
the actual ones closely. The actual air velocities were mea-
sured with a ±0.03m/s-accurate hot-wire anemometer. We
measured the air velocities flowing perpendicularly through
18 points at the front-side and back-side outlets while the
AAM was working, three points on each of the 3 chosen
imaginary lines on the surface of each outlet. At each point,
twenty measurements were made and the average value was
calculated. The simulated air velocities at the same positions
were obtained from Fluent software by using the meshmodel
in Figure 3(b). It was found that the simulated air velocities
and directions matched closely with the actual ones at all
key places. As an example, Figure 4 shows the simulated and
measured air velocities at 3 points along the imaginary lines
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Figure 5: Velocity vectors of the airflow inside the AAM microenvironment: (a) a full view, (b) a view of a section plane near to a side, and
(c) positions on the actual AAM to which some threads were attached.

B1 and F1 at (a) the back-side outlet surface and (b) the front-
side outlet surface of the microenvironment, respectively. It
can be clearly seen that they were closely matched. The small
errors might be due to our using a constant FFUs air speed of
0.60m/s to represent the real inconstant FFUs air speeds in
the range of 0.50–0.70m/s.The actual airflow directions were
determined by observing the directions that special sewing
threadswere oriented in the airstream.One end of the threads
was attached to the surface of each of the key locations around
the AAM. This special type of thread is usually used for
testing electrostatic discharge (ESD) in a clean room. It is
made of conductive polyester yarn that is very light (only 60%
as dense as regular thread), so its free end moves freely in an
airstream. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show simulated air velocity
vectors inside the AAM microenvironment at the FFUs air
speed setting of 0.60m/s. Figure 5(a) shows a full view of the
model while Figure 5(b) shows a view of a section plane near
a side of the AAM. It can be clearly seen that the simulated
airstream flowed down from the FFUs over the AAM and
then moved along and out through the outlets at all four
sides in the same directions as the actual airflow directions
observed at the factory. Figure 5(c) shows a photo of several
locations on the AAM where the threads were attached. The
size of the threads was exaggerated to make them visible in
the photo.

The comparison between the airflow near the marked
area in Figure 5(b) compared to the flow direction of sewing
threads in Figure 5(c) shows conformation; the air in the
marked area makes the sewing threads flow out of the AAM
in a systematic pattern without any random crisscross pat-
terns as found in turbulent air.The closematches of simulated
and measured air velocities and directions at all key places
validated that our simulation was sufficiently reliable.

Another piece of supporting evidence for the reliability
of our simulation was that one of the simulated results was
positively confirmed by actual occurrences at the factory.
This result indicated that particles would get trapped on
the conveyor at higher FFUs air speeds. It was indirectly
confirmed by a report from a technician at the factory that
the level of contamination in the fabricated products became
unacceptably high at higher FFUs air speed settings. These
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Figure 6: Traces of 300 particles released inside the AAM and
carried by the airflow, color coded according to each particle
residence time (s).

occurrences are discussed further in the light of our findings
in Results and Discussion.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Optimum FFUs Air Speed: Contamination on the Con-
veyor. In order to find out how some pieces of products
fabricated by the AAM at the factory got contaminated
when the FFUs air speed was set at 0.60m/s, we simulated
releases of 300 spherical aluminum particles from various
locations on the machine into the airstream. As can be seen
in Figure 6, the simulated result shows that most of the
particles got carried away through the outlets at all 4 sides
of the microenvironment, but a small number of particles
got pushed onto the conveyor and contaminated it. This
simulation confirms a contamination problem in the AAM.
We also simulated releases of larger numbers of particles
at different FFUs air speeds in a slightly lower but more
extended range in order to find the optimum speed that
provided the least contamination.The simulation process and
results are described in detail as follows.
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Figure 7: Percentages of aluminum particles trapped on the con-
veyor at different FFUs air speeds.

We wanted to know the influence of FFUs air speed on
the level of contamination on the conveyor, so we simulated
releases of 3,000 particles at different FFUs air speeds ranging
from 0.02 to 0.75m/s and counted the number of trapped
particles at each speed. Two opposing dependencies were
observed: first, the higher the air speed, the lower the number
of undetermined particles; and second, the higher the air
speed, the higher the number of trapped particles on the
conveyor. These dependencies were indirectly confirmed by
a report from an operating technician at the factory that the
level of contamination increased as the FFUs air speed was
set higher than 0.70m/s. As an example, it can be seen in
Figure 7 that when the FFUs air speed was set at a typical
air speed in a clean room of 0.02m/s, only 0.48% of the
released particles got trapped on the conveyor while 46.42%
of themwere left suspended in the airstream above the AAM,
and they would either fall down onto the conveyor or get
purged out of the microenvironment. Undetermined means
the particle is yet unknown whether it will drop onto the
conveyor, float out, or still remain inside the AAM. On the
other hand, when the FFUs air speed was set at 0.50m/s,
6.64% of the released particles got trapped while only 3.08%
were undetermined.This trend seems to indicate that a lower
air speed was unequivocally better; however, airflow at a
lower speed was not as capable at blocking out particles from
intruding into the microenvironment.

To see how the level of contamination on the conveyor
was higher at a higher FFUs air speed setting, we plotted the
air velocity vectors and traces of 300 particles released from
random locations on the AAM at different FFUs air speeds.
Figure 8 shows color-coded graphic results of the simulated
particle traces at two different FFUs air speeds. At a very low
FFUs air speed of 0.15m/s, the velocities of the airstreams
above pushing down on the released particles to the conveyor

were not much higher than those in its immediate surround-
ing, so the particles were pushed down only relatively lightly;
that is, the directions of some of the particle traces were
downward butmost were lateral as can be seen in Figure 8(a).
In contrast, at a very high FFUs air speed of 0.75m/s as
shown in Figure 8(b), the velocities of the airstreams moving
downward were much higher than those in the immediate
vicinity of the conveyor; therefore, the particles got pushed
down harder onto the conveyor; that is, the directions of
the traces of a larger number of particles were much steeper
downward, so the released particles were more likely to get
pushed down onto the conveyor and contaminate it.

Based on these simulation results and several guidelines
for setting a proper FFUs air speed in a clean room [1, 31],
we recommended a new optimal FFUs air speed range of
0.35–0.65m/s as a better choice than the 0.50–0.70m/s range
previously implemented at the factory. A higher air speed
would wastemore energy without providing any less contam-
ination.

4.2. OptimumFFUsAir Speed: BlockingOut Particles. Wealso
wanted to know whether the airflow from the FFUs in this
optimal speed range of 0.35–0.65m/s would be able to block
particles from entering into the AAM microenvironment,
hence we simulated releases of particles moving into the
microenvironment from the outside at a typical air speed
observed in a production scenario in which a few technicians
were moving around and speaking to each other. In order
to estimate such speed, we measured the air speeds from
a technician breathing and speaking repeatedly for 100
times and found that those speeds were in the range of
0.12–0.26m/s. Knowing this, we simulated the worst case:
one hundred aluminum particles moving into the AAM
environment in random directions at all four sides at a speed
of 0.26m/s against the airstream from the FFUs at a speed
of 0.35m/s. The results depicted in Figure 9 show that most
of the particles got blown away before they were able to
enter the microenvironment, and even though a few of them
were able to do so, they only stayed in it for an extremely
short time and then got blown out. Their residence time
in the microenvironment was certainly not long enough for
them to penetrate sufficiently far into it to contaminate the
AAM. Simulation trials were repeated with larger numbers
of particles up to 500 and higher particle speeds up to 50m/s.
The results were the same for all cases: virtually all particles
got blown away before they were able to intrude into the
microenvironment of the AAM and none of them were able
to stay in it long enough to contaminate the AAM. It was
not surprising that the simulated particles were not able
to penetrate deeply into the microenvironment even when
their speeds were relatively high since their momentum was
very small. Based on these results together with those in
Section 4.1, we concluded that an airflow from the FFUs at
a speed in the range of 0.35–0.65m/s would be able to protect
the AAM from getting contaminated by airborne particles
from the outside of its microenvironment.

4.3. Optimum FFUs Air Speed: Implementation Results. Be-
fore and after the factory implemented our recommended
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Figure 8: Velocity vectors and particle traces at FFUs air speed of (a) 0.15m/s and (b) 0.75m/s.
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Figure 9: Traces of 100 incoming aluminum particles got blown
away by the airflow from the FFUs at a speed of 0.35m/s, color coded
according to each particle residence time (s).

FFUs air speed range, we measured the concentration of
0.5 𝜇m particles 10 times at each of the following 6 key
locations around the AAM for a period of 1 minute each with

a ±10% accurate laser particle counter: locations 1, 2, and 3 on
the conveyor; location 4 at the front of the AAM; location 5 at
the back of the AAM; and location 6 at the walkway around
the AAM (see these locations and the results in Figure 10).
The significance of these measured results is as follows.

First, the airstream from the FFUs kept the concentration
of particles at every key location far below the threshold level
of class 1,000 clean room both before and after the air speed
adjustment.Moreover, it reduced the concentration at 4 out of
6 key locations down to the threshold level of class 100 of clean
room and even below that after the speed adjustment. Hence,
the airstream from the FFUs at a speed in our recommended
range truly augmented the capability of the class 1,000 clean
room in the factory to function effectively as a class 100 clean
room that was ideal for HDD production. Not shown due to
limited space, concentrations of 0.3 and 5.0 𝜇mparticles were
also determined and found to be below the threshold level of
class 1,000 of clean room.

Second, after the speed adjustment, particle concentra-
tion in every key location decreased. At the 3 locations
at the conveyor, the concentrations became lower than the
threshold level of class 100 clean room. Of note is that the
concentration at location 4 at the front of the AAM was
higher than those at location 5 at the back because there was
no machine activity at the back while there were a lot of
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Figure 10: Variation in particle concentration at different compara-
tive positions before and after FFUs air speeds were adjusted.

activities at the front.The particle concentration exceeded the
threshold of class 100 clean room slightly only at location 4.

Third, the optimal FFUs air speed range of 0.35–0.65m/s
for the AAM that we found in this study is different from
the optimum range of 0.35–0.55m/s found for a welding
automation machine (WAM) in the previous study [25]. This
might be due to the difference in the height of the FFUs above
each of the twomachines; theWAMand its FFUswere 27.7 cm
farther apart than the AAM and its FFUs were. We think that
an optimal FFUs air speed for any machine crucially depends
on the ambient conditions of the clean room, the shape and
function of the machine, and the height of the FFUs above it.

From committing field research, we found that the root
cause of overcontamination resulted from the movement of
the AAM that rubbed against each other and released tiny
particles. The trivial cause is particles from several activities
of the operators outside the AAM and the production line.
The factory resolved the problem by implementing vacuum
cleaners or particle suction tools into themachines to suction
the particles out of the AAMmachine.Thismethod is a waste
of budget and energy since it is solving the problems at the
rear endwhich is not a sustainable solvingmethod.Therefore,
these research results not only solve problems at the causes in
a sustainable and economical manner but also save costs as
well.

In the factory, there were many pieces of machin-
ery installed next to each other in the production line
(Figure 1(a)), each having its own FFUs installed above it. If
CFD is used to simulate the airflow above and around all
of these machines, taking into account the different heights
of the FFUs above them, we are fairly sure that the level of
contamination can be reduced even further.

5. Conclusion

An automate assembly machine (AAM) used to manufacture
the head stack assembly (HSA) of a hard disk drive factory

met the contamination problem resulting in production of
HSA that did not meet standards and needs solving. The
factory required that, in the problem-solving process, all
machines must not be stopped. Tools and equipment should
be those that the factory already owns. Experimentalmethods
that are simple and easy to transfer to the factory’s engineers
should be used. We proposed a problem solver by using
the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to simulate the
airflow inside the AAM and validate the CFD results using
an anemometer and sewing threads. CFD results showed
the airflow and particle trace, letting us know that the air
flowing out of the fan filter units (FFUs), or the FFUs air
speed is in the range of 0.50–0.70m/s. This range that the
factory uses is inappropriate and is too fast resulting in
contamination problems. We recommended the factory to
slow the rate of the FFU’s air speed down to be in the
range of 0.35–0.65m/s, which is already confirmed by the
CFD analysis that this method can block out particles from
outside flowing inside of the AAM, and purge away particles
from the inside to the outside effectively. Accelerating the
FFUs air speed over the recommended range not only causes
contamination problems but also is a waste of energy. We
also found that the optimal range of FFUs air speed for
the AAM was not the same as those for other pieces of
machinery. This was most likely due to their different shape
and function as well as the different height of the FFUs above
each of them. The factory adapted our recommendations for
usage and found that yield was increased.The research results
not also resolved the AAM contamination problems in a
sustainable and economical manner but also saved energy as
well.

Nomenclature

AAM: Automated assembly machine
FFU: Fan filter unit
HGA: Head gimbal assembly𝑑𝑝: Diameter of particle (m)𝐹𝑠: External force (N)𝐿: Length scale (m)𝑡: Time (s)𝑢𝑝: Velocity of particle (m/s)
𝜌𝑝: Density of particle (kg/m3)
CFD: Computational fluid dynamics
HDD: Hard disk drive
HSA: Head stack assembly𝐹𝐷: Drag force (N)𝑔: Gravity (m/s2)𝑃: Pressure (Pa)𝑢𝑓: Velocity of fluid (m/s)
𝜌𝑓: Density of fluid (kg/m3)
]: Viscosity of fluid.
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The assessment of risky linguistic variables has significant applications inmultiattribute groupdecision problems.This paper focuses
on risky multicriteria group decision making using linguistic variable assessment and proposes a new model which considers
various and differential psychological behavior and the ambiguity of linguistic variable assessment across multicriteria risks. Based
on the cloud prospect value assessment, this paper proposes a cloud prospect value aggregation method and consensus degree
measurement. An improved feedback adjustment mechanism based on regret theory is employed as the consistency model, which
complements prospect theory. The three theoretical methods together constitute the core elements of the proposed CPD (cloud
prospect value consensus degree decision) model. The feasibility and validity of the new decision making model are demonstrated
with a numerical example, and feedback performance was compared with conventional direct feedback. The proposed CPD
approach satisfies given consistency threshold of 0.95 and 0.98 after three and four feedback loops, respectively. Compared to
the proposed CPD method, direct feedback approach needs seven and ten feedback loops under the same threshold, respectively,
which shows that the proposed model increases efficiency and accuracy of group decision making and significantly reduces time
cost.

1. Introduction

Multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) is an important
part of modern decision science [1, 2]. Group decision
making under multicriteria risk refers to decision problems
whose criteria are random variables; that is, the criteria
values change with the uncertain environment [3, 4]. The
uncertainty is considered as risk under various states whose
probabilities are known or measurable [5].

Many real-life decision making problems, such as invest-
ments, are group decision problems with multicriteria risk,
often with a variety of uncertain factors and multiple uncer-
tain states corresponding to multiple probabilities. Stock
investment selection and decision making do not have exact
attribute values due to the complex and uncertain environ-
ment with vagueness, ambiguity, and randomness.

Due to the complexity of the limited knowledge and
decision maker (DM) perceptions, many alternative rank-
ings occur for the uncertainty and randomness of the
attribute value(s) [6]. According to their experience or related
knowledge, DMs conduct fuzzy linguistic evaluations, such
as “very poor,” “poor,” “fair,” “good,” and “very good.”
Prospect theory [7] considers DM psychological factors,
which effectively corrects theirmaximumsubjective expected
utility, and has been successfully applied to individual [8, 9]
and group [10–12] decision making. Therefore, to find the
most desirable alternative or rank feasible alternatives to
support decision making, it is critical to transform uncertain
linguistic assessment, which mainly includes crisp or fuzzy
numbers and their deformation.

The traditional technique for order preference by simi-
larity to an ideal solution (TOPSIS) proposed by Hwang and
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Yoon [13] is a widely used crisp number method for classical
MCDM. The TOPSIS method determines a solution with
the shortest distance from the ideal solution and the farthest
distance from the negative-ideal solution. Similar to TOPSIS,
the VIKOR method proposed by Opricovic and Tzeng [14]
considers the degree of closeness to the ideal solution using
an integration function based on close to ideal solution.
However, neither TOPSIS nor VIKOR considers the relative
importance of the distance between two different reference
points.

Fuzzy numbers, derived from fuzzy set theory, have
become a main stream method to represent and handle
uncertain attributes [15–18]. Criteria values include interval
valued fuzzy numbers (IVFNs) [19] and the combination of
the interval numbers fuzzy set and soft set [20]. The fuzzy set
is well suited to dealing with vagueness [21]; for example, the
hesitant fuzzy soft set based on soft and hesitant fuzzy sets has
been successfully applied to group decisions [22].

The cloud theory is the innovation and development
of a membership function for fuzzy set theory [23]. It
transforms the uncertainty qualitative language concept into
quantitative values [24] and has been successfully applied
to data mining [25, 26], intelligent control, and intelligent
algorithm modification [27, 28].

The different knowledge and evidence available to DMs
result in inconsistent evaluations. To obtain the final group
opinion, DMs should coordinate inconsistency in the group
decision making process. An appropriate technique is to
aggregate all the individual fuzzy preference relations and
consistency processing [29, 30], repeatedly modifying the
decision matrix.

Regarding the linguistic variable group decision problem,
DMs usually participate in the decision making process and
provide subjective evaluation in three different stages. The
initial decision matrix is constructed in first stage, and the
criteria weights are determined and incorporated in second
stage. If the initial decisionmatrix fails the consistency check,
the decision making process turns to the third stage and
the initial decision matrix is reconstructed by the DMs. This
process leads to multiple repeated subjective evaluation and
increases computational complexity.

Although some current methods deal with linguistic
variable assessment and provide feedback adjustment to
some extent, some drawbacks remain. On one hand, cur-
rent linguistic variable evaluation can only be applied to
real numbers or triangular fuzzy numbers, which limits its
application to other decision methods [31]. When prospect
theory or related methods cannot be used directly [32], a
transformation from linguistic variables to number values
is required. On the other hand, feedback adjustment gives
DMs little useful guidance to modify the decision matrix
when the group evaluation does not satisfy the consistency
threshold [33]. This modification process is time-consuming
and blind, particularly for risky multicriteria group decision
making.The number of DMmodifications can be reduced by
automatic negotiation, but this can lead to deviation from the
DMs original intention to reach a consensus [22]. In addition,
most groupdecisionmethods handle a single state rather than
multiple states.

Group decisions based on linguistic variables are
widespread in practice. Although the linguistic variables are
processed through triangular fuzzy numbers or fuzzy logic,
the variables are in a single state [11], not the multistate,
which is not risky. For example,Wang and Lee [34] generalize
TOPSIS to fuzzy multiple idea group decision making in
fuzzy environment with single state criteria.

The cloud model introduced in [29] transforms the
uncertainty relationship from qualitative (linguistic variable)
to quantitative, accommodating fuzziness and randomness
of qualitative evaluation. The model integrated two domains
and constructed a mapping relationship between them. The
cloud model is a continuous linguistic variable method [35]
that has been widely used for multicriteria group decision
making [36–38].

Therefore, we propose a method based on combining the
cloudmodel and prospect theory, which integrates the advan-
tages of vagueness and randomness from the cloudmodel and
risk perception from prospect theory. The proposed model
incorporates the cloud prospect value aggregation method
and consensus degree measurement. An improved feedback
adjustment mechanism provides the consistency model. Fol-
lowing Peng and Yang [19], we take full advantage of the
nonexpected utility theory of regret-rejoice to compensate
for the prospect theory. The new feedback adjustment rules
handle DM inconsistency efficiently.

This paper proposes a new group decision making
method that integrates the cloud model, prospect theory,
and regret theory for risky multicriteria group decision
making. Focusing on the group decision problem of mul-
ticriteria risky linguistic variables, we build a method for
the cloud prospect consensus degree of risky multicriteria
group decision making and feedback adjustment regulation.
First, we use the cloud model to convert the uncertain
linguistic variable problem to a risky multicriteria decision
problem. The comprehensive prospect value is calculated,
and the cloud prospect decision matrix of all DMs for all
alternatives is constructed based on prospect theory. Then
the decision matrixes for all DMs are aggregated and their
consistency is measured. Those criteria scoring less than the
acceptable threshold are returned to the DMs with guidance
correction information according to the least regret value,
and DMs modify their decision matrix with this correction
information. Finally, the method sorts the alternatives.

2. Problem Description and Theoretical Basis

Consider the group decision problem of multicriteria risk
with the alternatives sets 𝐴 = {𝑎1, 𝑎2, . . . , 𝑎𝑚}, 𝑚 ≥ 2, and
the associated criteria sets 𝑄 = {𝑞1, 𝑞2, . . . , 𝑞𝑛}, 𝑛 > 2, where
each criterion is mutually independent. The weight vector
of the criteria layer is 𝜔 = {𝜔1, 𝜔2, . . . , 𝜔𝑛}, which satisfies
the constraint ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝜔𝑖 = 1, 𝜔𝑖 ≥ 0, 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛. The
possible natural states 𝑓𝑗 = {𝑓𝑗1 , 𝑓𝑗2 , . . . , 𝑓𝑗𝑠 } of criteria 𝑢𝑗
have probability 𝑝𝑗𝑙 under state 𝑓𝑗𝑙 (1 ≤ 𝑙 ≤ 𝑠). For the
set of DMs 𝐸 = {𝑒1, 𝑒2, . . . , 𝑒𝑡} (𝑡 ≥ 2), 𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙 represents the
linguistic variable evaluation of alternative 𝑎𝑖 under criteria𝑢𝑗 in state 𝑓𝑗𝑙 . We select the optimal scheme ranking under
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a cloud prospect decision framework with a higher level of
consensus degree.

2.1. Cloud Model. The cloud model reflects uncertain phe-
nomena in the field of natural and social sciences. The usual
cloud model [39] includes the complete cloud, left half cloud,
and right half cloud models. It is one of the most powerful
tools for characterizing the linguistic atom. The variates are
assumed to be uniformly normally distributed.The complete
cloud produces qualitative concepts with complete features.
The derivative cloud model adds one or more parameters,
generating a different form of the cloud model, such as
triangular, trapezoidal, Γ, and other clouds. The cloud model
is usually denoted by a cloud droplet, 𝐶(Ex,En,He), where
Ex is the expected value, which reflects the mathematical
expectation of the qualitative concept; En is the entropy,
reflecting the fuzzy qualitative concept; and He is the hyper
entropy, which reflects the randomness of dispersion and the
degree of certainty.

A single cloud droplet does not impact overall cloud
characteristics, but the cloud droplet distribution reflects the
ambiguity and randomness of cloud mapping. For effective
integration of ambiguity and randomness, the universal law
for most basic linguistic values in natural language can be
defined as follows.

Definition 1. Suppose that 𝐶 is the qualitative concept of a
quantitative universe𝑈. For ∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑈, the membership degree,𝜇𝐶(𝑥), of 𝐶 is a stochastic number with a stable random
tendency. The membership degree 𝜇𝐶(𝑥) of 𝑥 is called the
cloud on the universe 𝑈, denoted by 𝐶(𝑈); namely, 𝜇𝐶(𝑥) :𝑈 → [0, 1], ∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑈, for which 𝑥 → 𝜇𝐶(𝑥).
Definition 2. Let 𝐴 be the qualitative concept in the universe𝑈. A random instance 𝑥 in 𝐴, 𝑥 ∈ 𝑈, satisfies 𝑥 ∼ 𝑁(Ex,
En2), En ∼ 𝑁(En,He2). When the certainty degree of 𝑥 can
be expressed as 𝑦 = exp[−(𝑥 − Ex)2/2En2], the distribution
of 𝑥 in 𝑈 is called the normal cloud.

Definition 3. Let 𝐶1(Ex1,En1,He1) and 𝐶2(Ex2,En2,He2) be
one-dimensional normal clouds in𝑈.TheHamming distance
between 𝐶1 and 𝐶2 is defined by

𝐷(𝐶1, 𝐶2) = √𝑑2 (𝐶1, 𝐶2) + 𝑑2 (𝐶1, 𝐶2)2 , (1)

where𝑑 (𝐶1, 𝐶2)= (Ex1 − 3√En21 +He21) − (Ex2 − 3√En22 +He22) ,𝑑2 (𝐶1, 𝐶2)= (Ex1 + 3√En21 +He21) − (Ex2 + 3√En22 +He22) .
(2)

In the decision process, the number of clouds has one-to-
one correspondence with the linguistic variable value in 𝑈.

Therefore,most previous studies have used the golden section
method to generate clouds [36]. However, this approach has
some defects, so we instead use a method that can reinforce
discrimination [38].

2.2. Prospect Decision Theory Based on the Cloud Model. The
cloud model combines uncertainty and ambiguity. Under
the cloud model and prospect decision framework, DMs
evaluate the alternatives against a reference point to estimate
gain or loss and are more sensitive to loss. Prospect theory
was proposed in 1979. The core concept is a prospect value,
which includes a value andweight function,which reflects the
bounded rationality of theDMs in the decision process.Many
empirical studies have found that psychological behavior
plays an important role in decision analysis. Compared with
expected utility theory of uncertainty decision, prospect
decision theory based on the cloud model proposed the
reference point on the basis of the different effect from the
reference point [39].

In prospect decision theory based on the cloud model
(cloud prospect decision theory), a cloud prospect decision
matrix 𝑉𝑘𝑖𝑗 , for alternative 𝑖 of attribute 𝑗, is constructed for
every DM.This matrix is composed of a cloud prospect value
function, V(𝐶), and a cloud prospect value weight, 𝜋(𝑝). The
prospect decision matrix of every DM is

𝑉𝑘𝑖𝑗 = 𝑠∑
𝑙=1

𝑚∑
𝑧=1,𝑧 ̸=𝑖

𝜋𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙 (𝑝𝑗𝑙 ) V (𝐶𝑘𝑧𝑗𝑙) , (3)

where V(𝐶) is formed by the subjective perception of the DMs
[10]:

V (𝐶𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙) = {{{
(𝐷(𝐶𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙, 𝐶𝑘𝑧𝑗𝑙))𝛼 , 𝐶𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙 ≥ 𝐶𝑘𝑧𝑗𝑙−𝜆 (𝐷 (𝐶𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙, 𝐶𝑘𝑧𝑗𝑙))𝛾 , 𝐶𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙 < 𝐶𝑘𝑧𝑗𝑙, (4)

and 𝜋(𝑝) reflects the probability weight function considering
the DM’s risk attitude:

𝜋𝑘𝑖𝑗 (𝑝𝑗𝑙 ) =
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{

(𝑝𝑗𝑙 )𝜏[(𝑝𝑗𝑙 )𝜏 + (1 − 𝑝𝑗𝑙 )𝜏]1/𝜏 , 𝐶𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙 ≥ 𝐶𝑘𝑧𝑗𝑙
(𝑝𝑗𝑙 )𝛿[(𝑝𝑗𝑙 )𝛿 + (1 − 𝑝𝑗𝑙 )𝛿]1/𝛿 , 𝐶𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙 < 𝐶𝑘𝑧𝑗𝑙, (5)

where 𝐶𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙 denotes the cloud evaluation of alternative 𝑖 of
attribute 𝑗 for the 𝑘th DM. Equation (4) suggests that DM𝑘, for the same attribute 𝑗 under the same state 𝑙, compares
the size of the cloud droplet for alternatives 𝑖 and 𝑧 (𝑧 ̸=𝑖) and calculates the distance between the cloud droplets,𝐷(𝐶𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙, 𝐶𝑘𝑧𝑗𝑙). The parameters 0 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 1, 0 ≤ 𝛾 ≤ 1, which
represent the degree of concavity and convexity, respectively,
of the regional value function for gains and losses, control the
value function, V(𝐶𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙), of the DM’s subjective perception. 𝜆 is
the loss aversion coefficient. When 𝜆 > 1, the DM is more
sensitive to loss, that is, loss averse.
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Figure 1: Effect of 𝛿 on the weight function 𝜋(𝑥).
The probability weight is the subjective judgment

depending on the possibility 𝑃 of certain events. The risk
attribute coefficients 𝜏 and 𝛿 control the curvature of the
prospect weight function. 𝜋(𝑃) is the monotone increasing
function of probability 𝑃. When 𝑃 is very small, the DM
could overestimate the slight probability of a given incident.
When 𝑃 is large, 𝜋(𝑃) < 𝑃, illustrating that DMs overlook
large probability events [39]. Equation (5) shows that, for the
same attribute 𝑗 under the same state 𝑙, when the linguistic
evaluation value 𝐶𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙 of alternative 𝑖 is greater than that of
alternative 𝑧, the weight function is controlled by 𝜏, which
represents the risk revenue attribute coefficient. Larger 𝜏
means more adventurous DM behavior. In contrast, 𝛿 is the
risk loss attribute coefficient, and Figure 1 shows the effect of𝛿 on 𝜋(𝑥).

Prospect theory states that DMs measure the gain or
loss according to the distance between the result and the
expectation, which is sensitive to the selection of reference
points. Equations (4) and (5) use dynamic reference points,
which may contain both loss and income, unlike fixed
reference points that include only one of these factors. An
erroneous selection could lead to deviation in the overall
results.

3. Cloud Prospect Group Decision Model

Group decisions are affected by knowledge and preferences,
and decisions may have to incorporate serious differences
of opinion. On the basis of the cloud model and prospect
decision theory, we constructed a prospect value consistency
model that includes the cloud prospect value consistency
degree and feedback regulation by integrating the complete
decision procedure committed to solving the group decision
making for the risky multiattribute linguistic variable assess-
ment problem. Combining the randomness and ambiguity
of uncertain linguistic variable assessment with DM risk

attitude and bounded rationality of psychological behavior,
the proposed cloud prospect decision (CPD) making model
integrates the theoretical advantages of the cloud model and
prospect theory.

Aggregation, consistency measurement, and consistency
model are the three essential factors of the proposed CPD
model, based on the cloud prospect value method. We
propose an aggregation method reflecting the concentration
trend and cloud prospect consensus degree measurement.
The proposed improved feedback adjustablemechanism, that
is, the consistencymodel based on regret theory, compensates
for prospect theory. The three theoretical methods together
constitute the core and innovation of the proposed CPD
model.

3.1. Cloud Prospect Decision (CPD) Making. The proposed
CPD model aggregates the DMs and constructs a prospect
value consensus degree through two procedures. Essentially,
it aggregates DMs and attribute levels. DM aggregation
provides a comprehensive decision result for each alternative𝑖 and attribute 𝑗 for multiple DMs based on the average
decision value. Based on the cloud model, CPD operates at
the DM level using a set of consistency thresholds to provide
a preliminary correction scheme.

(1) Aggregation. Experts from a variety of professions and
preferences contribute to a decision under a complicated
and uncertain environment, which is the origin of the
group decision. With many correlate indicators to consider,
reducing and eliminating the criteria subjective weights has a
significant role in reaching a high consensus degree for the
decision. Therefore, the discrepant preference information
of individual assessment, 𝑉𝑘𝑖𝑗 , should be aggregated to a
collective assessment, 𝑉𝑐𝑖𝑗.

The aggregation operatormust satisfy the following prop-
erties:

(a) If all the assessments are the same, then the final group
assessment is any one of them.

(b) The integration results are independent of the order
of the experts.

(c) The group assessment opinions are the concentration
trend of individual opinions.

Group assessment opinionmainly depends on the concentra-
tion trend of personal opinions.Therefore, a reasonable indi-
vidual assessment integration method requires the average
of multiple expert opinions. We calculate the cloud prospect
decision matrix, 𝑉𝑘𝑖𝑗 , for each DM:

𝑉𝑐𝑖𝑗 = ∑𝑡𝑘=1 𝑉𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑡 , (6)

where 𝑡 is the total number of the DMs. We use the cloud
prospect decision matrix to construct the decision matrix for
each alternative for each DM and extract the decision matrix
for all the DMs according to the alternatives.

Finally, we use (6) to obtain 𝑉𝑐𝑖𝑗 for each alternative 𝑖 and
attribute 𝑗.
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(2) Cloud Prospect Value Consistency Measurement. Classi-
cally, consensus is defined as the full and unanimous agree-
ment of all decisionmakers regarding all possible alternatives
[40]. However, complete agreement is not always necessary in
real situations. Therefore, to obtain the maximum consensus
degree amongDMs on the solution set of alternatives [41], we
build a CPD model:

CPD (𝑉𝑘𝑖 )
= √ 1𝑛 𝑛∑𝑗=1( 𝑉𝑘𝑖𝑗 − 𝑉𝑐𝑖𝑗{[max𝑔 (𝑉𝑘𝑖𝑔 − 𝑉𝑐𝑖𝑔) −min𝑔 (𝑉𝑘𝑖𝑔 − 𝑉𝑐𝑖𝑔)] + 𝜀} ∗ 𝑛)

2, (7)

where 𝜀 is a correction coefficient, usually assigned a value of
1; and 𝑔 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛. The CPD of alternative 𝑖 for all DMs is

CPD (𝑎𝑖) = 1 − 1𝑡 𝑡∑
𝑘=1

CPD (𝑉𝑘𝑖 ) . (8)

Let the consensus degree threshold of CPD for group deci-
sions be 𝛽. If CPD(𝑎𝑖) < 𝛽, then adjust 𝑎𝑖 to minimize CPD
and adjust the alternatives.

3.2. Feedback Regulation Mechanism. When the CPD does
not satisfy the acceptable threshold𝛽, the feedback regulation
aims to provide corresponding adjustment suggestions to
guide DM’s correction. This feedback adjustment is intended
to improve the efficiency of sorting decision schemes. The
targeted adjustment alternative is selected by the regret-
rejoice model [8]. Prospect theory makes full use of the
bounded rationality and risk aversion of decision makers.
Contrasting with the collective decision, there will be dis-
parity between different assessments which will cause regret
(loss) or rejoice (gain). Therefore, we take advantage of the
regret concept for feedback and adjust the scheme with the
known inconsistency information. Regret theory [42, 43]
assumes that the DMs pay attention not only to results
obtained by choosing alternatives but also to the outcome of
other alternatives and avoid choosing alternatives that will
make them regret.

Regret theory has been successfully applied for invest-
ment choice [44, 45] and decisionmaking [42] and has shown
that anticipated disutility from regret can have a potent effect
on DMs. Thus, regret increases the regret averse attitude of
an expert’s willingness to adjust the scheme’s assessment after
knowing the difference between individual evaluation and
collective evaluation until the optimal alternative ranking
is finally achieved. The feedback adjustment information
enables reevaluation at different state levels and includes four
steps.

(1) Calculate Regret-Rejoice Value. Using 𝑉𝑘𝑖𝑗 , calculate the
disparity between the individual and collective decision
matrixes. The regret-rejoice value is

𝑅 (Δ𝑉) = 1 − 𝑒−𝜉Δ𝑉, (9)

Δ𝑉 = 𝑉𝑘𝑖𝑗 − 𝑉𝑐𝑖𝑗, (10)
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Figure 2: Effect of 𝛾 on the regret-rejoice value.

where 𝜉 is the DM risk aversion coefficient. Larger 𝜉 implies
greater degree of DM risk aversion. Equation (10) denotes
the difference between the prospect value of alternative 𝑎𝑖
and attribute 𝑢𝑗 for DM 𝑘. When 𝑅(Δ𝑉) > 0, 𝑅(Δ𝑉)
denotes rejoice, and when 𝑅(Δ𝑉) < 0, 𝑅(Δ𝑉) denotes
regret [19]. Similar to prospect theory, the DM is more
sensitive to negative than to positive prospect, derived from
psychological perception. Figure 2 shows the effect of 𝜉 on𝑅(Δ𝑉).
(2) Lock the Feedback Scheme. Choose the minimum regret-
rejoice value as the amended attribute of the adjustment
alternative:

min𝑅 (Δ𝑉) = {{{{{{{{{
min𝑅 (Δ𝑉) 𝑅 (Δ𝑉) < 0
or

min𝑅 (Δ𝑉) 𝑅 (Δ𝑉) > 0. (11)

Assuming 𝑉𝑐𝑖𝑗 to be the authoritative benchmark of the
prospect value, when Δ𝑉0 < 0, smaller values imply larger
disparity between the individual and group prospect value
matrixes. Smaller 𝑅(Δ𝑉) implies more regret the DM feels
for the evaluation, and larger 𝑅(Δ𝑉) implies more desirable
individual adjustment of the evaluation value.

Similarly, when 𝑅(Δ𝑉) ≥ 0, larger values imply more
satisfaction with the individual decision, and the DM often
rejoices over underestimating the value of the alternative on
the surface. However, they have known the defect of the
alternative, so, the less desirable adjust the prospect value
decision matrix of the alternative. Thus, they will keep the
original assessment.

(3) Calculate Guidance Information for Feedback Adjustment.
Compute the cloud prospect values from (3)–(5). When the
feedback correction of prospect value matrix 𝑉𝑘𝑖𝑗 is locked,
the target correction matrix is determined. If the prospect
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Figure 3: Group decision structure under the proposed cloud prospect and regret feedback procedure.

value 𝑉𝑘𝑖𝑗 > 𝑉𝑐𝑖𝑗, then DM 𝑘 should reduce 𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙. Otherwise, the
equality in (13) indicates that the DM could refuse to correct𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙.

If 𝑉𝑘𝑖𝑗 < 𝑉𝑐𝑖𝑗, then DM 𝑘 should increase 𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙:
if 𝑉𝑘𝑖𝑗 > 𝑉𝑐𝑖𝑗, then (𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙) ≤ 𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙; (12)

if 𝑉𝑘𝑖𝑗 = 𝑉𝑐𝑖𝑗, then (𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙) = 𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙; (13)

if 𝑉𝑘𝑖𝑗 < 𝑉𝑐𝑖𝑗, then (𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙) ≥ 𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙, (14)

where (𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙) is the linguistic evaluation value after adjust-
ment.

CPD provides a complete feedback regulation mech-
anism. It determines the consensus degree of the group
decision at the alternative level and determines the program
to be modified by comparing the CPD of all alternatives.
CPD subdivides alternatives into attributes and confirms
the attribute with the minimum regret-rejoice value. The
feedback regulation of (12)–(14) ensures that the DMs are
directed to reevaluate the alternatives and repeat all the
procedures until all the alternatives satisfy 𝛽. The DMs can
also refuse to reevaluate their decisions. Figure 3 shows the
CPD model; Figure 4 shows the DM feedback regulation.

3.3. Decision Procedure. Under the multicriteria group deci-
sion environment, the group decision procedure based on
prospect theory and the cloud model is as follows:

(1) The linguistic variables are transformed into a normal
cloud model: following the DM linguistic evaluation
criteria, the corresponding cloud model is combined
with the effective universe, 𝑈 = [𝑋min, 𝑋max], as
discussed in Section 3.1.

(2) A cloud prospect decision matrix is constructed for
each alternative: the cloud prospect decision matrix,(𝑉𝑘𝑖𝑗 )𝑚×𝑛, is calculated for eachDMfor each alternative
and attribute following (1)–(5).

(3) The cloud prospect decision matrixes are aggregated:
we calculate the cloud prospect decisionmatrix of the
group based on each DM’s cloud prospect decision
matrix.

(4) Compute the CPD: the consensus degree, CPD(𝑒𝑘),
is calculated for each DM. For a cloud prospect
consensus degree threshold 𝛽, when CPD ≥ 𝛽 for all
alternatives or the DM refuses to correct 𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙, proceed
to Step (6); otherwise, proceed to Step (5).

(5) Control feedback: calculate the regret or rejoice value
for all the alternatives for different criteria following
(9) and (10). Lock feedback for the criteria with the
minimum regret-rejoice value using (11) and provide
correction and instruction information to the DMs
using (12)–(14).

(6) Calculate weights to maximize deviation: the differ-
ence between individual and collective experts affects
criteria weights. Maximizing deviation makes use
of individual and group outputs to maximize this
difference. Some criteria play an important role in
the sorting of the schemes and should be endowed
a larger weight coefficient. Therefore, in addition to
the basic constraints, ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝜔𝑗 = 1, we add reasonable
constraints to obtain optimal weight coefficients𝜔∗ =(𝜔∗1 , 𝜔∗2 , . . . , 𝜔∗𝑛 ):

max𝑊 = 𝑚−1∑
𝑖=1

𝑚∑
𝑘=𝑖+1

𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝑉𝑐𝑖𝑗 − 𝑉𝑐𝑘𝑗 ⋅ 𝜔𝑗. (15)
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Table 1: Linguistic prospect decision matrix of 𝑒1∗.𝑞1 𝑞2 𝑞3 𝑞4𝑓11 𝑓12 𝑓13 𝑓14 𝑓15 𝑓21 𝑓22 𝑓23 𝑓24 𝑓25 𝑓31 𝑓32 𝑓33 𝑓34 𝑓35 𝑓41 𝑓42 𝑓43 𝑓44 𝑓45𝑎1 2 2 2 3 3 2 1 3 2 2 3 5 1 3 4 1 2 4 3 5𝑎2 2 3 1 5 2 1 3 1 4 2 2 3 3 5 3 2 2 3 2 3𝑎3 3 1 3 2 4 2 1 4 2 4 2 4 1 5 4 2 1 3 3 5𝑝 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.05 0.1 0.6 0.15 0.1 0.07 0.25 0.35 0.2 0.13 0.15 0.15 0.3 0.2 0.2
∗𝑒 represents the first DM;𝑓means the natural state; 𝑝 represents the occurrence probability of the attribute; 𝑞1–𝑞4 represent the four attributes of alternatives;
𝑎1–𝑎3 mean the three alternatives.

(7) Compute the comprehensive prospect value: given
the attribute weights 𝜔𝑗, 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛, for the DMs,
we compute the comprehensive prospect value of
each based on the comprehensive prospect value.The
optimal alternative with the greatest comprehensive
prospect value is

𝑉𝑖 = 𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝜔𝑗𝑉𝑐𝑖𝑗, 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑚. (16)

4. Numerical Analysis and Discussion

Investment in shipping vessels is one of the most important
business activities in international shipping and involves large

amounts of money, a long investment recovery period, and a
significant risk level.

Consider a ship owner who intends to invest in one of
three dry cargo ships: 𝑎1 is a bulk carrier, 𝑎2 is a container
ship, and 𝑎3 is a multipurpose ship. DMs evaluate the direct
(𝑢1), indirect (𝑢2), social benefit (𝑢3), and pollution loss (𝑢4).
Each of these four criteria is divided into five possible natural
states: 𝑓𝑗1 = very good, 𝑓𝑗2 = good, 𝑓𝑗3 = fair, 𝑓𝑗4 = poor, and𝑓𝑗5 = very poor. Then attribute 𝑄 has occurrence probability𝑃 under natural state 𝑓, and the linguistic evaluation set𝑆 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} represents {very poor, poor, fair, good, very
good}, respectively. Three experts from marketing, finance,
and industry make independent linguistic evaluations, as
shown in Tables 1–3.
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Table 2: Linguistic prospect decision matrix of 𝑒2.𝑞1 𝑞2 𝑞3 𝑞4𝑓11 𝑓12 𝑓13 𝑓14 𝑓15 𝑓21 𝑓22 𝑓23 𝑓24 𝑓25 𝑓31 𝑓32 𝑓33 𝑓34 𝑓35 𝑓41 𝑓42 𝑓43 𝑓44 𝑓45𝑎1 3 4 2 1 3 4 2 5 2 1 3 4 2 1 3 2 3 2 1 4𝑎2 2 4 1 5 2 1 3 2 1 4 2 5 3 1 2 4 3 2 1 4𝑎3 4 2 1 5 3 2 1 4 2 1 5 3 2 1 4 2 1 2 3 5𝑝 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.35 0.1 0.15 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.2 0.1

Table 3: Linguistic prospect decision matrix of 𝑒3.𝑞1 𝑞2 𝑞3 𝑞4𝑓11 𝑓12 𝑓13 𝑓14 𝑓15 𝑓21 𝑓22 𝑓23 𝑓24 𝑓25 𝑓31 𝑓32 𝑓33 𝑓34 𝑓35 𝑓41 𝑓42 𝑓43 𝑓44 𝑓45𝑎1 2 4 3 1 5 2 3 4 1 2 5 3 2 1 4 2 5 1 3 4𝑎2 4 2 1 5 3 2 5 4 1 2 3 5 4 1 2 1 2 3 5 4𝑎3 4 1 3 2 5 2 2 2 1 4 2 3 5 4 1 4 3 5 1 2𝑝 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.1

Table 4: Numerical characteristics of cloud model.

Cloud model 𝐸𝑥 𝐸𝑛 𝐻𝑒𝐶+2(𝐸𝑥+2, 𝐸𝑛+2, 𝐻𝑒+2) 10 2.0604 0.1309𝐶+1(𝐸𝑥+1, 𝐸𝑛+1, 𝐻𝑒+1) 3.82 1.2733 0.0809𝐶0(𝐸𝑥0, 𝐸𝑛0, 𝐻𝑒0) 0 0.7869 0.05𝐶−1(𝐸𝑥−1, 𝐸𝑛−1, 𝐻𝑒−1) −3.82 1.2733 0.0809𝐶−2(𝐸𝑥−2, 𝐸𝑛−2, 𝐻𝑒−2) −10 2.0604 0.1309

The optimal dry cargo ship investment decision is made
following the proposed CPD procedures described above:

(a) Linguistic variable transformation: the linguistic eval-
uation set is transformed to five cloud models on
the universe 𝑈 = [−10, 10], that is, {𝐶+2, 𝐶+1, 𝐶0,𝐶−1, 𝐶−2}. The numerical characteristics of the five
clouds are shown in Table 4

(b) Producing the cloud prospect decision matrix: the
cloud prospect decision matrix of individual 𝑉𝑘 and
group 𝑉𝑐 is created following Steps (2) and (3). To
obtain better distinction, we set 𝛼 = 𝛾 = 0.88, 𝜆 =2.25, 𝜏 = 0.61, and 𝛿 = 0.69, (in the following
matrixes, 0.0000 denotes a very small value, not
necessarily 0):

𝑉1 = (0.7403 0.0142 0.1547 0.00001.0000 1.0000 0.0002 1.00000.0017 0.0000 1.0000 0.0005)

𝑉2 = (0.7647 0.0000 1.0000 1.00001.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.00340.0193 0.0250 0.0018 0.0000) ,

𝑉3 = (0.0010 0.6907 0.2891 0.57860.0617 0.0000 0.1350 1.00001.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000) ,
𝑉𝐶 = (−8.7761 −10.1200 −5.5585 −6.1984−7.1995 −4.9391 −11.5442 −3.2871−9.7045 −7.5947 −6.6376 −12.4365) .

(17)

(c) Aggregation and consistency measurement: individ-
ual and group CPDs are calculated based on a con-
sensus degree threshold of 𝛽 = 0.9 following Step (4),
using (7) and (8).The original CPDof each alternative
is listed in the second column of Figure 5, where
the cylinders denote that the consistency degree
threshold was satisfied, that is, passes consistency;
and dashed rectangles represent a consistency degree
below the lower limit, which do not pass the check.
Although consistency does not meet the threshold
in the solid rectangles, this iteration is temporarily
permitted. To achieve a higher consistency threshold,
all the alternatives iteratively proceed to feedback
adjustment until reaching 0.98 threshold. The blue
background graphic denotes the feedback adjusted
attribute

(d) Feedback adjustment: following the feedback mech-
anism of Step (5), we compute the original CPD of
each alternative, and 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 both do not reach
the consistent degree threshold, 0.9. Since 𝑎1 has the
smallest CPD, we lock scheme 𝑎1 as the correction
alternative and then apply feedback control to satisfy
the consistency degree. The specific feedback correc-
tions are shown in Figure 5
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Figure 5: Feedback correction details.

(e) Feedback for alternative 𝑎1: the feedback regulation
mechanism based on regret theory includes the fol-
lowing:

(i) Ualculate Δ𝑉, the difference between the indi-
vidual and collection prospect value.

(ii) Use (10) to provide the psychological gap of
regret or rejoice.

(iii) Calculate the regret-rejoicematrix,𝑅(Δ𝑉), from
(9).

(iv) To better distinguish the effects, we set 𝛾 = 0.5.
Thus,

Δ𝑉1 = ( 2.8345 4.8636 0.0542 −5.72822.4006 −13.8886 5.1601 7.3129−5.2351 9.0249 −5.2142 −1.5846)𝑅 (Δ𝑉1)
= ( 0.7576 0.9121 0.0267 −16.53370.6989 −1036.2413 0.9242 0.9742−12.7022 0.9890 −12.5596 −1.2085 ) .

(18)

(f) Lock the adjustment decision maker: from (11), deci-
sion maker 𝑒2 has the minimum regret-rejoice value
to attribute 𝑞2 (−1036.2413), which has the greatest

disparity relative to the collective DMs and indicates
that DM 𝑒1 feels the maximum regret for attribute𝑞2. Then lock 𝑅2,2 as the adjustment element. Provide
guide information for the feedback adjustment as𝑉𝑘𝑖𝑗 (−24.9475) < 𝑉𝑐𝑖𝑗(−11.0589) and then (𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙) ≥ 𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑙;
then increase 𝑥2,2,3 from 3 to 4 under that state.
After the first correction, the individual and collective
decision matrixes are

(𝑉1)
= (−10.9416 0.8795 −9.5043 −16.6805−5.6409 −14.2913 −12.3644 −6.8879−11.9936 −3.0713 −8.6384 −16.4293)

(𝑉2)
= (−12.0808 −5.9475 −4.3984 1.1145−14.0602 −6.8756 −10.7037 −6.5837−10.0540 1.4445 −12.3211 −22.2397) ,

(𝑉3)
= (−19.0112 −1.0340 −18.4154 −7.7830−9.8505 −16.5835 −11.5341 −8.23580.8503 −0.8133 −7.6361 −28.3345) ,
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Table 5: Consensus for the proposed regret-rejoice feedback.

Consistency threshold Round Consistency Feedback loops Stop iteration𝛽 = 0.9 1 0.8982 0 No𝛽 = 0.9 2 0.9112 1 Yes𝛽 = 0.95 3 0.9365 2 No𝛽 = 0.95 4 0.9506 3 Yes𝛽 = 0.98 5 0.9837 4 Yes

Table 6: Consensus for direct feedback.

Consistency threshold Round Consistency Feedback loops Stop iteration𝛽 = 0.9 1 0.8982 0 No𝛽 = 0.9 2 0.8991 1 No𝛽 = 0.9 3 0.9040 2 Yes𝛽 = 0.95 4 0.9054 3 No𝛽 = 0.95 5 0.9257 4 No𝛽 = 0.95 6 0.9321 5 No𝛽 = 0.95 7 0.9435 6 No𝛽 = 0.95 8 0.9508 7 Yes𝛽 = 0.98 9 0.9425 8 No𝛽 = 0.98 10 0.9739 9 No𝛽 = 0.98 11 0.9563 10 No

(𝑉𝑐)
= (−14.0112 −2.0340 −10.7727 −7.7830−9.8505 −12.5835 −11.5341 −7.2358−7.0658 −0.8133 −9.5318 −22.3345) .

(19)

(g) First round of feedback adjustment results: after
adjusting alternative 𝑎1, CPD(𝑎1) = 0.9112 and, after
the first feedback adjustment, alternatives 𝑎2 and 𝑎3
both satisfy the threshold 𝛽 = 0.9. The CPDs of
all the three alternatives are improved significantly:
CPD(𝑎2) = 0.9216 and CPD(𝑎3) = 0.9341. Thus,
the first feedback causes the consistency degree of
alternatives 𝑎1, 𝑎2, and 𝑎3 to increase by 1.45%, 2.45%,
and 3.42%, respectively

(h) High degree of consensus: to improve degree of
consensus, we increased the consensus threshold to𝛽 = 0.95, requiring a further feedback. Comparing
the three alternative CPDs, 𝑎1 was further locked,
and after the second feedback all the schemes except𝑎2 satisfied the higher threshold. Assuming that the
consistency was 0.98, we repeated the procedure in
procedure (e), and the iteration stopped. Figure 5
shows the detailed feedback and consistency degrees

(i) Calculating criteria weights: from Step (6), the model
is
max 𝑍= 2.1392𝜔1 + 1.4769𝜔2 + 1.7881𝜔3+ 2.0539𝜔4

s.t.
4∑
𝑗=1

𝜔𝑗 = 1
0.15 ≤ 𝜔1 ≤ 0.20.3 ≤ 𝜔2 ≤ 0.5𝜔1 ≤ 𝜔4 ≤ 𝜔20 < 𝜔3 ≤ 𝜔4,

(20)

which provides attribute weights 𝜔 = [0.2, 0.3, 0.2001,
0.2999], and, from (16), 𝑉 = (−7.8111, −7.7813,−7.6412)

Thus, following the maximizing principle, the optimal
alternative is 𝑎3 (multipurpose ship) and then 𝑎2 (container
ship), and the worst prospect value is 𝑎1 (bulk carrier).

The proposed CPD method uses feedback adjustment,
whereby the DMs are presented with specific feedback.
The high efficiency of the proposed method is evident by
comparison with direct feedback, which is the comparison
of individual and group prospect decision matrices (see
(12)–(14)). Consider alternative 𝑎1 as an example, where origi-
nal CPD=0.8982. Table 5 shows the variation of an increasing
consistency degree with regret-rejoice feedback, and Table 6
shows the case for direct feedback. Direct feedback requires
twice the feedback to achieve the given thresholds (𝛽 =0.9); that is, the improvement of consensus degree increases
slowly. Direct feedback, after 8 feedback loops, obtains a high
consensus degree, 𝛽 = 0.95. However, using regret theory of
feedback thought, after three loops of correction, CPD has
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a higher consensus degree of 0.9506, which satisfies a higher
threshold beforehand. Again, compared to the proposedCPD
method, if 𝛽 = 0.98, the regret feedback adjustment reaches
the threshold after 4 feedback loops, whereas the direct
feedback has still not reached the threshold after 10 feedback
loops.Thus, the proposed CPDmethod shows high efficiency
for the regret feedback mechanism

Consistency after regret-rejoice feedback is always
improved, but consistency after direct feedback does not
always increase; for example, the eighth feedback decreases.
This unstable trend reduces efficiency and greatly increases
the complexity of group decision making.

Thus, the proposed regret feedback method significantly
reduces the number of corrections which reduces time costs
and increases decision making efficiency.

5. Conclusion

We proposed a new method to address the problem of risky
multiattribute group decisions, where group decisionmaking
is under a complicated and ambiguous environment. The
decision attribute varies within an uncertain environment
that changes with the situation. We propose formulating the
group decision making process as a fuzzy linguistic variable
evaluation and constructed a cloud prospect aggregation
method, consistency measurement, and feedback mecha-
nism for the consistency model. The proposed CPD model
incorporates the advantages of the cloud model randomness
and vagueness, prospect theory sensitivity to loss, and risk
aversion based on a regret feedback mechanism to provide
an organic cloud prospect consistency degree method. This
fusion approach not only ensures group decision consistency
but also guides the DMs to correct the decision matrix
through an efficient feedback adjustment mechanism. The
proposed method was verified by an algorithm example,
showing the efficiency of feedback loops, consistency, and so
forth.
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Open source design (OSD) is an emergingmode of product design. In OSD process, how to select right tasks directly influences the
efficiency and quality of task completion, hence impacting thewhole evolution process ofOSD. In this paper, designer’s bidirectional
behavior of task selection integrating passive selection based on website recommendation and autonomous selection is modeled.
First, the model of passive selection behavior by website recommendation is proposed with application of collaborative filtering
algorithm, based on a three-dimensional matrix including information of design agents, tasks, and skills; second, the model of
autonomous selection behavior is described in consideration of factors such as skill and incentive; third, the model of bidirectional
selection behavior is described integrating the aforementioned two selection algorithms. At last, contrast simulation analysis of
bidirectional selection, passive selection based on website recommendation, and autonomous selection is proposed with ANOVA,
and results show that task selection behavior has significant effect on OSD evolution process and that bidirectional selection
behavior is more effective to shorten evolution cycle according to the experiment settings. In addition, the simulation study testifies
the model of bidirectional selection by describing the task selection process of OSD in microperspective.

1. Introduction

Open source design (OSD), also called mass collaborative
product development (MCPD), is an emerging design mode
in recent years. In OSD process, many volunteer designers
with different knowledge autonomously contribute to prod-
uct development, as well as product creation, design, test,
and even popularization by means of open network platform
[1]. OSD is in rapid development with advantage of high
innovation, low cost, and high customer satisfaction. Thus,
OSD gradually becomes an important complementary mode
of traditional collaborative product development (CPD) [2].
Different from the top-down organization mode of tradi-
tional CPD, the organization of OSD is in bottom-up self-
organized structure, and OSD including organization and
project/product is in continuous evolution [3]. Moreover,
OSD canmake full use of the emergence of design originality,

as well as sharing in technology, resource, and knowledge
between designers.

At present, Open Source Software (OSS) is the most
successful application of OSD, and some open source com-
munities (OSC) that coexist with OSS are in effective opera-
tion like Linux, Apache, Mozilla, and so on [4]. Meanwhile,
OSD has been applied in industrial product design [5].
By this mode, the new product originality or CAD model
is released to public by volunteer designers or enterprises,
and many OSC members will complete it collaboratively by
Internet. New ideas and products are constantly emerging
in some famous innovation OSC such as Open Source Car,
Prosthetics Project, and Lego Mindstorms [6–8]. These cases
show that OSD is influencing product design mode deeply
and comprehensively.

In OSD process, task selection is an important phase,
in which designers endeavor to select appropriate tasks
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to promote design process effectively. If this phase is not
worked well, it may be a bottleneck that restricts efficiency
and quality of task execution. To select matched tasks from
numerous candidates, designers perform selection behaviors
in consideration of many relevant subjective and objective
factors, such as individual preference, technical ability, and
motivators. However, there is little research on task selection
of OSD process. On this aspect, designers’ behaviors are
described effectively and expressly from microperspectives
in detail by theory of Complex Adaptive System (CAS) and
agent modeling [9]. As a result, task selection behavior of
designers in OSD process is studied based on CAS in this
paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
related work on task selection study of OSD and related
area is discussed. In Section 3, bidirectional behavior of
task selection integrating passive and autonomous selection
methods is proposed. In Section 4, simulation experiments
based on an engineering design case of cell phone are
designed, and related simulations are carried out to make
contrastive analysis of different selection behaviors and
analyze designers’ bidirectional behaviors of task selection
during OSD process frommicroscopic view. In Section 5, the
highlights and future work are represented.

2. Related Work

In OSD process, it is a key point to select tasks matched to
designers, which can improve the efficiency and success rate
of open source project. However, there is little research on
designers’ task selection behaviors in OSD with quantitative
model and algorithm. As regards to selection problem,
there are abundant researches such as recommendation and
task allocation. Therefore, relative studies on web service
recommendation and task allocation are discussed for refer-
ence.

2.1. Research on Web Service Recommendation. The ongoing
rapid expansion of the Internet greatly increases the necessity
of effective recommendation systems for filtering the abun-
dant information [10]. A recommendation system, which is
widely applied in web service such as online shopping, e-
resource services, and social network activities, aims to pro-
vide users with personalized online product or service rec-
ommendations to handle the increasing online information
overload problem [11]. Collaborative filtering (CF) is widely
employed for making web service recommendation [12]. CF-
based web service recommendation, which attempts to pre-
dict what informationwillmeet a user’s needs from the neigh-
borhoods of like-minded people or similar items, aims to
recommend users products, services, resources, and so on, to
best satisfy their requirements [13].There are usually millions
of customers and products in web service recommendation
system, which is similar to OSD system. Hence, the recom-
mendation models such as CF are of great value on task rec-
ommendation research ofOSD.According toweb service rec-
ommendation system, users’ selection behaviors during OSD
process can be described by system’s recommendation algo-
rithm.

2.1.1. Recommendation Research on Online Shopping. To
attract more customers and provide them good service to
select satisfactory products, many e-commerce enterprises,
such as Amazon, develop recommendation systems to rec-
ommend customers products which they probably need [14].

Rodrigues and Ferreira [15] propose a hybrid recom-
mendation system that combines content-based, collabora-
tive filtering, and data mining techniques, to surpass rec-
ommendation difficulties of low efficiency and quality to
provide customer right products. In addition, a novel rec-
ommendation system using collaborative filtering algorithm
is implemented in Apache Hadoop leveraging MapReduce
paradigm for Bigdata, and the Amazon dataset is used for the
product recommendations [16]. Online personalized product
ranking is also extensively discussed in the literature of
recommendation systems and considered beneficial to both
consumers and e-retailers. Zhang et al. [17] propose a new
approach called Ranking with Prediction Uncertainty to
improve the accuracy of personalized product ranking based
on collaborative filtering techniques. Arguing that current
approaches are suboptimal in terms of matching tasks and
contributors’ individual interests and capabilities, Geiger and
Schader [18] advocate the introduction of personalized task
recommendationmechanisms in crowdsourcing information
systems and contribute to a conceptual foundation for the
design of such mechanisms by conducting a systematic
review of the corresponding academic literature. Moreover,
the multicriteria based CF presents a possibility of providing
accurate recommendations by considering the user prefer-
ences in multiple aspects. Hence, Nilashi et al. [19] pro-
pose new recommendation methods using Adaptive Neuro-
Fuzzy Inference Systems (ANFIS) and Self-Organizing Map
(SOM) clustering to improve predictive accuracy of criteria
CF, in which SOM enables generating high quality clusters
of dataset and ANFIS is used for discovering knowledge
(fuzzy rules) from users’ ratings in multicriteria dataset. In
recommendation system, the sparsity problem usually occurs
in the transaction data, which makes it difficult to identify
reliable neighbors, resulting in less effective recommenda-
tions. Therefore, Choi et al. [20] suggest a means to derive
implicit rating information from the transaction data of an
online shopping mall and then propose a new user similarity
function, which computes the user similarity of two users if
they rated similar items, to mitigate the sparsity problem.

2.1.2. Recommendation Research on e-Resource Service. Rec-
ommendation systems are information filtering tools that
aspire to predict the rating for users and items, predominantly
from big data to recommend their likes. This makes recom-
mendation system essentially a central part of e-commerce
applications. In e-resource service area, the emergence of the
online media sharing sites (e.g., YouTube, Youku, and Hulu)
has introduced new challenges in program recommenda-
tion in online networks, and personalized recommendation
services can effectively solve this problem to assist users in
classifying users with similar interests.

Katarya and Verma [21] suggest an improved movie rec-
ommendation system through data clustering and computa-
tional intelligence, applying hybrid of 𝑘-means and cuckoo
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search to the Movielens dataset. However, there is a bot-
tleneck that the amount of available viewing logs and user
friendship networks are too limited to design effective recom-
mendation algorithms.Thus, Li et al. [22] propose a novel rec-
ommendation model which turns to the social networks and
mine user preferences information expressed in microblogs
for evaluating the similarity between online movies and
TV episodes, to bridge the gap between domains of movie
and TV watchers with social network activities. In addition,
Garćıa-Cumbreras et al. [23] present a novel application of
Sentiment Analysis by categorizing users according to the
average polarity of their comments, use these categories as
attributes in CF algorithms, and prove this solution can
provide amore reliable prediction by generating a new corpus
of opinions on movies obtained from the Internet Movie
Database. In consideration of annotation information,Wei et
al. [24] propose a hybrid movie recommendation approach
using tags and rating, to improve recommendation accuracy.
On the other hand, music recommendation is a research
topic of increasing interest since online music platforms have
become rapidly popular. However, some important problems,
such as the difficulty of extracting content information
from music, must be addressed in order to give reliable
recommendations. Sánchez-Moreno et al. [25] propose a rec-
ommendation method based on playing coefficients to deal
with gray sheep and sparsity problems without needing user
attributes, content data, and explicit ratings from users, and
the proposal is proved to outperform the methods that make
use of user attributes. Meanwhile, content personalization
is a long-standing problem for online news services. Bai
et al. [26] study the problem of news personalization by
leveraging usage information that is external to the news
service, propose a novel approach applying user profiles
that are built based on the past interactions of the user
with a web search engine, and extensively test it on real-
world datasets obtained from Yahoo. Resources in cloud
computing platforms such as Amazon, Google AppEngine,
andMicrosoft Azure provide a new space of mobile search to
improve the availability of cloud resources. On this aspect,
Zhao et al. [27] propose a hybrid filtering mechanism to
eliminate irrelevant or less relevant results for personalized
mobile search, which combines content-based filtering and
collaborative filtering to make use of the user’s query history
and communication history of social network.

2.1.3. Recommendation Research on Social Network Activities.
The rapid growth of social network services has produced a
considerable amount of data, called big social data. Big social
data are helpful for improving personalized recommendation
systems because these enormous data have various char-
acteristics. Therefore, many personalized recommendation
systems based on big social data have been proposed.

Seo et al. [28] introduce an appropriate measure to cal-
culate the closeness between users in a social circle, namely,
the friendship strength, proposing a friendship strength-
based personalized recommendation system that recom-
mends topics or interests users might have in multidomain
environments order by analyzing big social data, using Twit-
ter in particular. Based on collaborative filtering methods,

Shahmohammadi et al. [29] propose directed proximity
measures for activity prediction and recommendation both
for pairs of users without any interaction background and
also for user pairs with the activity background and perform
experiments on the dataset of different Facebook activity
networks including like, comment, post, and share networks,
showing that the proposed collaborative methods deal with
the activity prediction.

In social networks, a commonly adopted recommenda-
tion method takes advantage of the tastes of a user’s trust
neighbors and recommends resources which his/her neigh-
bors have bought or evaluated. It will perform poorly for the
inactive users who have few trust neighbors. Social tagging
has become increasingly prevalent on the Internet, which
provides an effective way for users to organize,manage, share,
and search for various kinds of resources. Guo et al. [30] try to
find users’ similar neighbors using tag information which is
not only fromusers’ photos but also from their favorite photos
and the common friend information, propose a group recom-
mendation scheme utilizing users’ trust neighbors and simi-
lar neighbors’ tastes, and do the experiments on a real-world
Flickr dataset and obtain a promising result especially for
inactive users. Zheng and Li [31] investigate the importance
and usefulness of tag and time information when predicting
users’ preference and examine how to exploit such informa-
tion to build an effective resource-recommendation model,
carrying out empirical research with data from a real-world
dataset to show that tag and time information canwell express
users’ taste and that better performances can be achieved if
such information is integrated into collaborative filtering.

With the rapid development of web service technology
and cloud computing environments, more and more service
providers supply web services with the same features. To
solve the service discovery problem, Lin et al. [32] propose
a trustworthy two-phase web service discovery mechanism
based on QoS (Quality of Service) and CF, which discovers
and recommends the neededweb services effectively for users
in the distributed environment, and also solve the problem
of services with incorrect QoS information. In the constantly
changing business environment, organizations must exploit
effective and efficient methods of preserving, sharing, and
reusing knowledge in order to help knowledge workers find
task-relevant information. Hence, Lai and Liu [33] propose
hybrid recommendationmethods based on a knowledge flow
model, which integrates KF mining, sequential rule mining,
and CF techniques to understand knowledge workers’ task-
needs and the ways they reference documents, and recom-
mend codified knowledge.

2.1.4. Cold Start Problem of Collaborative Filtering in Rec-
ommendation System. Although collaborative filtering (CF)
is widely used for recommendation systems, it suffers from
complete cold start (CCS) problem where no rating records
are available and incomplete cold start (ICS) problem where
only a small number of rating records are available for some
new items or users in the system.

Wei et al. [34] propose two recommendation models to
solve the CCS and ICS problems for new items, which are
based on a framework of tightly coupled CF approach and
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deep learning neural network, and the experiment results on
Netflix movie recommendation show the tight coupling of
CF approach and deep learning neural network is feasible
and very effective for cold start item recommendation.Mean-
while, Kim et al. [35] propose a collaborative filteringmethod
to provide an enhanced recommendation quality derived
from user-created tags, in which collaborative tagging is
employed as an approach in order to grasp and filter users’
preferences for items, and experimental results show that the
proposed algorithm offers significant advantages in terms of
both improving the recommendation quality for sparse data
and dealing with cold start users as compared to existing
work. Recommending items to new users generally creates
a sense of belonging and loyalty and encourages them to
frequently utilize recommendation systems. Chen et al. [36]
propose a cold start recommendation method for the new
user that integrates a user model with trust and distrust
networks to identify trustworthy users, whose suggestions
are then aggregated to provide useful recommendations for
cold start new users, and experiments based on the well-
known Epinions dataset demonstrate the efficacy of the
proposed method. Given that the relational characteristics
between items can provide much useful information during
the recommendation process, Lv et al. [37] propose an item
recommendation method based on a domain ontology and
genetic algorithm (GA), obtain data relations between items
by using all the item relations in the ontology and GA,
and utilize the data relations as the basis of the online
top-n item recommendations to solve the cold start prob-
lem.

2.2. Research on Task Allocation. It is a kind of passive
behaviors for customers to select products or services by rec-
ommendation system, which endeavors to provide accurate
recommendations by prediction. Nevertheless, customers
usually surf the web and select products or services on
their own initiative, instead of recommendations by system.
In this case, autonomous selection is an important type of
task selection in OSD. However, there is little research on
autonomous selection of tasks. Compared to autonomous
selection, which is performed personally, task allocation is
usually brought out from an overall perspective of systems
or workflows. In spite of this, the two behaviors are both in
consideration ofmatching attributes between individuals and
tasks. Hence, the research on task allocation is considerable
reference for autonomous selection study. Some research on
task allocation is abstracted as follows.

Ul Hassan and Curry [38] provide a conceptual frame-
work to study theminimum-costmaximumreliability assign-
ment problem with online combinatorial optimization and
online learning on spatial crowdsourcing, which provides
new insights into the combinatorial assignment strategies
when the objective is to maximize reliability and minimize
costs. Brahmbhatt and Camorlinga [39] leverage the existing
similarity between disease epidemics and distributed sys-
tem services and evaluate several factors on the SARS pan-
demics from a CAS perspective, which provides several
insights and inspiration used to develop an algorithm for
the task assignment problem in a distributed system. To

assign workers to tasks effectively, Nembhard and Bentefouet
[40] investigate the operational decision-making processes
including selecting workers from a pool, grouping workers
based on individual characteristics, and assigning groups
to tasks and model worker productivity to include skill
knowledge obtained by learning-by-doing and learning-by-
transfer. To handle scheduling of tasks on heterogeneous
systems, Akbari and Rashidi [41] propose an algorithm
based on multiobjective scheduling cuckoo optimization
algorithm to reduce execution time allowing for maximum
parallelization, which is effectively implemented on a large
number of random graphs and real-world application graphs
with wide range characteristics. On the research of work-
flow execution dynamics in distributed environments, Yun
et al. [42] formulate a generic problem considering both
workflow mapping and task scheduling to minimize the
end-to-end delay of workflows and propose an integrated
solution to improve the workflow performance. Moreover,
Shao et al. [43] study knowledgeworkforce assigning problem
in software projects from three essential project manage-
ment perspectives, timeliness, effectiveness, and efficiency,
explore ideal workforce composites focused on productivity
and quality with different scenarios of workload ratio, and
propose an analytical model and a metaheuristic approach
based on particle swarm optimization. In addition, Brown et
al. [44] conduct a laboratory experiment to examine how task
difficulty and different types of performance feedback (none,
individual, and relative) affect individuals’ selection and find
that participants exhibit a strong better-than-average bias in
assessing their relative skills on easy tasks and a moderate
worse-than-average bias in assessing their relative skills on
difficult tasks. As a multiobjective problem including time,
cost, quality, and risk, the optimal allocation of distributed
manufacturing resources is a challenging task for supply
chain deployment. Zhang et al. [45] present an improved vari-
ant of the Teaching-Learning-Based Optimization algorithm
to concurrently evaluate, select, and sequence the candidate
distributed manufacturing resources allocated to subtasks
comprising the supply chain. Yu et al. [46] incorporate the
synergy effect between products in supplier selection process
and propose a negotiation protocol including combinatorial
procurement auction protocol and multibilateral bargaining
protocol, by which both the purchasing company and sup-
pliers can express their preferences on the synergy effect
between products in negotiation process.

3. Task Selection of Bidirectional Behavior

During OSD process, designers contribute to product design
by performing different and complex behaviors, such as
task setting, release, selection, execution, interruption, col-
laboration, and screening, which directly drive the design
process and influence product evolution as well as OSC
evolution. In the numerous different kinds of behaviors,
task selection behavior is a most essential one. Before task
execution, designers need to select appropriate tasks which
can obviously promote the evolution ofOSD.Otherwise, sub-
sequent execution of tasks, which are selected not matched
to designers, will encounter more difficulties, thus affecting
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quality and efficiency of OSD evolution. As a result, it has
been a key issue on how to select tasks that are effectively
matched to design agents. There are mainly two ways on
task selection in OSD, which are passive selection based on
website recommendation and autonomous selection based
on task information [10, 38]. Although website recom-
mendation provides much convenience to designers while
selecting tasks, it is a type of passive selection behaviors
for designers, by which the recommended tasks may not
fully meet designers’ requirement if the historical data are
sparse or cannot reflect designers’ preference. On the other
hand, autonomous selection based on task information is
a type of behaviors on designers’ own initiative, but this
selection is not effective in the condition of numerous tasks
released in OSD process, which are too many for designers to
autonomously select best matched tasks. Moreover, designers
select tasks often considering both website recommendation
and autonomous selection while contributing to OSD. As a
result, the bidirectional selection behavior in consideration of
both recommendation and autonomous selection is proposed
in this paper. To correctly describe the bidirectional behavior,
the designer is defined as design agent by themethodology of
agent modeling which is proposed in preliminary study [9].
The model of bidirectional selection is built as follows.

3.1. Passive Behavior of Task Selection Based on Website
Recommendation. According to this way, design agent selects
task only based on recommendation service of website. In
this case, the recommendation algorithm for task selec-
tion is key important. There are considerable researches
on recommendation algorithms in related areas such as e-
commerce [10, 11, 14]. In this paper, collaborative filtering
algorithm is applied to recommend tasks to designers, which
describes task recommendationmechanismbased on a three-
dimensional matrix including information on design agent,
task, and skills. In the mechanism, the similarity between
target agent and other design agent is firstly calculated
based on evaluation information of tasks, skill information of
agents, and skill demand information of tasks; secondly, some
design agents are selected as recommendation agents whose
similarities with target agent are relatively higher; thirdly,
tasks which are completed by the recommendation agents
and have not been selected by target agent are chosen into
task recommendation list; then, each evaluation value of the
task list by target agent is predicted, by which the task list is
ordered; at last, a number of tasks which are selected from
highest to lowest based on predicted evaluation values are
recommended to target agent.

3.1.1. Three-Dimensional Matrix for Recommendation. The
three-dimensional matrix is composed of information on
design agent, task, and skill, which includes designer-task 0-
1 matrix, designer-task evaluation matrix, designer-skill 0-1
matrix, designer-skill 0-1 matrix, designer-skill matrix, task-
skill 0-1matrix, and task-skill demand valuematrix, as shown
in Figure 1.

In Figure 1, 𝐷𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛) denotes design agent,
and 𝑛 is the number of design agents; 𝑇𝑗 (𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑚)

denotes the task ofOSD, and𝑚 is the number of tasks; 𝑆𝑘 (𝑘 =1, 2, . . . , 𝑙) denotes the skill item, and 𝑙 is the number of skill
items.𝐷𝑇 = (𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗) (𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗 ∈ {0, 1}) denotes designer-task 0-1
matrix, in which 𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗 = 1 means that 𝐷𝑖 has completed 𝑇𝑗
while 𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗 = 0means that𝐷𝑖 has not selected 𝑇𝑗.𝐷𝑇 = (𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗) denotes designer-task evaluation matrix, in
which 𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗 represents the evaluation value of 𝑇𝑗 by 𝐷𝑖 after𝐷𝑖 completes it. If𝐷𝑖 does not select 𝑇𝑗, 𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗 = 0 ⇒ 𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗 = 0.𝐷𝑆 = (𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑘) (𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑘 ∈ {0, 1}) denotes designer-skill 0-1
matrix, in which 𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑘 = 1 means that 𝐷𝑖 masters skill item𝑆𝑘 while 𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑘 = 0means that𝐷𝑖 does not master 𝑆𝑘.𝐷𝑆 = (𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑘) denotes designer-skill matrix, in which𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑘 represents the level of 𝐷𝑖 in 𝑆𝑘. If 𝐷𝑖 does not master𝑆𝑘, 𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑘 = 0 ⇒ 𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑘 = 0.𝑇𝑆 = (𝑡𝑠𝑗𝑘) (𝑡𝑠𝑗𝑘 ∈ {0, 1}) denotes task-skill 0-1 matrix, in
which 𝑡𝑠𝑗𝑘 = 1means that it requires skill item 𝑆𝑘 to execute𝑇𝑗 while 𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑘 = 0means that it does not.𝑇𝑆 = (𝑡𝑠𝑗𝑘) denotes task-skill matrix, in which 𝑡𝑠𝑗𝑘 is
the lower limit for 𝑆𝑘 to execute𝑇𝑗. If the execution of𝑇𝑗 does
not require 𝑆𝑘, 𝑡𝑠𝑗𝑘 = 0 ⇒ 𝑡𝑠𝑗𝑘 = 0.
3.1.2. Recommendation of Similar Design Agents

(1) Similarity between Design Agents. Similarity is a key factor
to measure the similar degree between design agents and
target agent. Based on corresponding references [32, 35], the
similarity between target agent 𝐷𝑖 and design agent 𝐷𝑖 is
calculated as formula (1)

Sim (𝐷𝑖, 𝐷𝑖) = ∑(𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗 − 𝐷𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖 ) (𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗 − 𝐷𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖 )
√∑(𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗 − 𝐷𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖 )2∑(𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗 − 𝐷𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖 )2

,

s.t.
{{{{{{{{{{{

𝑚∑
𝑗=1

𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗 ≥ Δ 𝑡
𝑙∑
𝑘=1

𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑘𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑘 ≥ Δ 𝑠,

(1)

where Δ 𝑡 is the lower bound constraint for number of
tasks completed by both 𝐷𝑖 and 𝐷𝑖 ; Δ 𝑠 is the lower bound
constraint for number of skill items that both 𝐷𝑖 and 𝐷𝑖
master; 𝐷𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the mean evaluation value of tasks by 𝐷𝑖,
which both𝐷𝑖 and𝐷𝑖 have rated,𝐷𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖 = ∑𝑚𝑗=1 𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗/
∑𝑚𝑗=1 𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗; 𝐷𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the mean evaluation value of tasks

by 𝐷𝑖 , which both 𝐷𝑖 and 𝐷𝑖 have rated, 𝐷𝑇𝑖𝑖
𝑖

=∑𝑚𝑗=1 𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗/∑𝑚𝑗=1 𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗.
The value of the task evaluated by 𝐷𝑖 is calculated as

formula (2), which considers factors of time and incentive

𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗 = 𝛼 𝑟𝑡𝑇𝑗𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑗 + 𝑟𝑡𝑇𝑗 + (1 − 𝛼)
𝑎𝑤𝑖𝑗/𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑎𝑤𝑖𝑗/𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑗 + 𝑎𝑤𝑇𝑗 /𝑟𝑡𝑇𝑗 , (2)

where 𝑟𝑡𝑇𝑗 is rated completion time of task𝑇𝑗; 𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑗 is the actual
completion time of task 𝑇𝑗 by 𝐷𝑖; 𝑎𝑤𝑇𝑗 is rated bonus after
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Figure 1: Three-dimensional matrix.

completion of task 𝑇𝑗; 𝑎𝑤𝑖𝑗 is actual bonus after completion
of task 𝑇𝑗 by𝐷𝑖; 𝛼 is weight, 𝛼 ∈ [0, 1].
(2) Screening Similar Design Agent. Design agent 𝐷𝑖 , whose
similarity Sim(𝐷𝑖, 𝐷𝑖)with𝐷𝑖 is one of𝐾maximum similar-
ities of the candidates, will be selected into recommendation
set KNN = {𝐷1, 𝐷2, . . . , 𝐷𝐾}.
(3) Prediction for Task Evaluation. Task𝑇𝑗 (𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗 = 1, 𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗 = 0),
which is not performed by𝐷𝑖 while completed and evaluated
by𝐷𝑖 (𝐷𝑖 ∈ KNN), will be selected to calculate the predicted
evaluation value 𝑓𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗 if performed by 𝐷𝑖, as formula
(3)

𝑓𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗 = 𝐷𝑇𝑖 + ∑
KNN
𝐷
𝑖


Sim (𝐷𝑖, 𝐷𝑖) (𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗 − 𝐷𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖 )
∑KNN
𝐷
𝑖


Sim (𝐷𝑖, 𝐷𝑖) . (3)

After the calculation, task 𝑇𝑗, whose predicted evaluation
value𝑓𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗 is one of the𝑁maximum values of the candidate
tasks, will be selected into recommendation task set 𝑅𝑇𝑖,
which is recommended to𝐷𝑖.
(4) Cold Start Problem. If 𝐷𝑖 never performs any task before
(∀𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗 = 0), 𝐷𝑖 cannot be recommended for any task
applying aforementioned algorithms without task evaluation
data, which is the so-called cold start problem. To figure
out the issue, a model to calculate incentive coefficient in

consideration of incentive factor is proposed, which is applied
to recommend𝐷𝑖 tasks, as formula (4)

𝑒𝑖𝑗 = 𝑎𝑤
𝑇
𝑗𝑟𝑡𝑇𝑗 ×

𝑎𝑤𝑇𝑗𝑎𝑤𝐷𝑖 =
(𝑎𝑤𝑇𝑗 )2𝑟𝑡𝑇𝑗 𝑎𝑤𝐷𝑖 ,

s.t. 𝑙∑
𝑘=1

𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑘𝑡𝑠𝑗𝑘 ≥ Δ𝑑𝑡𝑠 ,
(4)

where 𝑎𝑤𝐷𝑖 is cumulative bonus of 𝐷𝑖 and Δ𝑑𝑡𝑠 is the lower
bound constraint for number of skill items to perform 𝑇𝑗.

After the calculation, task 𝑇𝑗, whose incentive coefficient
by𝐷𝑖 is one of the𝑁maximum values of the candidate tasks,
will be selected into recommendation task set 𝑅𝑇𝑖, which is
recommended to𝐷𝑖.
3.2. Autonomous Selection according to Task Information. In
OSD process, design agent often autonomously selects tasks
from task series that OSC releases to public in consideration
of some factors such as skill and incentive. To select satisfac-
tory tasks, design agent performs the behavior by fitness 𝑓𝑖𝑗
as formula (5)

𝑓𝑖𝑗 = 𝛽 × 𝑟𝑖𝑗 + (1 − 𝛽) × 𝑒𝑖𝑗, (5)

where 𝑟𝑖𝑗 is similarity between 𝐷𝑖 and 𝑇𝑗; 𝑒𝑖𝑗 is incentive
coefficient to execute the task as formula (4); 𝛽 is weight,𝛽 ∈ [0, 1].
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The calculation of 𝑟𝑖𝑗 is as formula (6)

𝑟𝑖𝑗 = ∑𝑙𝑘=1 (𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑘𝑡𝑠𝑗𝑘) (𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑘 − 𝐷𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑖 )(𝑡𝑠𝑗𝑘 − 𝑇𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑗 )
√∑𝑙𝑘=1 (𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑘𝑡𝑠𝑗𝑘) (𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑘 − 𝐷𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑖 )2∑𝑙𝑘=1 (𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑘𝑡𝑠𝑗𝑘) (𝑡𝑠𝑗𝑘 − 𝑇𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑗 )2

s.t. 𝑙∑
𝑘=1

𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑘𝑡𝑠𝑗𝑘 > 0,
(6)

where 𝐷𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑖 is mean value of 𝐷𝑖 on 𝑆𝑘 (𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑘 = 1, 𝑡𝑠𝑗𝑘 =
1), 𝐷𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑖 = ∑𝑙𝑘=1 𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑘𝑡𝑠𝑗𝑘𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑘/∑𝑙𝑘=1 𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑘𝑡𝑠𝑗𝑘, and 𝑇𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑗 is mean

requirement of 𝑇𝑗 on 𝑆𝑘 (𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑘 = 1, 𝑡𝑠𝑗𝑘 = 1), 𝑇𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑗 =
∑𝑙𝑘=1 𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑘𝑡𝑠𝑗𝑘𝑡𝑠𝑗𝑘/∑𝑙𝑘=1 𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑘𝑡𝑠𝑗𝑘.

By calculation as formula (5), task 𝑇𝑗, whose fitness 𝑓𝑖𝑗
is one of the 𝑁 maximum values of the candidate tasks,
will be selected into task set 𝑆𝑇𝑖 for autonomous selec-
tion.

3.3. Bidirectional Behavior of Task Selection. During OSD
process, task array 𝑅𝑇𝑖, which is recommended for 𝐷𝑖
based on the three-dimensional recommendation algorithm,
may not meet 𝐷𝑖’s actual requirement for sparse data or
designers’ special preference. Meanwhile,𝐷𝑖 probably cannot
select optimal task only by autonomous selection because
of large number of tasks which cannot be traversed one by
one. To figure out the problem, designers often take full
account of both website recommendation and autonomous
selection to perform task selection behavior, which is called
bidirectional behavior of task selection.This kind of selection
behavior is proposed to guarantee the tasks more in line
with requirements of 𝐷𝑖. According to the methodology
of bidirectional selection behavior, the selection process is
calculated as follows.

(1) 𝐷𝑖 calculates 𝑓𝑖𝑗 of each task 𝑇𝑗 according to formula
(5) in 𝑅𝑇𝑖, which is obtained by the model of website
recommendation.

(2) 𝐷𝑖 integrates 𝑅𝑇𝑖 and 𝑆𝑇𝑖 which is obtained by the
model of autonomous selection into one task array𝐵𝑇𝑖 and rearranges the task series according to 𝑓𝑖𝑗.

(3) 𝐷𝑖 selects task𝑇𝑗, whose𝑓𝑖𝑗 is one of the𝑁maximum
values of 𝐵𝑇𝑖, into task set 𝐹𝑇𝑖 for execution.

4. Simulation Study of Bidirectional
Selection Behavior

4.1. Simulation Experiment Setting. According to the model
of bidirectional selection behavior proposed in Section 3,
simulation study is carried out to testify the efficiency of
bidirectional behavior on OSD evolution.

Based on the model and the simulation platform [9], the
simulation study is carried out according to a cell phone

design scenario abstracted from corresponding references
[47–49]. In this scenario, cell phone is composed of many
components, such as front cover, rear cover, main board,
keyboard, battery, screen, receiver, microphone, antenna,
Wi-Fi, and camera. These components are independent but
relative. For example, front cover, rear cover, and screen are
independent in function design, but compatible in assem-
bling, so the relationship among the three parts should be
taken into account. Based on the scenario derived from the
references, the relationship of module tasks is set in the
simulation platform as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 is mainly composed of two icons, which are
Task and Info, respectively. Task denotes two types of tasks
which are initial module task and collaboration task in OSD
process. Initial module task, shown as 𝑇𝑖 (𝑖 = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 19),
is the basic composition of OSD project, which is divided
and packaged according to product function as well as skill
requirement, such as front cover, rear cover, and main board
of a cell phone. Meanwhile, collaboration task, shown as 𝑇𝑖
(𝑖 > 19), is generated if design agent asks for collaboration
while executing initial module tasks. During OSD process,
each task, nomatter initial module task or collaboration task,
can be selected by design agents autonomously. Info shows the
information of tasks that are connected directly, such as task
triggering time and precedence relationship between tasks.
In addition, Table 1 lists some important parameters, which
quantify task requirement and rewards for design agents. In
this scenario, the number of skill items is set as 3.

Besides, some key parameters in the simulation are ini-
tialized as shown in Table 2, in which S1, S2, and S3 are three
comparison scenarios corresponding to passive behavior of
selection by recommendation, autonomous selection behav-
ior, and bidirectional selection behavior, respectively. Accord-
ing to the parameter settings, each scenario is simulated 100
times, obtaining 100 data samples for comparative analysis.

4.2. ANOVAofThree Task Selection Behaviors. In this section,
Analysis ofVariance (ANOVA) is carried out to analyze if task
selection behavior influences OSD process and bidirectional
behavior is best effective of the three. In this way, the analysis
can be applied as assistant decision of task selection in OSD
process. The hypothesis for ANOVA is as follows.

𝐻0: 𝜇1 = 𝜇2 = 𝜇3 (task selection behavior has no effect on
evolution cycle of OSD)
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Figure 2: Module task relationship of the scenario.

Table 1: Parameters of task requirement and rewards for design agent.

Task ID 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Matrix of skill demand
6.26 5.148 27.617 4.263 25.522 16.358 26.001 12.857 14.106 7.669
3.048 8.416 10.769 8.104 11.663 15.208 10.85 22.561 28.413 0.138
17.775 13.931 20.516 6.793 28.474 3.164 3.596 5.155 3.253 16.934

Rated bonus 16.6 17.1 16.5 18.1 21.2 17.5 9.6 9.1 10 18.1
Task ID 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

Matrix of skill demand
15.629 20.203 7.088 16.334 23.616 9.666 19.539 13.936 13.301 22.179
23.029 28.172 19.139 3.754 14.665 1.196 21.834 25.224 3.539 12.78
22.335 26.397 24.824 2.134 21.044 22.271 21.92 21.208 29.694 7.338

Rated bonus 12.1 12.3 14.3 13.6 18.1 15.5 28 20.1 20.5 20

Table 2: Partial parameters of simulation experiment.

Parameter name Parameter setting
Scenario S1, S2, S3
Community scale
(number of agents) 200

Task selection method
for each scenario

S1: passive behavior of task selection by
recommendation

S2: autonomous selection behavior
S3: bidirectional selection behavior

Simulation time 300 (100/scenario)

𝐻1: 𝜇1 ̸= 𝜇2 ̸= 𝜇3 (task selection behavior has significant
effect on evolution cycle of OSD)

According to the hypothesis, ANOVA is applied with
SPSS to process the data of three scenarios which are
extracted from simulation experiments, as shown in Table 4.

The results of ANOVA show that task selection behavior
has significant effect on evolution cycle of OSD. 𝜇1 = 391.52
(mean value of evolution cycle in S1) is significantly longer

than that of S2 and S3. Data analysis of evolution process
in S1 shows that task recommendation does not do well at
the beginning of OSD process because there is not enough
information on task evaluation for recommendation, which
is the main reason that results in longer evolution cycle. 𝜇2 =373.1 (mean value of evolution cycle in S2) is significantly
shorter than S1’s cycle but longer than that of S3. The main
reason is that the scale of design tasks in S2 is not quite large
which is not difficult for design agent to autonomously select
compatible tasks. 𝜇3 = 364.81 (mean value of evolution cycle
in S3) is significantly shorter than that of S2 and S3.Themain
reason is that design agent can select more matched tasks in
combination with website recommendation and autonomous
selection. As a result, compared with S1 and S2, S3 is more
effective to promote evolution process of OSD.

Simulation study shows that task selection behavior of
design agent has significant effect on evolution process of
OSD. In this experiment with moderate task scale, the
bidirectional behavior of task selection is more effective to
shorten evolution cycle. However, it should be testified which
selection behavior ismore effective if task scale ismuch larger
in further study.
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Table 3: Task selection of 𝐴13.
Order Simulation

step
Task recommendation Autonomous selection Final selection

Task number Task ID 𝑓𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑗 𝑓𝑖𝑗 Task number Task ID 𝑓𝑖𝑗 Task number Task ID 𝑓𝑖𝑗
1 0 4

3 1.389110 0.304965

3

2 0.730274

3

2 0.730274
1 1.239946 0.376856 1 0.376856 0 0.686295
2 1.024853 0.730274 3 0.304965 1 0.376856
0 0.784246 0.686295

2 149 1 6 0.050432 0.269533 1 6 0.269533 1 6 0.269533
3 157 1 14 0.113611 0.269073 1 14 0.269073 1 14 0.269073

4 176 2 484 0.008573 0.240730 1 485 0.24942 2 485 0.249420
485 0.005935 0.249420 484 0.240730

5 188 2 13 0.076980 0.128854 2 15 0.222744 2 15 0.222744
15 0.060707 0.222744 13 0.128854 13 0.128854

6 254 1 17 0.125698 0.271574 1 17 0.271574 1 17 0.271574
7 286 1 18 0.100443 0.208817 1 18 0.208817 1 18 0.208817
8 315 1 19 0.104335 0.182663 1 19 0.182663 1 19 0.182663
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Figure 3: Task selection and execution flow of 𝐴13.

4.3. Simulation Analysis of Bidirectional Selection Process.
According to previous analysis, bidirectional behavior of
task selection is testified to be the best of three behaviors
of task selection based on simulation experiment setting.
To describe and analyze designer’s bidirectional behavior
of task selection integrating website recommendation and
autonomous selection during OSD process, a data set is
extracted fromdata sample of S3.The data set records the task
selection behaviors of design agent 𝐴13 in OSD process. The
task selection of 𝐴13 is shown as Table 3 and Figure 3.

As shown in Table 3, 𝐴13 performs bidirectional behav-
iors of task selection for 8 times during this OSD process.
In each time, the bidirectional selection behavior contains
3 phases: website recommendation, autonomous selection,
and integrated selection. Firstly, the system recommends𝐴13
some tasks which are sorted by website recommendation
according to formula (3); secondly, 𝐴13 chooses some tasks

autonomously fromOSS and sorts them according to formula
(5); meanwhile, corresponding values of tasks that are recom-
mended are also calculated based on formula (5); at last, 𝐴13
integrates the tasks that are recommended or autonomously
chosen, sorts themby values based on formula (5), and selects
tasks in descending order, which is also the order of task
execution subsequently. Table 3 shows the detailed data for
bidirectional selection behavior of 𝐴13.

As shown in Figure 3, vertical axis denotes design agent
ID, and horizontal axis denotes simulation step of OSD.
During the whole process, 𝐴13 selects and executes 28 tasks,
including 10module tasks (𝑇2,𝑇0,𝑇1,𝑇6,𝑇14,𝑇15,𝑇13,𝑇17,𝑇18,
and𝑇19) which are shown as gray blocks, and 18 collaboration
tasks (𝑇35, 𝑇82, 𝑇98, 𝑇122, 𝑇131, 𝑇147, 𝑇160, 𝑇174, 𝑇218, 𝑇279, 𝑇419,𝑇476, 𝑇485, 𝑇484, 𝑇543, 𝑇581, 𝑇638, and 𝑇665) which are shown as
blue or green blocks (blue ones represent online collaboration
tasks; green ones represent offline collaboration tasks) [9].
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Table 4: ANOVA of task selection behaviors.

(a) Descriptives

Sample

𝑁 Mean Std. deviation Std. error 95% confidence interval for mean Minimum Maximum
Lower bound Upper bound

1 100 391.520000 23.3949317 2.3394932 386.877938 396.162062 334.0000 451.0000
2 100 373.100000 25.8732341 2.5873234 367.966189 378.233811 293.0000 432.0000
3 100 364.810000 22.5266150 2.2526615 360.340231 369.279769 310.0000 423.0000
Total 300 376.476667 26.3800901 1.5230552 373.479401 379.473932 293.0000 451.0000

(b) Test of homogeneity of variances

Sample
Levene statistic df1 df2 Sig.
1.025 2 297 .360

(c) ANOVA

Sample
Sum of squares df Mean square 𝐹 Sig.

Between groups 37381.487 2 18690.743 32.521 .000
Within groups 170695.350 297 574.732
Total 208076.837 299

(d) Multiple comparisons

Dependent variable: sample
LSD

(𝐼) group (𝐽) group Mean difference (𝐼-𝐽) Std. error Sig. 95% confidence interval
Lower Bound Upper Bound

1 2 18.4200000∗ 3.3903741 .000 11.747800 25.092200
3 26.7100000∗ 3.3903741 .000 20.037800 33.382200

2 1 −18.4200000∗ 3.3903741 .000 −25.092200 −11.747800
3 8.2900000∗ 3.3903741 .015 1.617800 14.962200

3 1 −26.7100000∗ 3.3903741 .000 −33.382200 −20.037800
2 −8.2900000∗ 3.3903741 .015 −14.962200 −1.617800

∗Themean difference is significant at the .05 level.

During collaboration process, 𝐴13 collaborates with 𝐴150 for
7 times (𝑇82, 𝑇98, 𝑇122, 𝑇147, 𝑇174, 𝑇218, and 𝑇543), 𝐴104 for 5
times (𝑇35, 𝑇160, 𝑇476, 𝑇638, and 𝑇665), 𝐴27 for 2 times (𝑇485
and 𝑇581), 𝐴4 (𝑇484), 𝐴113 (𝑇131), 𝐴176 (𝑇419), and 𝐴209 (𝑇279)
for 1 time, respectively. In this simulation, design agent’s
bidirectional selection behavior as well as execution behavior
in OSD process is described in detail.

Compared to Table 3, tasks (𝑇35, 𝑇82, 𝑇98, 𝑇122, 𝑇131, 𝑇147,𝑇160, 𝑇174, 𝑇218, 𝑇279, 𝑇419, 𝑇476, 𝑇543, 𝑇581, 𝑇638, and 𝑇665) that
are blue blocks are not in selection list of Table 3, indicating
that they are not selected by 𝐴13. This is because that these
tasks are generated by𝐴13 itself while executingmodule tasks
but encountering exception for collaboration, corresponding
to the blank blocks of module tasks in Figure 3, and that they
are not released to public but directly sent to corresponding
design agents for online collaboration.

The simulation describes the process of designer’s bidi-
rectional selection behavior in microperspective and proves
that the model of bidirectional selection is effective in OSD

process by simulation analysis with the table and figure
aforementioned.

5. Conclusions

5.1. Contributions. It is a tough issue for designers to select
tasks completely fit to them in OSD process, which also
directly impacts the efficiency of OSD evolution. Thus,
designers’ bidirectional behavior of task selection inte-
grating passive selection of website recommendation and
autonomous selection is modeled in this paper. Passive selec-
tion behavior based on website recommendation is modeled
with application of collaborative filtering algorithm to recom-
mend tasks to designers by predication, which describes rec-
ommendation process based on a three-dimensional matrix
including information on design agent, task, and skills;
autonomous selection behavior is described in consideration
of factors such as skill and incentive; the bidirectional
selection model integrates the aforementioned two selection
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algorithms to describe designers’ selection behaviors who
usually select tasks in consideration of both OSD recommen-
dation and autonomous selection. By simulation comparison
of bidirectional selection, passive selection based on website
recommendation, and autonomous selection with ANOVA,
analysis is carried out to show that task selection behavior
has significant effect on OSD evolution process and that
bidirectional selection behavior is more effective to shorten
evolution cycle according to the experiment settings on com-
munity scale and task number. In addition, the simulation
study shows the process of task selection in microperspective
and testifies the model of bidirectional selection.

5.2. Implications. In OSD (e.g., SourceForge, NetBeans) [50,
51], there are millions of projects/products/tasks provided to
designers for selection and contribution. For designers, it is
really difficult to find right one from mass abundant tasks
and also costs time, which may block their contributions
to OSD. For OSD, it is a key issue how to guarantee the
projects/products/tasks matching to designers. Therefore,
the bidirectional selection method is proposed to solve the
problems.

On the one hand, it will provide designers much con-
venience to select right tasks by OSD recommendation.
Besides, it will provide designers more personalized services
on project/product/task selection including both recommen-
dation and autonomous selection. On the other hand, it
will provide OSD managers useful advice on how to match
designers and projects/products/tasks in consideration of
factors such as skill and incentive, by bidirectional selection
simulation, which will help coordinate resources of OSD
and promote the development of projects/products/tasks
effectively. In addition, the findings prove that agent-based
modeling and simulation can be taken as an approach to
study the open source design process. In this paper, designer’s
selection behavior is abstracted by agent modeling, which
represents both his/her subjective factors (e.g., incentive)
and objective factors (e.g., skill) while making decisions.
Meanwhile, the selection process is described by agent simu-
lation, which describes not only individual’s decision process,
but also OSD’s evolution process. As a result, the proposed
bidirectional selection method can be applied in practice
benefiting both designers and OSD.

5.3. Future Work. Although the bidirectional selection
method is proved to provide much convenience in task
selection ofOSD, there are some limitations to solve. First, the
algorithm cannot work effectively if the number of designers
and tasks is too huge, because the paper does not provide a
corresponding method to solve this problem. Second, more
factors should be considered in the bidirectional selection
algorithm to help designers select more proper tasks and pro-
videmore effective advice onmatching tasks and designers as
well as promoting OSD evolution.

In future work, intelligence algorithms such as genetic
algorithmwill be added to solve the problem of large number
of tasks and designers. Besides, more simulation experi-
ments, in consideration of more complex factors, such as
designers’ preference, community scale, and task number,

will be designed and carried out to study which selection
scheme is more effective to product design as well as OSD
evolution.
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